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ABSTRACT  
 
Dette speciale har gennem et empirisk casestudie til hensigt at undersøge, hvordan den 
amerikanske producent af el-motorcykler, Zero Motorcycles, kan etablere sig på det danske 
marked ved hjælp af strategisk kommunikation. Markedet for elektriske motorcykler er 
stadig forholdsvist begrænset og uudforsket, hvilket er kendetegnende for en “disruptive 
technology” (jf. Appendix 1). Det betyder, at der på nuværende tidspunkt er et meget 
begrænset omfang af information og markedsdata for denne industri i Danmark, hvorfor 
specialet hovedsageligt benytter sig af primærdata i form af ekspert-, fokusgruppe- samt 
enkeltinterviews og observationer. Derudover har vi inddraget markedsdata og -analyser fra 
sammenlignelige industrier, herunder elektriske biler samt traditionelle motorcykler, for at 
skabe et bedre fundament for antagelser omkring forventet markedsudvikling. 
 
Specialets problemformulering lyder: Hvordan kan Zero Motorcycles gennem strategisk 
kommunikation etablere og styrke sit brand yderligere på det danske marked?  
 
For at besvare dette spørgsmål samt skabe en bedre forståelse af casevirksomheden og 
markedet den agerer i, har vi formuleret fire underspørgsmål:  

● Hvad består det nuværende Zero Motorcycles brand af? 
● Hvordan er Zero Motorcycles’ nuværende tilgang til det danske marked hvad angår 

markedsføring og kommunikation? 
● Hvem er de potentielle kunder/målgrupper i Danmark? 
● Hvordan kan Zero Motorcycles målrette sin kommunikation til de danske kunder? 

 
Med udgangspunkt i ekspertinterviews og data fra sammenlignelige industrier fremstilles 
først en markedsanalyse og virksomhedsbeskrivelse. Herefter benyttes fokusgruppe- og 
enkeltinterviews til at danne et billede af de danske motorcyklister samt de nuværende ejere 
af Zero motorcykler. Med afsæt i dette præsenteres to forskellige forbrugerprofiler for Zero 
Motorcycles på det danske marked: hobby-kørere og teknologi-entusiaster. Der er en klar 
differentiering mellem de to forbrugerprofiler, hvilket hovedsageligt kommer til udtryk i deres 
ønsker og behov i forhold til det at køre motorcykel. Den første gruppe kører, som navnet 
indikerer, primært motorcykel for fornøjelsens skyld, og de ser det at køre motorcykel som 
en vigtig del af deres fritidsliv. Derfor lægger de stor vægt på det sociale aspekt i at køre 
samt de følelsesmæssige ‘gevinster’, de får ud af det. Teknologi-entusiasterne, på den 
anden side, kan kategoriseres som mere individualistiske motorcyklister, der lægger stor 
vægt på driftsikkerheden og den avancerede teknologi bag produktet. For denne 
forbrugergruppe er det altså produktet, motorcyklen, der er i centrum, og for dem ses den 
primært som et transportmiddel, der skal få dem fra A til B.  

På baggrund af de fundamentale forskelle mellem de to forbrugergrupper, 
argumenterer vi for, at Zero Motorcycles ikke kan tilfredsstille begge grupper med én fælles 
kommunikationsstrategi. I stedet præsenteres to anbefalinger for, hvordan virksomheden 
kan gribe sin fremadrettede kommunikationsstrategi an: 1) en differentieret strategi, hvor 
der udarbejdes og implementeres to separate strategier, én for hver kundegruppe og 2) en 
fokuseret strategi, hvor det primære fokus vil være rettet mod hobby-kørerne. Da 
sidstnævnte kundegruppe udgør majoriteten på det danske marked, argumenteres der for, 
at det vil være mest profitabelt, hvad angår fremtidig vækst og ekspansion at målrette 
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kommunikationen til denne gruppe. Dog skal dette ikke ses som en anbefaling om 
fuldstændigt at tilsidesætte de nuværende kunder, der primært er teknologi-entusiaster. 
Snarere anbefaler vi, at Zero Motorcycles fortsætter deres aktuelle kommunikationsindsats 
målrettet disse, men i sine fremadrettede tiltag fokuserer på hobby-kørerne og det mere 
mainstream marked.  

Specialet afsluttes med en diskussion af, hvordan virksomheden kan benytte 
strategisk kommunikation - mere specifikt branding og storytelling - til at målrette og 
tiltrække de identificerede kundegrupper og derved etablere sit brand bedst muligt på det 
danske marked. På baggrund af de nye udfordringer, som en disruptive teknologi medfører, 
har vi i specialet fundet det passende og interessant at bidrage med en modificering af 
eksisterende teori for bedst muligt at kunne belyse problemfeltet. I den forbindelse 
præsenterer specialet reverse storytelling og VII-modellen som eksempler på, hvordan 
vores egen tilvirkning af traditionel teori kan bidrage til en bedre teoretisk, kommunikativ 
forståelse af denne specifikke case.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The overall market for electric vehicles is a market undergoing a substantial growth and 
according to Statista, an acknowledged online statistics portal, it reached about 83.5 billion 
US dollars in 2012 (Statista, 2016). From 2013 to 2019 the market is expected to further 
grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of around 19% indicating a strong future 
potential for this market (Ibid.). However, the current market data predominantly concerns 
sales and expected growth of electric cars such as the increasingly popular American brand 
Tesla and as such it somewhat neglects the development within the industry for electric 
motorcycles. Despite a limited focus on electric motorcycles and the lack of adequate 
market information for this industry, there still seems to be an increased interest for this 
type of electric vehicles as well, and the European motorcycle industry association, ACEM 
(Association des Constructeurs Européenns de Motocycles), sees numerous advantages in 
electric motorcycles compared to electric cars (ACEM, 2015; 44). The electric bikes are first 
of all easier to electrify than cars due to their reduced weight and mass, they are easier to 
navigate in urban areas and high-traffic density zones and they are easier to park due to the 
small size (Ibid.).  
 Given the advantages of electric motorcycles, as well as the indication of an 
increased interest in the product in general, we see a great potential for future growth in this 
industry. However, this interest does not seem to have had a significant impact on the 
market uptake so far, as the ACEM report shows that only between 1-2% of all motorcycles 
registered in Europe in 2014 were electric (ACEM, 2016; 44). This presents a key challenge 
for companies within this industry; on one hand, there seems to be an interest in electric 
motorcycles and an expectation for rapid industry growth but on the other hand, these 
forecasts have yet to show in the share of electric motorcycles in the overall motorcycle 
industry. Thus, the aim of this thesis is to explore how strategic communication can 
contribute to increasing the market share and fueling growth for manufacturers of electric 
motorcycles. In order to make the study more tangible, we have chosen to conduct a case 
study on the industry market leader, Zero Motorcycles, with an outset in the Danish market. 
Zero Motorcycles has up until now focused on establishing itself on the market by 
approaching the so-called ‘first movers’, which is a segment interested in advanced and 
new technology. This current focus is underlined in the company’s presentation of itself: 
“Zero Motorcycles is the next step in motorcycle evolution. By combining the best aspects 
of a traditional motorcycle [gasoline powered motorcycle, cf. Appendix 1] with today’s most 
advanced technology, Zero produces high performance electric motorcycles that are 
lightweight, efficient, fast off the line and fun to ride. Each motorcycle is optimized from the 
ground up to leverage the revolutionary Z-force™ electric powertrain and uses a specially 
designed, rigid, aircraft-grade aluminum frame to minimize weight” (Zero Motorcycles, 
n.d.A). On the basis of the company’s current focus, we will take a deeper look into how 
this translates onto the Danish market. Furthermore, we will discuss whether the first 
movers are the most appropriate Danish target group in terms of market growth and brand 
building or if other groups may be more suitable in the future strategy. The above has led to 
the following research question:  
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1.1 RESEARCH QUESTION  

 
In order to strengthen our ability to give a qualified and satisfactory answer to the research 
question, we will focus the study around four sub-questions. 
 
1.1.2 SUB-QUESTIONS 

● What does the current Zero Motorcycles brand consist of?  
● How does Zero Motorcycles currently approach the Danish market in terms of 

marketing communication? 
● Who are the potential customer/target groups in Denmark?  
● How could Zero Motorcycles approach/target the Danish customers? 

1.2 METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH & CHOICE OF THEORY 
Our research aims at giving a deeper understanding of the Danish motorcyclists, the current 
owners of Zero motorcycles and the company itself. However, given that the electric 
motorcycle industry is still a small and relatively unexplored industry, the existing market 
data and information is very limited. Therefore, this thesis will predominantly make use of 
primary data in the form of one-on-one interviews, focus groups and observations on 
company representatives as well as current and potential customers. Furthermore, we have 
included market data from comparable industries, hereunder the electric car industry and 
the industry for traditional motorcycles, in order to provide a better foundation for 
assumptions on the expected market development. 
 
We categorize our approach as inductive and emic, which means that the research will be 
conducted without strictly, predetermined theories and hypotheses to be confirmed or 
denied. Still, we will define some theoretical frames, which help focus the investigation. We 
apply strategic communication as the overall theoretical framework and by using tools from 
within this field, in particular branding and storytelling, we seek to investigate how Zero 
Motorcycles could approach the identified target groups and thereby establish and 
strengthen its brand in the best possible way on the Danish market. We have found it 
necessary to contribute with a modification of existing theory in order to clarify the problem 
field. Thus, this thesis presents reverse storytelling and the VII-model as examples of how 
our own modifications of traditional theory can contribute to a better communicative 
understanding of this specific case.   

1.3 MOTIVATION 
Having studied at Copenhagen Business School for five years, we have gained a lot of 
theoretical knowledge. Naturally, this thesis serves as our final paper before graduating and 
stepping into the corporate life and into our future careers. Thus, it has been a pleasure to 

How can Zero Motorcycles through strategic communication establish and strengthen its 
brand on the Danish market? 
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get the chance to apply the comprehensive theoretical knowledge in practice and onto a 
real-life case study and in this create a connection between science and business.   
 
As mentioned above, most attention in relation to electric vehicles on the Danish market up 
until now has been paid to electric cars, which is why we thought it would be interesting to 
shed light on a somewhat unexplored part of this industry; the electric motorcycles. 
Furthermore, the disruptive technology behind these electric motorcycles pose new 
interesting challenges that inspired us to think outside the box and explore new areas of the 
applied theory. 

1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS 
This thesis contributes to the field of marketing communication by applying existing 
theories to new contexts and developing them further in order to make them more suitable 
for exploring and analyzing disruptive startup companies like Zero Motorcycles. With the 
examination of strategic communication perspectives and opportunities available to Zero 
Motorcycles, other future potential manufacturers of electric motorcycles are able to use 
this market information when establishing themselves on the Danish market. As such, we 
have provided a contribution to the very limited research done on electric motorcycles on 
the Danish market. Furthermore, our new variations of the existing theories and models (cf. 
reverse storytelling and the VII-model) can also be applied to other industries and fields of 
study. We are aware that the results presented in this thesis might not be completely 
applicable to other industries in that results cannot be generalized. However, we argue that 
it is, to some extent, possible to generalize the problematic behind the study. In that way, 
we provide new and useful insights concerning how to approach new markets through 
modifying traditional marketing communication tools and theories.  
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2 METHODOLOGY 
In the following section we will elaborate on the choice of scientific theoretical standpoint 
and justify the theoretical methods as well as analytical reflections and decisions that make 
up the methodological foundation for this thesis. In doing so we seek to clarify how our 
chosen procedure and the interplay between methodological, theoretical and analytical 
approaches form the basis for a satisfactory answer to the present problem statement  
(Andersen, 2013; 99). The overall objective of the thesis is to examine the strategic 
communication perspectives and opportunities available to Zero Motorcycles and 
potentially other manufacturers of electric motorcycles on the Danish market. In order to do 
so, the thesis will make use of sources such as representatives from the company, the 
Danish distributor of Zero Motorcycles, “traditional bikers” in Denmark, and owners of 
electric bikes in the US and Denmark respectively. As such, the empirical data gathered 
through these stakeholders will be one of the main information sources throughout the 
thesis, which is why we categorize it as being a qualitative, empirical case study. Given that 
Zero Motorcycles is the market leader and one of the only actors in the industry, we define 
the case as being a critical case, according to Bent Flyvbjerg’s typology: “Critical cases: To 
achieve information that permits logical deductions of the type, “If this is (not) valid for this 
case, then it applies to all (no) cases” (Flyvbjerg, 2006; 230). The use of the qualitative, 
empirical case study will be elaborated further in section 2.2. 

2.1 PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 
This section will provide an overview of our choice of philosophy of science; social 
constructivism. It is not the intention to bring forward a comprehensive explanation of this 
field’s genealogy or elaborate on the different aspects, but rather we want to give the 
reader insights into how we approach and observe our empirical domain. Furthermore, we 
will continuously emphasize and justify our social constructivist standpoint throughout the 
following methodological and theoretical considerations and reflections.  
 
The main fundamental assumption underlying social constructivism is that reality is a 
socially constructed phenomenon, which is influenced by our interpretation of societal 
phenomena. In this paradigm, truth is considered a perspective on reality and thus one 
objective truth does not exist. As such, reality is not something that the researcher can 
clearly define or explain (Esmark et al., 2005; 16). Instead, the individual’s perception of 
reality is constructed solely via interactions and social contexts. As described by Tracy 
(2013; 41): 

 

 
In other words, it is necessary for the researcher to examine social interaction through the 
actors’ point of view, which Wilhelm Dilthey, a German philosopher, refers to with the 
German word verstehen (translated: “to understand”) (Tracy, 2013; 41). In this lies the act of 
gaining empathic insights into other people’s beliefs, attitudes and viewpoints through a 

“[...] both reality and knowledge are constructed and reproduced through 
communication, interaction, and practice. Knowledge about reality is therefore always 

mediated through the researcher.” 
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participatory approach. To sum up, the overall belief in this paradigm is that reality and 
knowledge are socially constructed through interaction with others. 
 
We apply a general interpretative approach in that we emphasize the social construction of 
meaning, and we are interested in the social processes concerning this. However, we are 
aware that we also draw on a general and broader hermeneutic frame, in that we not only 
look into interactions between different participants but also look at their individual 
perceptions of their reality through e.g. one-on-one interviews. Nevertheless, by putting 
these perceptions in relation to other people’s perceptions, we insert them into a social 
context, and thus we argue that the social constructivism is still the predominant paradigm. 
In addition, we have a more epistemological approach to social constructivism, in that we 
believe that a reality does exists to some extent, but that it cannot be fully discovered and 
understood by us because we will always understand and experience the world based on 
our social context (Egholm, 2014; 150). As such, we believe that it is the phenomenon - the 
idea of reality - that is socially constructed rather than the actual phenomenon as believed 
by researchers with a more ontological approach (Ibid.). In that way, we argue that our 
application of the social constructivist approach could be seen as less radical and 
somewhat ‘soft’.  
 
Our reason for applying the social constructivist approach is to explore how motorcyclists 
make sense of the act of owning and riding a motorcycle through their interactions and 
communication about the topic. We are interested in identifying how sensemaking arises 
through the social dynamics of interaction and in that way we find a participatory approach 
appropriate for this thesis, which justifies our choice of the social constructivism as our 
primary scientific theoretical paradigm. To sum up, we emphasize the dynamic and social 
construction of meaning. This dynamic approach is also reflected in our mix of different 
types of empirical data. They do not only serve the purpose of traditional triangulation, 
which is the act of comparing and validating two or more types of investigations of the 
same phenomenon. Rather, our empirical methods also individually contribute to exploring 
and understanding different aspects of our research question.   

2.2 QUALITATIVE, EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY 

This thesis is, as expressed earlier, considered a qualitative, empirical case study, which 
implies an inductive emic approach to research where behavior and actions are seen as 
something context-specific influenced by the various actors’ perspective on things (Tracy, 
2013; 21). According to Tracy (Ibid.), inductive and emic research refer to “meaning that 
emerges from the field”. In other words, the research will be empirically based on 
interviewees and the perceptions, opinions, and experiences they hold. When applying an 
inductive emic approach, the researcher will not take an outset in predetermined and fixed 
models and theoretical structures. Instead, he or she will take a more open approach 
starting out by observing specific interactions and based on these observations 
conceptualize general and recurring patterns (Ibid; 22). Following this, the researcher can 
then come up with interim claims to be re-examined in the field, where after these claims 
form the foundation for conclusions that can contribute to the development of new theory 
or add on to/complicate existing theory (Ibid.). The inductive approach is thus in 
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accordance with our social constructivist perspective from which “reality and knowledge 
are constructed and reproduced through communication, interaction and practice” (Ibid; 
40). Furthermore, it clearly complies with the nature of this research, which is very 
exploratory and highly dependent on the empirical data from e.g. one-on-one interviews, 
focus group interviews and observations. The new perspectives, experiences, and opinions 
gathered from the empirical data will be the core contribution in shaping the direction for 
the study, and in that way we start out with a very broad and open approach and focus, 
which will be narrowed down as we get deeper into the research.  

Since we are taking an inductive emic approach, the research will be conducted 
without strictly predetermined theories and hypotheses to be confirmed or denied. 
However, we will hold on loosely to some theoretical frames and concepts in order to avoid 
losing focus and getting a too broad data collection with no direction or an excess of 
different findings. In this case, keeping strategic communication in relation to Zero 
Motorcycles in mind can help ensure a clearer focus and help set the direction for the 
interview questions and what to put particular focus on in that relation and in relation to 
other data collection activities or observations. A relevant point to bring up in this relation is 
that given the inductive nature of the thesis, our theory selection is data driven, which is 
reflected in the choice of strategic communication rather than sustainability. Our initial 
approach was to explore Zero Motorcycles from a sustainability perspective but in the light 
of the collected data, which did not emphasize this area as the main interest point, we 
changed our focus to strategic communication.  

To sum up, the study - and qualitative research in general - is predominantly 
inductive and emic, but will in this case also involve deductive aspects as a source for 
inspiration and guidance. This way of combining the two approaches is not unusual and 
many researchers have taken this approach throughout time to achieve the benefits of a 
broad inductive approach without losing focus and direction (Tracy, 2013; 29). Another 
interesting aspect of qualitative research is that it comes in many forms and with a variety 
of different perspectives, however sharing several key characteristics, which we will look 
further into in the coming section.   
 
2.2.1 KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
The characteristics include Gestalt, Bricolage, The funnel metaphor, and the use of 
sensitizing concepts (Tracy, 2013; 26). Knowing these key characteristics helps clarify the 
basic foundation of qualitative method and its approach to research. Below, each of the 
four characteristics will be briefly explained and their relevance put in relation to this study:  

● Gestalt: The overall meaning of gestalt is that meaning is generated through 
interdependence and integration and as such “the perceived whole is more than a 
sum of its parts” (Tracy, 2013; 26). In other words, any given experience, situation, 
culture, perception etc. is better understood if put in relation to another rather than 
seen as an independent, separate variable. In relation to our study, this 
characteristic comes into play in that we seek our empirical foundation through 
interactions with and between a range of Zero Motorcycle’s relevant internal and 
external stakeholders, both American and Danish, and aim to find meaning in these 
interactions and relations. 

● Bricolage: Bricolage refers to the fact that qualitative researchers strive to construct 
a meaningful and useful research by borrowing and piecing together different 
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representations, viewpoints, and perspectives (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; 4). This 
approach offers more flexibility and room for creativity for the researcher in making 
the most of the data available, whether that be observations, documents, interviews, 
or websites (Tracy, 2013; 26). This characteristic is in compliance with our research 
approach, in that we use of a variety of data collection forms such as one-on-one 
interviews, focus group interviews, observations, and website research and then 
piece together these different inputs in order to construct patterns or general 
assumptions on the research phenomenon.  

● The funnel metaphor: As described earlier in this section, qualitative research starts 
out with a broad and open focus, which is then narrowed down as the researcher 
collects more data and further scouts the scene. In that way, it can be seen as a 
journey through a funnel starting broad and narrowing down the focus, as you go 
along (Tracy, 2013; 27). This is particularly relevant for our study, in that it takes off 
with a very broad focus and an open mind to new inputs, ideas, and perspectives 
offered by e.g. interview participants. The data gathered from interviews and 
observations will provide us with a clearer view of what is particularly important or 
interesting to look further into within our research area and this will help us narrow 
down the focus. 

● Sensitizing concepts: With this characteristic, Tracy (2013; 28) points to what we 
touched upon previously in this section: even though the overall approach is 
inductive and emic, most qualitative researchers begin with some concepts in mind 
about theories or issues that might become salient. You could say that the concepts 
are used as guidance or “lenses for qualitative study” (Charmaz, 2003). This 
metaphor is to be understood in the way that the concepts help the researcher keep 
focus and avoid wasting too much time on data that turns out not to be useful or 
relevant. In relation to our study, we make use of sensitizing concepts in that we 
from the beginning have determined our main focus: strategic communication, 
branding and storytelling and we use these concepts to stay on track and ask the 
right/appropriate questions to explore these concepts in relation to the company, 
Zero Motorcycles.  

2.3 OUR ROLE AS RESEARCHERS 

An important aspect to bring forward regarding our methodological approach is our role as 
researchers in the thesis. When operating in the qualitative perspective, data is often seen 
as being produced in the moment where the researcher meets the empirical field, building 
on the assumption that the researcher has an active role in and influence on the data 
production process (Bjerg & Villadsen, 2006; 24). This is not seen as something negative, 
but it is however important to keep in mind in order to prevent the researcher’s own 
perceptions, attitudes, or actions to influence the data to such an extent that it does not 
represent a true picture of the reality. As such, conducting interviews calls for the 
researchers to be self-reflexive about their role, identity, and subjectivity and how their 
subject positions might influence the interview and the findings derived from it (Roulston et 
al., 2003). This is particularly important for this study when conducting the various 
interviews in which we need the participants’ answers to match how they perceive their 
reality through interaction. One way, in which we attempt to overcome the risk of 
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influencing or steering the participants’ contributions, is by clearly stating up front that we 
are not conducting the interviews as representatives for the company, Zero Motorcycles. 
Instead, we are merely master’s thesis students exploring the Danish market for electric 
motorcycles in relation to the theoretical field of strategic communication. The rationale 
behind the decision to clarify this from the beginning is that if the participants see us as 
company representatives, they might be more reluctant or hesitant to express negative 
opinions, concerns, or points of criticism about the company, which can lead to erroneous 
findings. Therefore, we put a lot of focus into stressing that there are no right or wrong 
answers and that we are interested in hearing their honest personal opinions and 
experiences.  
 
Our relation to both the company and the motorcycle industry is two-sided. On one hand, 
Clotilde has an extensive knowledge and interest in the motorcycle industry in general 
based on many years of riding herself, both as a professional go-cart driver but also as a 
hobby motorcyclist. In addition to this, she worked as an intern for Zero Motorcycles in 
California, USA, for 3.5 months in 2015 before this thesis was initiated. Thus, she brings a 
lot of knowledge, experience, and personal opinions about the industry and company into 
the project. Trine, on the other hand, is more new to the field. She has no first-hand 
experience with either riding a motorcycle herself or with the company as such but finds the 
subject appealing entirely based on her fascination of the “idea of riding a motorcycle” and 
the innovative aspect of the new electric motorcycles. As such, she brings an “outsider” 
perspective to the research. The combination of the two very different levels of “expertise” 
or experience with the industry and the company has proved to be an advantage for the 
research as a whole. Clotilde’s knowledge and personal experience with the motorcycle 
industry first and foremost helped open a lot of doors in terms of gathering interview 
participants and industry specific information. Her close relation with the company further 
facilitated our access to relevant data and employee statements for the company profile. 
Trine’s more naïve entry into to study helped us keep an open mind and avoid getting 
blinded by own prejudiced opinions and beliefs. If you possess strong industry knowledge, 
there is always a risk of getting carried away and making assumptions based on own 
experiences and expectations to certain outcomes. In other words, things that might seem 
obvious to Clotilde might not appear as obvious to Trine forcing us to further examine and 
analyze our data in order to ensure that our findings actually reflect the participants’ 
perceived reality and not just how we expect the reality to be. 

2.4 EMPIRICAL METHODS 
Qualitative method is also referred to as an umbrella concept covering a variety of different 
data collection methods such as interviews (one-on-one or group), document analysis, and 
observations (Tracy, 2013; 28). The data in this study is collected through a combination of 
these qualitative collection methods in order to gain the best possible foundation to provide 
a qualified answer to the research question. We have used both one-on-one interviews 
(with representatives from Zero Motorcycles, the Danish distributor of Zero Motorcycles 
and owners of a Zero Motorcycle from the US and Denmark respectively), focus group 
interviews (with motorcyclists in Denmark), observations (at a motorcycles trade show in 
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Denmark and at the 2016 Zero Motorcycles partner conference in Amsterdam) as well as 
relevant market data from comparable industries.  

The collection of primary data has been done predominantly through face-to-face 
interviews and observations, which is a very time-consuming and complex approach. 
However, for this specific topic and field of research we found this type of qualitative data 
collection as both necessary and valuable to gain the inputs needed to answer the research 
question. The reason for this is mainly that close to none or at least very limited research 
has been done in the field of electric motorcycles, which highly complicated the process of 
gathering data on the market development and tendencies from existing research. 
Therefore, in order to gather data for a representative market and company analysis, we 
found it necessary to rely on personal statements from industry and company “experts” 
supported by secondary data from comparable industries such as the traditional 
motorcycles industry and electric vehicles in general. Another reason for choosing face-to-
face interviews is that both the one-on-one interviews and focus group interviews held with 
representatives from the target audience allowed us an insight into the consumers’ 
experiences, opinions, personal beliefs, and perceptions of electric motorcycles as well as 
what they are looking for when buying a motorcycle. This information would have been 
almost impossible to access if not through personal interactions and observations of the 
participants. Every interview related to the Danish market was recorded and transcribed in 
Danish, whereas the interviews with representatives from the company in the US and other 
US representatives were conducted and transcribed in English. The reason why we found 
this to be the most suitable choice is that people in general feel more comfortable and free 
to express themselves in their mother tongue, and thus the data might have been affected if 
we forced the respondents to express themselves in another language. 
 
In the following sections, the reasoning behind our choice of methods as well as how they 
contribute to answering the research question will be elaborated and justified. However, it is 
not only the choice of methods that is relevant; the combination of methods has also 
played an important role in the research. Each method has different strengths, which are 
useful in different situations or data requests. Focus group interviews for instance are an 
efficient way to get people to interact and communicate more openly and thus help the 
researcher explore personal experiences and opinions (Tracy, 2013; 167). Therefore, focus 
group interviews were an appropriate method for this study in examining the motorcyclists’ 
experiences, perceptions, and opinions about Zero Motorcycles/electric motorcycles. The 
one-on-one interviews on the other hand came in handy in getting a more detailed and 
informative insight into the company, Zero Motorcycles, which we needed to construct the 
company profile. Combining different methods thus contributed to a more nuanced analysis 
and to getting the data we needed from the various interviewees in the most appropriate 
way. In order to make the thesis easier to read and to make it clear where the different 
collected data is used, we have divided this section into sub sections. Furthermore, each 
sub section will indicate whether the collected data is considered primary or secondary 
data.  
 
2.4.1 CASE DESCRIPTION: COMPANY PROFILE AND MARKET ANALYSIS 
One of the very essential aspects of this thesis is the case company, Zero Motorcycles, in 
that all the empirical data as well as theoretical framework will be used in relation to this 
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company and its communication efforts. As such, Zero Motorcycles is the focal point of 
attention, which is why it is important to have an extensive understanding of the concept, 
the company, the market it operates in, its target audience, and how it communicates its 
products to this audience. In order to gain this knowledge and insight we have made use of 
different data collection methods such as analyzing existing secondary market research, 
conducting interviews with representatives from the company in the US as well as with the 
Danish distributor of the electric motorcycles. In relation to this empirical section of the 
study, it is worth mentioning that since electric motorcycles is a very new industry; there is 
none or at least very little existing research on the market in terms of development and 
future potential, especially on the European market. Therefore, the secondary data will be 
derived from other somewhat comparable industries and held up against the primary data 
collected through the interviews laid out in this section. As such, the interviews come to 
play an important role in the study not only in terms of understanding the company but also 
in further strengthening the foundation for the market analysis. According to Tracy (2013; 
167), interviews are very valuable for this purpose in that we “in conversing with 
interviewees, have the opportunity to bring up observations or hearsay, and ask 
interviewees to verify, refute, defend, or expand them”. In other words, the respondents can 
contribute to verifying and qualifying the secondary data used for the market analysis. 
 
2.4.1.1 ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEWS WITH COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES, PRIMARY 
DATA 
As a starting point for the company and market analyses, we first conducted one-on-one 
interviews with some of the people behind Zero Motorcycles. In order to gather 
representative data for our company profile we took into consideration Joralemon’s (1990) 
concern of relying on a single informant and invited three high-level employees for 
interviews in which the aim was to get their experience with the company in terms of 
products, value proposition, communication efforts, general customer attitudes, and their 
expectations for the future market for electric motorcycles. Normally, a good indicator for 
market development can be found in sales numbers but due to company policy of keeping 
this information confidential, we were not able to access sales information. The 
interviewees in question are: 
 

● Sean McLaughlin, Product marketing manager at Zero Motorcycles 
● Scot Harden, Vice president of Global Marketing at Zero Motorcycles 
● Mike Cunningham, Sales director at Zero Motorcycles   

 
It is worth noting that two of the three interviews, Scot and Mike, were originally conducted 
with the purpose of serving as empirical data for Clotilde’s internship report in the fall and 
have thus previously been used in a different setting.  

The three participants were selected based on their role in the company to ensure 
that we only reached out to people with actual experience with the marketing and 
communication efforts or the customer attitudes. Furthermore, their level of experience was 
also taken into account in the selection process in that we needed someone with an 
extensive knowledge about the company in general and with enough seniority to know what 
is going on in the business on a higher level. Based on these criteria, Sean, Scot, and Mike 
were selected and they agreed to participate in the interviews. This type of interview is what 
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Lindlof and Taylor (2011) describe as informant interview, which is characterized by using 
participants who are experienced and savvy within the scene in question and who are 
friendly and open to providing information about it. In other words, participants who 
possess a unique depth and breadth of experience relevant to the research (Tracy, 2013; 
141). It can be challenging to find good informants and it oftentimes requires long-term 
relationships to create this willingness to share their experience with the researcher (Ibid.). 
As mentioned earlier (c.f. Section 2.3, Our role as researchers), Clotilde spent 3.5 months 
working for Zero Motorcycles at the headquarters in California, which allowed for her to 
build these personal relationships with the different company representatives. Thus, this 
highly facilitated our access to the right interview participants whom might have been 
difficult to get in touch with otherwise.  

As for the participants’ credibility as informants, we are aware that they have a 
personal and professional interest in promoting the electric motorcycles in a positive 
manner due to the stake they have in the industry and the company. For the information we 
are looking for through these interviews, however, we do not see this as having a direct 
negative impact on our research, because our primary focus is gathering information on the 
company’s current approach and communicative efforts. Still, we also seek to get an 
indication of their expectations for the market development and potential, which might be 
colored by their personal desire for the industry to succeed. For this reason, the statements 
gathered through these interviews will not serve as the sole foundation of our market 
analysis but will be held up against other research such as a one-on-one interview with the 
Danish distributor, target audience interviews, and observations as well as secondary 
market research from comparable industries (further elaborated in later sections). 
 
2.4.1.1.1 INTERVIEW STRUCTURE AND GUIDE 
Given the inductive, emic nature of this thesis, we did not know exactly what we were 
looking for in the interviews other than a general understanding of the concept and the 
company's communication efforts. Therefore, we found it appropriate to conduct the 
interviews in a flexible and semi-structured manner. According to Tracy (2013; 139), 
“oftentimes the interview process itself is the venue through which researchers learn what 
data are most interesting and important” and in that way a flexible, semi-structured 
interview guide allows for focusing on the topics or patterns that emerge as being the most 
important and fruitful in the given context. By following a less structured interview guide, 
our aim was to stimulate the discussion instead of dictating it and in doing so to some 
extent cede the control of the discussion to the interviewee (Douglas, 1985). However, in 
order to stay on track and ensure relevant data from the interviews, we prepared an 
interview guide with the themes and topics we would like to gather more information about 
through the interviews (cf. Appendix 2). Overall, the topics we were particularly interested in 
getting the participants to talk about were:  
 

● Zero Motorcycles as a company 
● Its communication and marketing efforts 
● Its target audience 
● The customers’ attitude towards the products 
● The main challenges the company has faced 
● How the future of electric motorcycles looks (according to the interviewees) 
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As such, we had some pre-defined questions/topics that we found important for 
conducting the company analysis but still allowed the interviewees to bring up topics they 
found to be essential for understanding the company and the market. The interview guide 
thus helped facilitate the interviews in two ways; 1) to guide the interview in case the 
interviewees got sidetracked or ran out of inputs for a certain topic and 2) to remain 
focused and avoid leaving out certain topics relevant to the research. In addition, the semi-
structured interview guide allowed us as interviewers to ask elaborating and follow-up 
questions when interesting points or topics emerged from the conversation.  

All these interviews were conducted at Zero Motorcycles’ headquarters in California, 
USA, in order to make it as convenient as possible for the participants as well as to create 
familiar settings for them. In addition, it is worth mentioning that all interviews were 
conducted in separate, closed rooms in the attempt to create a “safe environment” where 
the respondents felt comfortable telling their honest opinions and perceptions of the 
company and market without worrying about being overheard by colleagues or superiors.  
 
2.4.1.2 ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW WITH DANISH DISTRIBUTOR OF ZERO 
MOTORCYCLES, PRIMARY DATA 
Since the focus of this thesis is Zero Motorcycles on the Danish market, we found it 
essential to also interview a “Zero expert” from Denmark who has first-hand experience 
with marketing and selling the motorcycles to Danish consumers. The aim with this 
interview was to clarify how the Zero motorcycles have been received on the Danish 
market, what the general attitudes towards the motorcycles are, as well as what challenges 
to be particularly aware of when operating on this market. The findings from this interview 
will first and foremost be used to gather a better understanding of the Danish market for 
electric motorcycles, the consumers and their consumption of motorcycles in general, as 
well as their reception of the new electric motorcycles. Furthermore, the interview will serve 
as a basis to identify and look into potential differences and similarities between the 
American and Danish markets in order to better understand how to approach the Danish 
market most efficiently.  
 
There is only one distributor of Zero Motorcycles in Denmark, Jens Winther, and thus only 
one real professional expert on the company and its products. As such, it is a very narrow 
market seen from a research perspective in that the number of prospect interview 
participants is very limited. As a result, the participant selection was rather straight forward, 
and Jens Winther serves as our sole expert reference from the Danish market.  

As with the one-on-one interviews with the company representatives, this interview 
can also be characterized as an informant interview. Jens Winther possesses a very unique 
knowledge about the Zero products and the company from working with them over the 
past years. Also, he has an extensive knowledge about the motorcycle industry and its 
consumers in general gained through many years of selling motorcycles and advising his 
customers about them as well as riding them himself. The family started selling cars in 1964 
and then added motorcycles in 2008. As for his willingness to share his knowledge, 
experience, and information with us, he was extremely helpful and friendly. This might have 
to do with the fact that he has a great personal interest in promoting the electric 
motorcycles and spreading the word due to the investment he has made in the industry 
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through Zero Motorcycles. Furthermore, he proved very helpful in identifying the main 
challenges for establishing the brand in Denmark in that he has significant first-hand 
experience with the obstacles the Danish market poses in terms of regulations, laws, the 
Danish tax system concerning electric vehicles, and the customer perceptions. Again, his 
personal stake in the business can arguably be seen as a contributing factor to his 
willingness to share both the positive and negative sides of the experience. As expressed 
above, he has an obvious interest in promoting the motorcycles and representing them in a 
positive manner. However, we do not see this as negatively influencing or limiting the 
credibility of our research, in that he also expressed great willingness to share the less 
positive aspects such as the various challenges, he is facing. Sharing both sides of the 
story and providing us with a true image of his perceived reality, is arguably also in his best 
interest in that it contributes to a more qualified analysis as well as insights into how 
strategic communication can help the company and its distributors approach the Danish 
market more efficiently going forward. Thus, the outcome of this research can prove 
beneficial for Jens Winther as well, and therefore we find him to be a very relevant and 
credible choice of informant in relation the Danish market.  
 
2.4.1.2.1 INTERVIEW STRUCTURE AND GUIDE 
The interview with the Danish distributor also followed a semi structured interview guide 
with only a few guiding questions prepared in advance (cf. Appendix 3). When entering into 
the conversation with Jens, we applied a somewhat naïve interview stance similar to what 
Kvale (1996) refers to as deliberate naïveté, as we aimed at dropping our own 
presuppositions and maintain open to new findings. In this way, we strived to ensure that 
the collected data reflected Jens’ experiences and beliefs, and that we remained open to 
new inputs we might not have considered being important before initiating the interview. 
However, we did not assume complete naïveté in that our interview guide was influenced 
by topics and areas we found relevant and interesting based on our own knowledge of and 
expectations to the field. These overall topics included: 
 

● Jens Winther’s personal interest in electric motorcycles 
● The challenges he has encountered in trying to establish Zero Motorcycles in 

Denmark 
● His experiences with selling the electric motorcycles in Denmark 
● How the Danish customers have received the Zero motorcycles 
● The “typical” Danish Zero Motorcycle customer 
● His expectations to the future for Zero Motorcycles in Denmark 

 
The interview was conducted at Jens Winther Automobiler’s (Jens Winther’s company) 
address in Roskilde, Denmark. The location was again chosen to make it as convenient for 
the interviewee as possible and create a familiar and comfortable environment.  
 
2.4.1.3 MARKET RESEARCH - USA AND DENMARK, SECONDARY DATA 
Since electric motorcycles as an industry is relatively new, there is a lack of valid 
information and research on the subject, which has impeded the possibility for a 
satisfactory secondary data collection for the market analysis. Therefore, the secondary 
data will mainly consist of research from somewhat comparable industries and markets. We 
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believe that the trends and tendencies from these industries to some extent are translatable 
to our research field in terms of getting an indication of the market development and 
potential. Thus, we have looked further into different data and statistics from the general 
electric vehicle industry as well as from the traditional motorcycle industry in the US and 
Denmark respectively. These data combined with the interview findings will then form the 
basis for the market analysis meaning that it to a high extent will rely on expectations and 
assumptions made by experts from the electric motorcycle industry. 
 
2.4.1.4 ZERO MOTORCYCLES’ CURRENT COMMUNICATION EFFORTS 
In addition to the statements and reflections gathered from the company representatives on 
the company’s communication efforts, we found it necessary to examine and analyze the 
actual communicative content on the company website, social media, and printed 
communication material. The main purpose for this analysis is to clarify how and what the 
company communicates to the target audience with an emphasis on the what. This analysis 
will contribute to explore how the company’s current communication message complies 
with how the consumers (current owners) perceive and experience the product and what 
the customers (current and potential) want from the product. Comparing data from these 
three aspects better qualifies us to examine how Zero Motorcycles can use strategic 
communication most efficiently and what to focus on in this communication in relation to 
the Danish market. We delimit ourselves from conducting comprehensive analyses of the 
text and visual representation of the company’s communicative content and choose only to 
focus on the aspects most relevant to our research question, in this case the message or 
focus point of their communication. 
 
2.4.2 TARGET AUDIENCE ANALYSIS 
In order to answer our research question, a deeper knowledge about and understanding of 
the target audience is essential. The following sections will explain how we through different 
types of data collection methods have gathered information about the current and potential 
Zero Motorcycles customers in terms of their experience with motorcycles (electric as well 
as traditional), their preferences, what they are looking for in a motorcycle, why they drive 
motorcycles, what their perceptions of and general attitudes towards electric motorcycles 
are, and how they see the future for electric motorcycles. Furthermore, the choice of each 
data collection method will be explained and justified. 

Common for all the different data collection methods outlined in this section is that 
our type of inquiry has been narrative inquiry, which emphasizes the importance of stories 
in relation to human experience (Tracy, 2013; 29). Also explained by Clandinin (2007): 
“Narrative researchers view stories - whether gathered through field notes, interviews, oral 
tales, letters, or autobiographies - as fundamental to human experience”. In other words, by 
applying this approach we believe that the respondents’ experiences and perceptions 
thereof can be revealed through the stories they tell, and thus our focus is on the social 
interaction and storytelling that take place during the interviews and observations. 

The data collected through the target audience will form the basis for looking into 
potential gaps between 1) what message Zero Motorcycles is communicating, 2) how its 
current consumers are experiencing and communicating about the products, and 3) how its 
potential consumers perceive the Zero motorcycles as well as what they want from the 
motorcycles if they were to buy one. An insight into these gaps will contribute as inspiration 
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for the assessment of how Zero Motorcycles through strategic communication can improve 
its approach on the Danish market and better target the Danish consumers. 
 
2.4.2.1 ZERO MOTORCYCLES OWNERS (CURRENT OWNERS) 
In preparation for analyzing how the Zero motorcycles are experienced and perceived 
among the current users and owners, we found it necessary to dig deeper into how these 
users communicate about them; what stories they tell about the electric motorcycles. To 
clarify this, we conducted one-on-one interviews with two Zero owners from the US and 
Denmark respectively, which will be further elaborated below. 
 
2.4.2.1.1 ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEWS - US & DENMARK  
You could argue that focus group interviews would be an appropriate format to gather data 
for this purpose in that it allows the researcher to observe the interaction between several 
like-minded participants and benefit from the group dynamics that might contribute to a 
more open and comprehensive discussion of the various topics (Tracy, 2013; 167). 
However, due to the small market for electric motorcycles, and thus small number of 
electric motorcycle owners, it proved too challenging to access enough participants to 
conduct one or more focus group interviews within this field of research. As an alternative, 
we found one-on-one interviews to be an appropriate and suitable collection method for 
this type of data, as they enable the researcher to access the respondent’s opinion, 
motivation, and experiences through stories and narratives, which frame the way they 
understand and make sense of the world and a given context (Ibid.).  
 
Given the limited access to participants representing the Zero motorcycles owners, we 
made great use of Clotilde’s network to reach the Zero motorcycle consumer segment 
through both the Zero employees and the Danish distributor, Jens Winther, and as such 
you could argue that we applied what Tracy refers to as convenience or opportunistic 
sampling (Tracy, 2013; 134). This type of sampling is characterized by, as the name 
indicates, being convenient and relatively easy to access and it is oftentimes used when 
speed and low costs are priorities (Ibid.). Both of these factors are also of essence in our 
study given the relatively tight deadline and the low budget, however, the main reason for 
choosing the convenience sampling method remains the limited access to participants. 
According to Tracy (Ibid; 135), many reviewers might write off convenience samples as lazy 
and an attempt to avoid the hard work underlying more complex sampling methods, but 
nevertheless we argue that for this purpose it has been not only necessary but also 
provided us with appropriate and credible respondents.  

Despite the choice of convenience sampling, it is however still essential that the 
sampling is done purposefully, meaning that the respondents are chosen based on 
parameters or criteria that match the goal of the interview and overall research (Tracy, 2013; 
134). As such, our respondents were not chosen entirely based on convenience but also 
had to meet certain criteria. In this case, the interviewees had to be someone able to 
explain the Zero motorcycles and their opinion and perception thereof based on their own 
personal experiences, not only gained from a single test ride but through riding and 
handling the motorcycle during a longer period. With an outset in these criteria, our 
sampling let us to: 
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● Terry Hershner: An electric vehicle and renewable energy advocate. Terry is a board 
member of the Electric Auto Association, frequent public speaker and radio show 
guest, and transportation advisor to the international environmental student 
organization IDEAS for Us. 

● Troels Sigvardt: 36 year-old student running a one-man operation on the side. He 
owns a Zero motorcycle, which he uses to commute to and from work every day.  

 
Common for both of the respondents is that they use their Zero motorcycle as their 
everyday means of transportation and as such they have extensive experience with both 
riding and maintaining the bikes. Therefore, they possess valuable insights into the “Zero 
Motorcycles experience”, which is what we aim to uncover through the interviews.  
 
Terry is a big spokesman for the electric motorcycles, meaning that his opinion of them in 
general is very positive. However, having extensive experience with traditional motorcycles 
as well, he is able to draw comparisons and express and justify why it is that he now favors 
electric motorcycles. As such, Terry can help shed light on some of the key elements that 
made him switch from traditional to electric bikes; what features make the Zero motorcycle 
the better choice in his opinion as well as his view on the riding experience of an electric 
motorcycle compared to a traditional one. This information can to a large extent inspire the 
assessment of Zero Motorcycles’ future communication efforts and provide valuable 
insights into what message(s) to focus on. Furthermore, interviewing Terry gave us the 
possibility to present him with some of the main concerns that have been expressed about 
the electric motorcycles from potential customers for him to discuss and evaluate these 
and give us his view on them.  
 
Troels on the other hand, is not as experienced a motorcycle rider as Terry when it comes 
to traditional motorcycles. He used to own a traditional motorcycle, but that was more than 
10 years ago and since then he has not really driven one. Therefore, Troels’ contribution to 
the study will primarily be in terms of his experience owning and riding a Zero motorcycle in 
Denmark and the experience of using it for commuting and as his sole means of 
transportation. This interview will help clarify some of the main benefits and challenges of 
having a Zero motorcycle and in the same way as with the interview with Terry, Troels will 
also contribute to assessing and discussing some of the concerns expressed about the 
electric motorcycles by non-owners and potential customers. 
 
2.4.2.1.1.1 INTERVIEW STRUCTURE AND GUIDES 
Again, given the explorative nature of this thesis, we chose not to follow a strictly scripted 
interview guide but rather a less structured one, allowing for the respondents to discuss 
and touch upon the topics they found to be particular relevant for the research field. Thus, 
our interview guides consisted of a few predefined questions to guide the conversation 
when needed and to ensure that we got around to discuss the areas we found particular 
important (cf. Appendix 4). As with the other one-on-one interviews, we aimed at keeping 
our personal opinions and assumptions out of the interview as much as possible to avoid 
influencing the respondents’ communication about their experiences and beliefs. However, 
we did bring some of our presuppositions about the subject into play when presenting the 
interviewees to different concerns and expected challenges for them to take a stand on. 
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Overall, the main topics we were hoping to discuss during the interviews and that were 
included in the interview guides were: 
 

● The interviewees’ motivation for riding electric motorcycles 
● The main reasons/features making Zero motorcycles the better choice (in their 

opinion) 
● The riding experience of a Zero motorcycle (compared to a traditional one) 
● Their experience with the solidarity (community) between owners of electric 

motorcycles 
● The reactions that the interviewees’ get from traditional bikers and other people 
● Their expectations to the future of electric motorcycles 

 
The interview with Terry was conducted in English at Zero Motorcycles’ Headquarters, as 
he was visiting. Terry often visits the Zero facilities in Scotts Valley, both to follow the 
technical and mechanical development of the motorcycles but also to share his knowledge 
and newest adventures on electric vehicles. The interview took place in a private meeting 
room in order to make it easy for him to speak his mind without thinking about offending 
the company.  

The interview with Troels was conducted at Jens Winther Automobiler’s offices in 
Roskilde, Denmark. The reason for choosing this location is that it is a familiar location for 
Troels in that this is where he bought his motorcycle in the first place as well as where he 
comes to get it fixed when needed. Furthermore, Troels lives in Roskilde, which is why the 
choice of location also contributed to making the interview more convenient for him in 
terms of transportation time. The interview took place in a separate room away from the 
actual shop and behind closed doors in order to allow him to speak freely without worrying 
about whether his opinions might be overheard by someone working their. This is relevant 
in that he might have been more reluctant to express negative statements or concerns if he 
thought the people who sold him the motorcycle and continuously help him maintain were 
able to hear him.  
 
2.4.2.2 TRADITIONAL MOTORCYCLE OWNERS 
In order to examine how strategic communication can help Zero Motorcycles better reach 
its target group in Denmark, we needed a deeper understanding of what it is that these 
potential customers want. In other words, we needed to look into their motivation for riding 
motorcycles and their preferences in that relation to see what kind of message or story Zero 
should communicate to them. Furthermore, we wanted to address the question of why 
these people did not already own an electric motorcycle and by listening to their 
explanations of this, we sought to identify potential gaps between their opinion and 
perception of the products and the reality of the products, which can prove valuable as 
inspiration for Zero Motorcycles’ communication going forward. For this purpose, we 
conducted focus group interviews with two groups of traditional motorcyclists as well as 
observations at two big motorcycle events where Zero Motorcycles was present, which will 
be further elaborated in the coming sections. 
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2.4.2.2.1 FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS 
Focus group interviews are interviews with 3-12 participants discussing a given topic 
guided by question and answer, interactive dialogue, group discussions and other activities 
(Tracy, 2013; 167). One of the great advantages of this type of interview is that you “get the 
benefits and insights resulting from the “group effect” [...] as people tend to communicate 
more openly when interacting with similar others and thus you gain some insights that 
might not have been revealed in a one-on-one interview” (Ibid.). Furthermore, focus groups 
allowed us as researchers to observe a “mini interaction” between the participants and see 
how they communicate about the topic. In other words, focus group interviews focus on the 
relation between participants and how they tell their stories and generate meaning and 
understanding through these stories and interactions (Halkier, 2008; 9). In that way, the 
choice of focus groups is also in great accordance with our social constructivist 
perspective, which implies that meaning and understandings are constructed through social 
interactions (Ibid.). Thus, this type of interview is very appropriate for our study in that it 
contributes to identifying the target audience’s opinions, experiences, understandings, and 
messages about the electric motorcycles, which will serve as inspiration for our assessment 
of Zero Motorcycles’ current communication efforts and possible future improvements 
thereof. Another benefit of focus group interviews is that the empirical data is somewhat 
validated by being controlled and assessed by the other participants and as such untrue or 
extreme statements are less likely to be accepted as true to reality (Andersen, 2013; 170). 
We conducted two focus group interviews and in the following sections, we will explain and 
justify the participant selection, interview structure, and interview guide considerations. 
 
2.4.2.2.1.1 SAMPLING: PARTICIPANT SELECTION 
As a contrast to the sampling of Zero Motorcycles owners, we found that a strong 
community and solidarity feeling exists among the traditional bikers, making it easier to 
access participants through their own network. As such, we found snowball sampling to be 
a very appropriate and useful sampling method in that it allows the researcher to exploit the 
already established and existing networks of the potential participants (Tracy, 2013: 136). 
Also, applying the snowball method makes is easier to reach respondents that would 
otherwise be difficult to reach because they are more likely to agree to participate when 
being asked by a friend or colleague (Ibid.). One critique point of the snowball sampling is 
that participants oftentimes tend to recommend others with similar interests and profiles as 
themselves making the sample less diversified (Tracy, 2013; 136). However, for the purpose 
of focus groups we do not see this as a negative thing in that “good focus groups require 
strategically combining participants with similar others” (Ibid; 169). In other words, the very 
focus of the participant selection for our focus groups was in fact to gather a group of 
similar participants and as such we found the snowball sampling to be a very suitable 
choice. 
 
With an offset in the snowball sampling method, we started out by reaching out to Jens 
Winther due to his large network within the motorcycle segment. After presenting Jens with 
the participant criteria, he quickly suggested several participants who might be of relevance 
for the study and asked them to participate as well as to suggest other participants from 
their networks. Thus, Jens initiated the snowball effect and after that, finding interview 
participants for the focus groups went quick and within a week, we had gathered the 
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necessary participants for our two groups. Focus group one consisted of traditional bikers 
of the age 35+ and focus group 2 of traditional bikers between the age of 18 and 34. The 
main criteria we put up for the participant selection were their shared interest and passion 
for riding traditional motorcycles and their willingness to share their experiences and 
viewpoints. In that way, our focus group interviews can be characterized as respondent 
interviews, which are interviews with participants who “all hold similar subject positions and 
have appropriate experiences, which attend to the research goals” (Tracy, 2013; 136). In 
this type of interview, the aim is for the participants to primarily speak about themselves 
and their personal experiences, beliefs, and opinions, which complies well with the 
objective for these focus group interviews (Ibid.).  The respondents selected for each focus 
group were: 
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Looking at the composition of the focus groups, the distribution of male and female 
respondents is in great accordance with the reality where the majority of motorcyclists are 
male and thus we argue that this gives us a relatively representative picture of the segment 
(Tylstrup, 2010). 
 
2.4.2.2.1.2 INTERVIEW STRUCTURE AND GUIDE 
Both focus groups followed the same semi-structured interview guide with only a few 
guiding questions in order to facilitate the discussion rather than dictate it and in that way 
gain a broad perspective and as much knowledge as possible from the participants’ own 
contributions (Tracy, 2013; 139). The topics addressed in the interview guide were (cf. 
Appendix 5): 
 

● The motivation for riding motorcycles 
● The community feeling between motorcyclists 
● Brand preferences 
● Perceptions and opinions of electric motorcycles 

 
For the same reasons as with the interview with the Zero Motorcycle owner, Troels, both 
focus group interviews were completed at Jens Winther Automobiler’s offices in Roskilde; 
to create a familiar setting and make the interview convenient for the participants who were 
all familiar with the shop and lived in a near distance from the location. To create a more 
informal and friendly atmosphere, inviting for open conversation, cake, coffee, tea, and 
water were served at the interviews. Since all participants were from Denmark, the 
interviews were conducted in Danish. 

In both interviews we had a moderator who ensured that all the predefined topics-
of-interest were addressed, who stimulated the conversation when needed and attempted 
to create balance in the group as well as directed the conversation back on track if it got 
too far away from the intended, relevant topics. The moderator was also responsible for 
opening the interviews with a brief introduction to the purpose and initiating the interview 
with a round-the-table presentation of each participant. In addition, we had and a person 
taking notes to catch the small between-the-line contributions and to observe how the 
participants interacted and reacted to each others’ statements and experiences. Again, we 
were aware of our own role in the interview, which was neutral and retracted for the 
purpose of generating a fluid conversation between the respondents and focus on their 
stories rather than on our own understanding and expectations.  
 
2.4.2.3 OBSERVATIONS 
Lofland & Lofland (1995) define participant observation as: “a method through which 
researchers generate understanding and knowledge by watching, interacting, asking 
questions, collecting documents, making audio or video recordings, and reflecting after the 
fact”. In the case of this thesis, the aim of using observations as a data collection method is 
exactly as stated in the quote above, primarily to gather information and knowledge about 
the industry and the company in general as well as a means to validate the data collected 
through the other interviews. We conducted observations at two motorcycle-related events, 
one in Roskilde, Denmark, and one in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, which will be 
elaborated further in the sections below.  
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2.4.2.3.1 “MC MESSE 2016” (MOTORCYCLE FAIR 2016), FEBRUARY 27-28TH 
A Danish motorcycle dealer exhibition of motorcycles and accessories with 6,500 visitors 
during the weekend. The exhibition was primarily directed at traditional bikers and Zero 
Motorcycles was the only electric motorcycle manufacturer represented. Since we were 
interested in observing how the traditional bikers reacted to the electric motorcycles, we 
found this exhibition to be a very appropriate and relevant event to attend. 
 
2.4.2.3.2 THE 2016 ZERO MOTORCYCLES PARTNER CONFERENCE, AMSTERDAM, 
FEBRUARY 28-29TH 
Via Clotilde’s personal relations with the company, we were lucky enough to get the 
opportunity to participate in the 2016 Zero Motorcycles partner conference in Amsterdam. 
This event opened up for a lot of insider information that would otherwise have been 
difficult to retrieve. The objective for this event was to gather the European distributors and 
dealers to share the passion and enthusiasm for electric motorcycles and engage in an 
intensive exchange of ideas about commercial and technical aspects and the joint road 
ahead at the forefront of technological progress. 
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION  
The overall aim of the problem statement is to examine how Zero Motorcycles through 
strategic communication can establish and strengthen its brand on the Danish market in an 
appropriate and effective way. Hallahan et al. (2007) define strategic communication as: 
“the purposeful use of communication by an organization to fulfill its mission” (Hallahan et 
al., 2007; 3). In other words, it concerns the organization communicating purposefully to its 
stakeholders to advance its own agenda, whether that is relationship building, product 
promotion, or coordination of administrative functions (Ibid; 4). This is something that is 
becoming more and more important due to the increasing complexity, organizations are 
facing when competing for the stakeholders’ attention, allegiance, admiration, and affinity 
(Ibid.). The focus of strategic communication is thus generally on the company’s own efforts 
and activities to present and promote itself as a social actor and how these efforts 
contribute to achieving the mission (Hallahan et al., 2007; 7). 
 
From the above-mentioned definitions of strategic communication, it may seem like a very 
broad theoretical framework, but this thesis primarily focuses on the possibilities for taking 
actions within this field. In order to make the theoretical framework more tangible and 
relevant to our problem statement, we find that within this broad field, two perspectives 
stand out as particularly relevant for our investigation: branding and storytelling. We find 
branding to be a relevant sub-discipline of communication that can be used to reach the 
customers. In addition, we will examine how storytelling can be used as a means to 
facilitate successful branding and illustrate how these two disciplines form a great 
theoretical match relevant to the research question. 

3.2 BRANDING 
A lot of theories exist around branding, but this thesis will take an outset in the two 
professors, Mary Jo Hatch and Majken Schultz’ (2008) Vision, Culture and Image model, 
later referred to as the VCI-model. We have chosen these professors, as we believe that 
their framework serves as a useful tool for guiding the analysis and creating an overall 
structure. Furthermore, we find Hatch & Schultz’ semiotic perspective on branding to be 
relevant for this thesis: 
 

 
They thereby look at branding as something that is constructed through the interaction 
between people which aligns well with our theory of science; social constructivism.   
 
 
 

”(…) the brand is symbolically created by acts of interpretation that occur throughout the 
population of stakeholders who keep it alive by producing, reproducing, and sometimes 

changing its social and cultural meanings” (Ibid; 29). 
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3.2.1 THE VCI-MODEL 
The purpose of the VCI-model is to explore the interplay between a company’s vision, 
culture, and image and how these different aspects combined form the basis of the 
company identity; an identity, which is crucial for the company’s corporate brand (Hatch & 
Schultz, 2008). According to Hatch & Schultz (2008), a key criterion for a successful and 
strong brand is  that there is coherence between the three components. They argue that the 
better coherence, the stronger the brand will be because it will increase the company’s 
credibility and as a result create higher trust among the stakeholders (Ibid; 11).  

(Hatch & Schultz, 2008; 12) 
 
As outlined above, the two professors see the brand as something that is created, kept 
alive, and sometimes changed through interpretation and interaction between stakeholders 
(Hatch & Schultz, 2008; 29). Thus, they argue branding is contextual and something that 
happens through the interaction between people and as such it complies with our social 
constructivist stance. Furthermore, they stress the importance of including both internal 
and external perspectives in the branding process (Hatch & Schultz, 2009). In that way, our 
empirical data collection methods are aligned with this model in that they allow us access 
to information and knowledge from both internal and external stakeholders. 
 
3.2.1.1 IDENTITY GAPS 
Another very important element of the VCI-model is the potential gaps that might exist 
between the three components; vision, culture, and image (Hatch & Schultz, 2008). They 
define three overall types of gaps: 
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(Hatch & Schultz, 2008; 12) 
 

● Vision-image gaps, refer to inconsistencies between the company’s values and 
vision and what the stakeholders actually are demanding and looking for in the 
brand. 

● Image-culture gaps, refer to inconsistencies between how stakeholders perceive the 
company and how the company culture is in reality. 

● Vision-culture gaps, refer to inconsistencies between the values the company 
promotes and the values the company practices.  

 
Examining these potential gaps is very helpful in identifying areas of inconsistency in a 
corporate brand and in that way the VCI-model provides a great tool for finding out what 
aspects of the branding efforts a company should pay extra attention to and seek to 
improve/optimize. In relation to this thesis, the model is highly relevant in that it can help 
clarify what the key stakeholders want as well as how they perceive the Zero Motorcycles 
brand and thus help us in attempting to align this with the message that is communicated 
by the company.  

However, we will not follow the model strictly but rather take the aspects that are 
most relevant to answer our research question and modify it where we find it necessary to 
best suit our purpose. In that way, we will primarily focus on the relation between 1) how 
the company communicates the brand, 2) how current customers perceive the brand and 
how they communicate about it, and 3) how future potential customers from the target 
audience perceive the brand and how they communicate about it. In doing this, we will look 
for similarities and coherence as well as gaps in order to see what Zero Motorcycles is 
doing right and where the company can seek to improve its branding and communication 
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efforts to better establish itself on the Danish market. As a result, the organizational culture 
is kept in the background and our focus remains on how the product identity is tied to the 
customer identity. This also supports our belief that in modern branding, the culture is to a 
high extent made up by the brand and not the company culture.  

Based on this, we have chosen to develop a modification of the original VCI-model 
in order to showcase the company’s vision in relation to the current customers’ image and 
the potential customers’ (traditional motorcyclists) image. Within the potential customer 
image group, our data showed a need to further modify the model by distinguishing 
between two perspectives on image. Thus, we look into both how they perceive electric 
motorcycles but also how they perceive being a motorcyclist in general. We thereby 
exclude culture for the purpose of this thesis and the model ends up as what we have 
chosen to call the “Vision, Image1, Image2 model” (VI1I2-model). The model is visualized 
below.  

 
Christensen and Cornelissen (2012; 1094) argue that the VCI-model to some extent is 
outdated in assuming consistency within the communication process but we still find it to 
be a relevant tool for identifying valuable considerations concerning the company’s current 
and future branding strategy. However, an essential point to bring forward in this relation is 
that branding as a concept has existed in many years but has developed throughout time 
and the focus has shifted from the product to the company over to the stakeholders 
(Schultz, 2009). This shift further highlights the relevance of our theoretical contribution, the 
VI1I2-model, as we to a higher degree favor the stakeholders rather than the company by 
replacing the company culture with an extra stakeholder image. Christensen and 
Cornelissen (2012) further support this by shifting the focus towards the importance of “the 
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constitutive role of communication in organization-stakeholder interactions” (1095). As 
such, you can argue that branding has undergone a paradigmatic change during the past 
many years, moving from a static approach where the company and its values, culture, and 
identity have been the key pillars of the brand towards seeing branding as a more dynamic 
process with focus on the changing environment and the stakeholders’ active role as co-
creators of brands (Louro & Cunha, 2001). Based on this, the thesis will take a dynamic 
process perspective on branding, which will be further elaborated in the following section. 
 
3.2.3 DYNAMIC PROCESS PERSPECTIVE ON BRANDING 
Within the dynamic process perspective, branding is seen as something flexible and 
dynamic that is constantly developing in order to respond to the changing environment and 
adapt to the societal demands and perceptions. The reason for choosing this branding 
perspective is that our age in general is characterized by unprecedented transformation and 
change, making the ability to be creative and adapt to changes essential for companies and 
organizations in order to succeed in maintaining their attractiveness for an increasing range 
of stakeholders (Chia, 1999).  

One of the main characteristics of the dynamic process perspective on branding is 
that it follows a multilateral approach and thus puts great emphasis on the stakeholders’ 
role in the brand creation process (Louro & Cunha, 2001; 856). In other words, the 
stakeholders are seen as an integral and active part of creating the brand and as such they 
take the role as co-creators of the brand meaning and brand-related objects (Mühlbacher & 
Hemetsberger, 2008; 4-5). In that way, you can argue that the corporate brand is socially 
negotiated through interactions between the company and the stakeholders, which 
complies with our social constructivist approach (Ibid.).  
 
The way in which the stakeholders contribute to the brand creation is through interaction, 
expression, and sharing of personal experiences, beliefs, knowledge, or perceptions of a 
certain product, service, or company (Mühlbacher & Hemetsberger, 2008; 5). As a result, 
this ongoing interaction process will continually cause new brand meaning(s) to emerge and 
thus the branding process is a dynamic and ongoing process developed through interaction 
(Ibid.). Based on this, the chosen methodology and data collection methods - interviews 
and observations - serve to access these personal experiences in order to get a better 
knowledge and understanding of the perceived brand. You can argue that defining 
branding as a dynamic process makes it more complex and fragmented in that more 
people should be involved and the company has to accept a loss of control or power to the 
stakeholders. Rather than forcing the company’s corporate brand on the stakeholders, we 
need to accept these stakeholders as co-creators and embrace the inputs and perceptions 
they bring as part of the brand. In that way, the stakeholders hold an essential role in not 
only creating and developing the brand but also in communicating it. From this assumption, 
we will look further into how Zero Motorcycles can seek to include its stakeholders - in this 
case primarily the customers - in the brand creation process and accept them as co-
creators by listening to the stories they tell about the brand and their experiences and 
perceptions thereof. Thus, the following section will deal with the theoretical area, 
storytelling, and how this can be utilized as a means to involve the stakeholders and 
achieve successful branding. 
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3.3 STORYTELLING 
Storytelling has become a buzzword in today’s fields of branding and communication and 
according to Fog et al (2010; 17), the theory is here to stay: “As a concept, storytelling has 
won a decisive foothold in the debate on how brands of the future will be shaped”. Because 
storytelling has the potential to be more than a buzzword, this ‘paradigm shift’ calls for 
companies to take a more strategic approach to storytelling. In this, Fog et al. argue that 
“seeing storytelling as a strategic tool triggers a natural evolution in the traditional thinking 
behind brands. When the classical branding concept is fused with the logic of storytelling, 
we move from perceiving a brand as a set of brand values to working with the brand as a 
living core story” (Ibid; 68). Telling stories has thereby become a strategic priority in direct 
and indirect branding communication plans. The paradigm shift also includes a change in 
the role of companies as storytellers. In this, new digital media play a role and are forcing 
companies “to pay attention to what their customers are telling them, whether or not they 
like what they hear” (Ibid; 184). 
  
In this thesis, storytelling is closely connected to collective identity in the sense that the 
product has to be closely connected to the culture and the community; collective identity in 
relation to storytelling will be elaborated further on in section 3.3.2, Identity and 
communities. The collective identity implies that you create meaning about things in 
solidarity, as a community. This relates very well to the overall scientific theoretical 
perspective of the thesis; social constructivism as well as to the idea of co-creation outlined 
in the branding section above. 
  
We will use our collected empirical data to look at where there might be gaps in the stories 
told by Zero Motorcycles, by the Zero owners and by the traditional motorcyclists. The 
collected data will be used in the analysis to investigate where there is alignment and where 
there are gaps in the stories. Here, it is especially interesting to look into whether 
storytelling could be used as a tool to lessen the potential gaps between consumers and 
the company. As such, we use storytelling as a tool for identifying potential gaps in the 
company’s vision and the images as per our previously described VII-model (cf. 3.2 
Branding). This underlines the great coherence between branding and storytelling and 
further justifies our choice to combine these two disciplines as the theoretical framework. 
Fog et al. (2010) support this in arguing that branding and storytelling form a perfect 
partnership: 

 
However, you can argue that we look at storytelling as a reversed concept in that we look at 
how we can leverage the existing stories about the brand told by the current and potential 
customers rather than creating stories to push the brand out to the stakeholders. Thus, we 
take a more collaborative approach to storytelling in that we apply an outside-in 
perspective.   

“The challenge facing companies today is to build solid values into their brand. This is 
where storytelling fits in. When companies and brands communicate through stories they 

help us to find our way in today’s world. They address our emotions and give us the 
means to express our values” (Fog et al., 2004; 20). 
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3.3.1 STORYTELLING AS A BRANDING TOOL 
Generally, it can be said that branding is the goal, while storytelling is the means to achieve 
the goal. Thereby, storytelling can be a means to strengthen a brand – both internally and 
externally. Fog et al. (2010) mention that “quite a lot of companies have begun to open their 
eyes to the consumer's need for an emotional dimension in branding” (21), which makes 
sense when thinking about the starting point for both branding and storytelling: values and 
emotions. Middleton (2012) acknowledges this by pointing out that today, audiences do not 
want to be followers, they want to be brand participants. To foster this interaction and 
brand participation, storytelling could be used as a means. Often, once the core story of a 
company has been determined and anchored, companies need to start working on how to 
communicate this story externally. As such, the traditional approach starts out with a 
company-defined brand, which is communicated through storytelling to the target group as 
illustrated below. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fog et al. (2010) argue that “in order for storytelling to achieve the largest possible effect as 
a branding tool, companies need to think holistically and bring all the different 
communication disciplines under one roof, internally and externally” (27). Externally, 
storytelling is a useful branding tool to facilitate the engagement with the target audience in 
order to communicate how the products differentiate from others in the market place. When 
building a brand, like Zero is in the process of doing, the goal is to provide the consumers 
with brand experiences, also including stories, and thereby let them pick themselves how 
they want to process these and interact with the brand. This is where our “reverse” 
approach comes into play in that we seek to integrate the customers’ stories rather than 
provide them with company-created brand experiences. In that way, we suggest that the 
brand story should be made up on the basis of the target group’s stories rather than one 
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defined by the company, and as such we turn the traditional approach around and let the 
brand story evolve from the target group to the brand through storytelling. This reverse 
approach is illustrated in our modified model below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3.2 IDENTITY AND COMMUNITIES 
Storytelling becomes a theoretical tool in this thesis in exploring how a brand story and a 
consumer story can cohere. As Fog et al. (2010) describe: “(…) the brand story gradually 
becomes synonymous with how we define ourselves as individuals, and products become 
the symbols that we use to tell our stories. They help us communicate who we are” (Ibid.). 
In other words, stories become ‘identity shapers’. Social media platforms facilitate 
communities allowing customers to interact and to share knowledge and opinions. The 
above-mentioned paradigm shift and the rise of the Internet and expansion of social media 
platforms also mean a shift in the power between company and consumer. As discussed in 
the previous section, customers’ stories, values, and emotions are becoming increasingly 
important for companies to monitor and cater for, which makes it important that the 
companies’ stories are in sync with those of the customers. 
 
In relation to communities, Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) find it important to share brand 
stories in order to reinforce shared consciousness between brand members and contribute 
to imagined communities. They also state that “sharing brand stories through storytelling is 
an important means of creating and maintaining community” (Ibid; 423). They define brand 
communities as “a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a 
structured set of social relations among admirers of a brand” (Ibid; 412). The interaction 
within the community is essentially the brand co-creation. Cornelissen et al. (2012) also 
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show in their research on brand communities that consumers often “play with, extend and 
re-signify corporate symbols” (1098), which reinforces that consumers are taking an active 
part in creating and determining the brand identity. Lastly, a brand community could also 
be seen as a structure of relationships and the customer is situated in this, which is 
expressed by McAlexander et al. (2002): “Crucial relationships include those between the 
customer and the brand, between the customer and the firm, between the customer and 
the product in use, and among fellow customers” (38). 

Identification with a brand community can have positive consequences, as noted by 
Algesheimer et al. (2005) for instance. A niche brand, like Zero Motorcycles, has the ability 
to be admired and even become successful without necessarily having a community, but it 
may certainly be a helpful asset to have support from a community when struggling to 
establish itself in the marketplace and trying to survive, like Zero is doing. 
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4 MARKET ANALYSIS AND COMPANY PROFILE 

4.1 THE MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY 
Most attention in current research and statistics has been paid to electric cars, which has 
made it difficult to extract information and knowledge on the electric motorcycle industry. 
This section is therefore constructed of a mix between statements about the electric 
motorcycle industry as well as data from comparable industries such as the general hybrid 
and electric vehicle industry and the traditional motorcycle industry. It starts of with an 
overview over the general motorcycle industry and thereafter the hybrid and electric vehicle 
industry, creating a funnel starting with a description of the global market. It then looks into 
the American market and then finally a closer look into the motorcycle and electric vehicle 
industry in Europe and Denmark respectively.  
  
Motorcycles, being vehicles, are naturally a part of the transportation sector, as they can 
also be used for transport and delivery of services and goods. We see the launch of electric 
options as a confirmation that the sector is growing and an increased focus is being put on 
lowering vehicle emissions. The European Commission stated in the 2011 white paper on 
transport policy “the use of smaller, lighter and more specialized road passenger vehicles 
must be encouraged” (ACEM, 2015; 39). The ACEM study furthermore compared electric 
cars to electric motorcycles and found a range of benefits: “(…) as a result of their reduced 
weight and mass they are easier to electrify than cars. Furthermore, they can take full 
advantage of the key features of mobility in urban environments: trips in high-traffic density 
zones, short travelling distances, and limited availability of parking spaces” (Ibid; 44). All 
these comparative benefits, however, do not seem to have had a significant impact on 
market uptake so far. The report shows that only between 1-2% of all motorcycles 
registered in Europe in 2014 were electric (Ibid.). 
  
According to Statista, the global electric vehicle market size in 2012 reached about 83.5 
billion U.S. dollars. Between 2013 and 2019, this market is expected to grow at a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of around 19 percent (Statista, 2016). It is therefore 
fair to say that this is a growing industry, and the demand is growing globally. According to 
a new analysis from the Centre for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research, 320,000 new EV 
(EV is short for electric vehicle, cf. Appendix 1) registrations were made in 2014, which 
brought the total global market up to 740,000 vehicles (Zsw, 2015). Given the increased 
interest in electric vehicles in general, we see a great potential for growth in the electric 
motorcycle market as well. This expected market growth and increased interest in electric 
motorcycles was also confirmed by Scot Harden at the Zero Motorcycles partner 
conference in Amsterdam (cf. Appendix 6). Scot has been with the company for six years 
and he has seen a remarkable change in the consumers’ mind-sets concerning electric 
motorcycles: “Six years ago at demo events, people would say “over my dead body”, they 
would almost spit at the electric Zero motorcycles. Now they’re more open and they 
acknowledge that these products are the future” (Ibid.). 
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4.1.1 THE AMERICAN MARKET AND ZERO MOTORCYCLES 
USA has the largest amount of EVs in the world with approximately 290,000 vehicles (Zsw, 
2015). According to MarketLine, USA accounts for 19.2% of the global hybrid and electric 
cars market value (MarketLine Industry Profile, 2015a). Centre for Solar Energy and 
Hydrogen Research believes that the leading countries within this industry all have market 
incentives in common, which is the main reason for the growing interest and demand for 
electric mobility. Furthermore, it is also an advantage that electric mobility is very important 
to these countries’ industrial policies (Ibid.). In the US, Zero Motorcycles has successfully 
lobbied for tax incentives. "Tax credits for electric motorcycles are not only an effective way 
to create jobs, they are also an investment in clean energy technology. We think that 
America can and should lead the world in electric motorcycle technology," said Richard 
Walker, CEO of Zero Motorcycles. "The electric motorcycle industry is rapidly responding to 
our country's need for affordable and environmentally responsible transportation. We're 
naturally excited to combine our passion for motorcycles with something that benefits 
everyone" (Zero Motorcycles, 2015a). These tax credits are retroactive and apply to electric 
motorcycles and EV chargers purchased in 2015. All new Zero models purchased in 2015 
or 2016 are eligible for the tax credits (Ibid.). 
  
In four years, in 2020, MarketLine expects the American hybrid and electric cars market to 
have a volume of 815,186 units, which will be an increase of 65.6% since 2015 (MarketLine 
Industry Profile, 2015a; 14). According to Scot Harden, electric motorcycles are in their 
infancy in the US, and Zero Motorcycles is the leader by a large margin in terms of actual 
sales. Manufacturers involved in the segment do not report actual sales statistics, which 
makes it difficult to retrieve representative quantitative data. Scot believes that the best 
industry estimates are that only a few thousands are sold each year, but the segment is 
growing and the interest grows each year: “Regarding statistics on the U.S. motorcycle 
industry there really isn’t very much to talk about aside from Zero. The bottom line is that 
EV motorcycle sales are just in their infancy and many of the companies involved are not 
required to officially report sales” (cf. Appendix 8.1). This justifies our choice of Zero 
Motorcycles as our case study in that it is the only “real player” in the industry according to 
Scot’s statement. We are aware that his statement might be biased but due to the very 
limited access to market data we choose to - to a large extent - rely on the statements from 
our respondents as explained in the methodology section.  
  
4.1.2 THE EUROPEAN MARKET AND DENMARK 
The European hybrid and electric car market is, like the American, expected to rise in units 
according to MarketLine (2015b). The European market currently accounts for 17.1% of the 
overall market (Ibid; 11). The volume forecast is an increase to 1,229.8 thousand units by 
the end of 2020, representing a CAGR of 26.8% for the 2015-2020 period (Ibid; 7). Denmark 
had market incentive up until 2015, but from this year, EVs will be imposed taxes. The 
Danish Zero distributor explained the rules: “In the phase-in, it’s an 80 percent discount, 60 
percent discount, 40 percent discount respectively during 16, 17, 18 to end up with full tax 
in 2020” (cf. Appendix 9). According to him, this imposition will take away the price 
incentive for buying EVs in Denmark. 
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The market for electric cars in Denmark has undergone a vast increase over the past years, 
indicating a strong interest in electric vehicles among the Danish population. The sale went 
from under 100 electric cars sold yearly in 2009 and 2010 to 4,500 new registered electric 
cars in 2015 (Dansk Elbil alliance, n.d.). Aside from the number of registered electric 
vehicles, the interest and engagement in this industry is also expressed in the fact that 
three out of four Danes believe that the politicians should make a special effort in trying to 
market electric solutions in transportation (Dansk Elbil alliance, 2014). In this relation, the 
government announced the energy policy "Energy strategy 2050" in 2011 with the aim to be 
fossil fuel free and 100% renewable energy system by 2050 (DK PESTLE; 4). The interest is 
also showing in new market entrants, such as the new Danish electric motorcycle 
manufacturer, Future Electric, who is currently developing a “FENRIS model for racetracks 
(IDTechEx, 2015).  

4.2 COMPANY PROFILE 
The overall focus of this thesis is on electric motorcycles in Denmark, but as this market is 
still somewhat unexplored, we find it relevant to use a case company to make our study 
and analysis more tangible, concrete, and accessible. In this way, Zero Motorcycles serves 
as a basis for our analysis and through the company’s products and communication we 
seek to explore the industry, electric motorcycles, in relation to our empirical research and 
theoretical framework. We chose Zero Motorcycles mainly because the company is 
arguably the global leader in the electric motorcycle industry, but also because of the 
personal relations that we have to the organization. This section serves to give an 
understanding of the overall concept of the company, the market it operates in, the target 
audience, and how Zero Motorcycles communicates its products to this audience. 
 
Zero Motorcycles is, as mentioned, the global leader in the electric motorcycle industry 
(Zero Motorcycles, 2015b). The company assembles, designs, and develops electric 
motorcycles and the first prototypes were launched in 2006. Since then, the company has 
grown and now consists of 140 employees. CEO, Richard Walker, announced at the Zero 
Hero event in Amsterdam (cf. Appendix 6) that Zero Motorcycles is going to add 25 new 
employees in 2016, which reflects the increasing market interest. The biggest challenges for 
Zero Motorcycles right now are developing brand awareness and generating leads through 
the digital platforms to drive sales for the company (cf. Appendix 8.1). Sean McLaughlin, 
product marketing manager at Zero Motorcycles, stated another challenge that Zero has 
faced in trying to establish the brand: “(...) we were essentially developing a product for 
which there was no market [...] So that presents an interesting challenge when you are 
producing something that does not have years or decades of sales history and business 
trends to analyze. We were really breaking new ground” (cf. Appendix 8.3). Because Zero 
Motorcycles is breaking new ground and the company does not have an existing market to 
rely on, it wants to invest in reward programs to build strong brand ambassadors and 
programs that build a community around Zero. Being a start-up in a disruptive technology - 
a technology which shakes up the industry by displacing a an already established type of 
technology - requires heavy investors and according to Scot Harden, the investors are 
looking for significant growth in the company and want the company to get to a profitable 
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position as soon as possible (Ibid.). He added that the company has grown substantially 
over the past few years, but Zero Motorcycles is still a few years from break-even. 
  
At the Zero Hero event in Amsterdam, the CEO explained the strategy as “a three-pronged 
approach”. Zero wants to be 1) Compelling for consumers, 2) Compelling for fleet (military 
and police), and 3) Compelling for powertrain (the main component that generates power, 
cf. Appendix 1) partners.  
  
4.2.1 THE ZERO PRODUCT 
The company produces lightweight and high performance motorcycles by combining 
aspects of traditional motorcycles with advanced technology (Zero Motorcycles, n.d.A). The 
first electric Zero motorcycle was launched in 2006, and the company has developed and 
extended the model line ever since. Sean McLaughlin mentioned “(...) as the motorcycles 
have become just better overall, they go further, they go faster, they’re using better quality 
components and they offer a better feel when you’re out on them” (cf. Appendix 8). The 
company has fully optimized all motorcycles to leverage the revolutionary Z-Force™ 
electric powertrain and it uses a custom, aircraft-grade aluminum frame to minimize the 
weight and make the motorcycles rigid (Zero Motorcycles, n.d.A). 
  
Zero’s current model line consists of six models, which are presented underneath with their 
individual tagline and key selling points as presented on the company’s website, 
www.zeromotorcycles.com. What seems to be common for all product descriptions is the 
focus on the riding experience and product capabilities. 

● Zero S (Streetfighter): “Developed to aggressively take on urban environments while 
encouraging occasional detours to your favorite stretch of twisties, the Zero S 
integrates revolutionary technology with innovative design and premium 
equipment.”  

● Zero SR (Max Performance): “The Zero SR shares the same DNA as the Zero S but 
is built for riders who simply want to go faster and accelerate harder.” 

● Zero DS (Dual Sport): “The Zero DS combines innovation with passion to deliver the 
world’s most versatile electric motorcycle. Designed to be agile in the dirt and quick 
on the street, the Zero DS represents a new kind of freedom.” 

● Zero DSR (Max Adventure): “The Zero DSR is an amped-up version of the Zero DS, 
bringing unprecedented levels of power and torque (also known as “moment”, cf. 
Appendix 1) to the world’s most versatile electric motorcycle.” 

● Zero FX (Stealthfighter): “You’ve never experienced power and freedom like this. All 
those things you wished you could get away with...they just became possible.” 

● Zero FXS (Supermoto): “Whether you’re charging through the inner city supermoto 
style or indulging in backroad shenanigans, the new Zero FXS is ready to push the 
limits.” 

  
At the event in Amsterdam, Chris Langlois, Global Training Manager, said “Torque is where 
we all live” and elaborated that “It's all about the experience – the magic carpet ride” (cf. 
Appendix 6). As further mentioned in the observation notes, Chris' presentation showed 
that every year, range and battery capacity have increased. The PowerPoint slide said: 
“Flat, high-torque curves make for thrilling, yet controllable experience”. A part of the 
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above-mentioned three-pronged approach was to be compelling to consumers. At the Zero 
Hero event, dealers were instructed, “It’s simply a BETTER motorcycle experience” (Ibid.) 
and dealers were advised to focus on the advanced technology (“No emissions. No heat. 
No noise. No vibration. No shifting”), the thrilling experience (“Guaranteed to put a smile on 
your face”), the low cost of ownership, and badge of honor (“Adapter of the newest 
motorcycle technology”). How Zero Motorcycles further communicates will be elaborated in 
section 4.2.2, Communication. 
 
4.2.1.1 PRICE POINT 
Regarding price point, Zero “(...) has executed on well thought out strategies to build a 
global motorcycle brand and sustain a premium product line while keeping prices low” 
(Zero Motorcycles, n.d.B). Before the alteration of the Danish vehicle registration fee, a Zero 
motorcycle could be sold for about 120,000 Danish kroner. With the new rules, including full 
vehicle registration fee, the price increases to approximately 174,000 Danish kroner  
(Godske, 2015). This significantly higher price makes it harder for the company to compete 
on price when operating on the Danish market. 
  
4.2.1.2 THE ZERO MOTORCYCLES APP 
Zero Motorcycles was one of the first companies in the industry to develop an app that 
allows consumers to communicate with their vehicle - in this case their electric motorcycle. 
In fact, all Zero motorcycles model year 2013 and later are equipped with Bluetooth 
capability. The Zero Motorcycles App allows the rider to customize performance and view 
data on a real-time dashboard. “When parked, it provides riding statistics, motorcycle data, 
helps with any diagnostics and allows the rider to customize both the motorcycle 
performance and the riding dashboard” (Zero Motorcycles, n.d.C). According to the App 
user guide, it has two primary modes; Statistics- and Riding Mode. The Statistics mode 
allows the rider to view and interact with all motorcycle statistics and parameters such as 
total miles, total kWh used, and battery performance numbers. The Riding Mode displays 
riding statistics such as torque and distance until next required charge (Zero Motorcycles, 
n.d.D).  
  
4.2.2 COMMUNICATION 
This section will describe what Zero focuses on in its communication and what the key 
messages and selling points are. When interviewing Sean, product marketing manager, he 
mentioned that “The first thing that we are focused on is fundamentally changing or 
enhancing the ride experience (...) That quiet-thing offers a really interesting and unique 
experience out on the road, which most riders, once they have tried it, find it to be quite 
pleasant. That is our first focus; to really play to the advantages of the electric powertrain to 
create a unique and hopefully better riding experience” (cf. Appendix 8.3). 
  
In communicating the brand and the products, Zero Motorcycles has used multiple 
channels: “(...) we communicate through every channel we can find. The main channels you 
find in any marketing communication platform these days, we are probably there. We have 
a strong digital presence. I would say that our number one channel for communication is 
our company’s website Zeromotorcycles.com” (cf. Appendix 8.3). The website provides 
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product information, press links but also customer testimonials. Here, “ordinary” Zero 
customers explain how they use their Zero motorcycle. 
  
4.2.2.1 COMMUNITY BUILDING 
The wish to build brand awareness and generate leads has led the company to hire a 
fulltime community and social media manager primo 2016. A part of the job description for 
this position was: “Equally important to the job function is creating programs and managing 
initiatives that focus on current customers/owners with the goal of leveraging them as 
brand advocates and ambassadors” (cf. Appendix 12). This person will be responsible for 
managing the community as well as the ownership experience surrounding the products. 
Furthermore, there is a task for this position in creating programs that bring people into the 
Zero community and in the end make them strong brand ambassadors (Ibid.). This shows 
that Zero Motorcycles attaches great importance to building communities around the brand 
and thus actively seeks to use the customers to communicate the brand.  
  
Zero faces a challenge in trying to make the jump to “mainstream” and get accepted by the 
market and the end-users. Typically, organizations in disruptive technology industries excel 
at knowing their market, but conversely, they can have difficulties capitalizing on possible 
proficiencies or marketing opportunities (Van Horn, 2002; 492). “A disruptive technology 
starts as an untested product with an unknown business model or one that offers lower 
profit margins. Most significant, few customers even seem to want the new thing” (Ibid.). As 
a disruptive technology, Zero would benefit from having loyal customers, which is why the 
new community/social media manager at Zero will have a challenge in finding out how to 
facilitate and build communities. 
  
4.2.3 PARTNERS SURROUNDING ZERO MOTORCYCLES 
The following section looks at Zero Motorcycle’s partners and how they influence the 
company based on our interview with Scot Harden. The different partners focus on different 
elements and goals of the company. 
  
4.2.3.1 INVESTORS 
Zero’s main investor is the Invus Group, which has been investing in the company since 
2006. “(...) they are looking for significant growth in the company and to get the company to 
a profitable position just as quickly as possible” (cf. Appendix 8.1). Besides the above-
mentioned community/social media manager, it has been requested from Zero’s investors 
that the company should be more ‘cutting-edge’ and to support this position with a 
younger ‘blogger-type’ that could also add to content creation and bringing the brand to 
life. The investors want better content, as the company have reused a lot of the content 
already throughout the yearly press kits, and this content should be supported by user-
generated content. 
  
4.2.3.2 DEALERS 
Zero believes that focus on the dealerships is key. Management has found that its success 
is highly dependent on having a devoted person, a so-called Zero Hero (cf. Appendix 1), at 
each dealer in order to teach consumers about the technology and the brand itself. Director 
of North American sales, Mike Cunningham, believes that if there is a person devoted to the 
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Zero brand and its products, the company is considered successful (cf. Appendix 8.2). Scot 
added to this in saying: “The success of Zero Motorcycles is by large based upon the 
success of our dealer network. So the more enthusiastic, the more knowledgeable, the 
more passionate they are about our product line and about selling our product line, the 
better a chance for success we have” (cf. Appendix 8.1). Because of this, the Sales and 
Marketing department at Zero Motorcycles has initiated a global ‘Zero Hero program’. Mike 
sees this Zero Hero as a person that is empowered to ride the product and to report back 
to Zero Motorcycles on a weekly basis - basically be Zero’s advocate throughout the 
dealership. The Zero Hero can be either the dealer himself/herself or a loyal customer 
picked out by the dealer.  

As such, Zero sees the dealerships as one of the most valuable and influential 
partners in reaching the end-users. This is also reflected in how the Danish dealer, Jens 
Winther, experiences the collaboration with Zero Motorcycles: “Zero Motorcycles has been 
a positive experience for us. We’re much closer to the source than we have been with 
BMW, Honda, or Suzuki that we also work with” (cf. Appendix 9). 
  
4.2.3.3 CUSTOMERS: THE ZERO COMMUNITY 
Scot describes the ‘Zero community’ as being very passionate about the products, and 
they like the statement that they make when riding their electric motorcycle. He adds that ‘a 
lot of the guys are ‘technology buffs’. What Scot found to be very important is that the 
group of current owners likes to share this passion and enthusiasm with other people and 
other riders (cf. Appendix 8.1). Sean McLaughlin added to this in saying that Zero’s target 
audience is diverse and rapidly evolving and that electric motorcycles now have reached a 
point where they appeal to a lot of traditional motorcycle riders as well. He defined the 
audience as “anybody who has an interest in a premium brand motorcycle. And that can be 
anyone from somebody who’s looking to commute through urban areas and play to the 
advantages of the motorcycles there to people who just want to do weekend joy rides and 
just get out and play for a couple of hours on their local roads. It’s all up in the map now” 
(cf. Appendix 8.3). 
  
A Zero customer profile survey was recently conducted on the US market. The survey 
findings were presented at the Zero Hero event that we attended in Amsterdam on 
February 28-29th. The survey showed that the average owner is a Caucasian male in his 
late 40s, with high income, and a BA degree. The American customers also ride their Zero 
at least a few times a week. Because of the educational level of the typical customer, Scot 
said, the dealers have to be well educated and well prepared to fulfill the customers' needs 
and questions (cf. Appendix 6). The survey showed another interesting point; the majority of 
the customers only use one full charge per week. Scot therefore suggested trying to explain 
to potential customers that how far they think they need to go often does not match how far 
they actually go.  
  
As illustrated in the above market description and company profile, very little research has 
been made on the field of electric motorcycles but we do expect a market growth and an 
increasing interest in the industry and its products. Therefore, it is crucial for Zero 
Motorcycles to embrace this market development and get the Zero brand out to the 
consumers in the most appropriate manner. However, as Zero Motorcycles cannot rely on 
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historical industry numbers and data as the foundation for their communication and 
marketing efforts going forward, we find it essential to look further into the current and 
potential customers and their perception and experiences with the brand. This will help us 
in identifying the key topics and messages important to the customers and explore which 
opportunities these insights can provide in regards to strategic communication.   
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5 ANALYSIS 
In analyzing our empirical data, we identified seven recurring topics that we have 
categorized as themes; Product functionalities, Range, Economy, Freedom, Community, 
Riding experience, and Environment. We argue that the three first themes can be defined as 
product specific themes and the three next as emotional themes. We believe that this 
distinction makes sense when trying to convert our findings into communicative actions. 
The last, Environment, we see as an underlying theme that cuts across both emotional and 
product specific themes. In addition, passion came up as a recurring topic throughout the 
interviews. However, we have chosen not to identify this as a separate theme in that it was 
mentioned in relation to almost all the other themes and as such we choose to see it as a 
frame surrounding the seven themes. This is visualized in the illustration below.  
 

 
 
In the following, an in-depth description and analysis of each theme is provided. Overall, we 
found it appropriate to differentiate the way we structure the review of the product specific 
themes and the emotional themes, respectively, due to the very diverse nature of the two 
theme categories. In examining the product specific themes, the thematic approach is 
further unfolded and each theme is split into sub themes to highlight the various aspects 
that seem to be of greatest importance across all respondent groups within each theme.  
 
The statements underlying each theme in the emotional group are split into the three 
respondent groups; traditional bikers, Zero owners, and Zero Motorcycles as a company to 
illustrate how each image group (cf. the VII-model) communicates about the themes, which 
allows for identifying similarities and differences - the so-called gaps. The reason for 
analyzing the themes based on image groups is that the three different groups 
communicate very differently about the themes. This difference is mostly seen in the 
aspects they highlight and the emotions they associate with each theme.  
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5.1 PRODUCT SPECIFIC THEMES 
5.1.1 PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITIES 
Being machines, motorcycles have a lot of properties and functionalities such as 
acceleration, speed, gearshift, and noise. Maintenance is also something that comes with 
owning a motorcycle - to different extents. Motorcyclists attach different value and 
importance to the various functionalities, but overall it is a theme that is highly debated in 
the community. Some enjoy DIY projects and high levels of maintenance and others want a 
finished, well-functioning motorcycle that is ready to ride. In the following, the product 
functionalities that were highlighted the most throughout the empirical data will be divided 
into sub themes and presented in further detail.  
 
5.1.1.1 LESS MAINTENANCE 
In general, electric motorcycles differ from traditional combustion engine bikes by being 
simpler in their construction and assembly. The electric motorcycles simply do not consist 
of as many elements and parts. The attitude reflected by Zero as a company and the 
owners of Zero motorcycles is therefore that it is a simple product, which also means less 
maintenance and time spent at the repair shop: “With an electric vehicle, it is really simple. 
You’ve got a battery, a controller and a motor and then, you know, a couple of other little 
things, but there’s really not a lot of moving components to go wrong” (cf. Appendix 10.1). 
Terry compared this to traditional motorcycles and used Harley Davidson as an example: 
“Have you ever seen anybody on a Harley? They spend most of their time in the shop 
because the thing is broken” (cf. Appendix 10.1). He seemed to be convinced that 
traditional motorcycles need more maintenance and therefore take the time away from 
riding. He did not want to have to waste too much time getting his bike repaired, which was 
one of the reasons for him to choose an electric motorcycle.  
 
In relation to maintenance and having availability to dealers and repair shops, Terry 
mentioned the limited number of Zero dealers as something that might be a concern to 
consumers. If someone wants to buy a Zero but does not have a Zero dealer close by, it 
could be a concern that if there is a problem, it would be difficult to get in contact with a 
technician (Ibid.). In terms of the traditional bike owners and their view on maintenance, on 
the other hand, it was not one of their main concerns and a main topic of discussion 
throughout the focus group interviews. They did stress, though, that DIY projects are not for 
them and they prefer their motorcycles to work without too much effort from their side. 
Frank underlined this by saying: “I don’t do any mechanic work myself. Other people are 
much more competent than I am and I don’t have the interest” (cf. Appendix 11.1). He 
added that miles driven are an important factor: “I drive 15-20,000 kilometers annually, so I 
really don’t want to have to fix it every time. It simply just has to work!” (Ibid.). Their interest 
in less maintenance was also highlighted when discussing electric motorcycles, and Niels 
expressed that the fact that the electric motorcycles need less maintenance could be of 
interest for the traditional bikers (Ibid.).  
 
5.1.1.2 GEAR SHIFT 
Because the Zero motorcycle does not have gears, the driver does not have to shift gears 
to build engine speed. Sean said: “it is just a simple flick of the wrist and go” (cf. Appendix 
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8.3). Jeppe, a traditional biker, saw the potential in not having to shift gears: “Then there is 
the advantage of not having to shift gears. You don’t have to think about that. You just pull 
the gas handle and it drives” (cf. Appendix 11.2). Troels, the Danish Zero Hero, absolutely 
“does not miss the gear shift” (cf. Appendix 10.2). Traditional biker, Nicklas, had the 
experience of being more aware and having a better overview and being more in control 
when initially trying a Zero in urban environments: “I had a feeling of looking more around 
and taking in the city because I did not have to shift gears or make sure that it was in the 
right gear” (cf. Appendix 11.2). This particular product functionality thus seems to be very 
appealing to both Zero owners and traditional bikers.  
 
Despite of our respondents’ positive statements, Jens has experienced first hand rejections 
from traditional bike owners because of the electric motorcycles’ missing gear shift and 
sound, they are simply afraid of the riding experience not being as they are used to (cf. 
Appendix 9). Noise as a theme will be elaborated below. According to Zero Motorcycles, 
motorcyclists actually get an even better riding experience compared to what they are used 
to by riding a Zero, as the lack of gear shift allows the riders to enjoy the ride so much 
more. Zero’s idea about a better riding experience therefore seems to correspond with what 
the motorcyclists think.  
 
In the older focus group, the respondents were all convinced that automatic gear shift on 
motorcycles is something that will dominate the market in a few years: “In five years, many 
more will drive with automatic gear than today” (cf. Appendix 11.1). If this statement proves 
true, Zero loses an important feature, which has been somewhat unique to the company’s 
products up until now. What may be positive though, is the apparent growing interest in 
automatic gearboxes and Zero Motorcycles thereby has the chance to lead on being first-
movers and pioneers in this technology. Furthermore, if automatic gearboxes become 
common - or even the industry standard - this might also prove a great advantage for Zero 
in that the company’s products will be more mainstream. This might remove some of the 
stigma associated with the electric motorcycles and make them easier to sell to the 
traditional bikers.  

There is a gap between the statements made by the older focus group and the 
experiences Jens has had in his dealership - apparently they do not seem to think that the 
missing gearshift is a negative feature and something that ruins the riding experience. 
However, none of the traditional bikers from our focus groups have chosen to buy an 
electric motorcycles despite their positive experience. This tendency will be further 
elaborated on in the sum up of this section as well as in the discussion. 
 
5.1.1.3 NOISE 
Noise, or the lack thereof, is a big subject of conversation across all respondent groups. 
Our observation notes show that this is not only the case in Denmark and America, the 
dealer in Oslo said that the objection he hears the most is the lack of noise (cf. Appendix 6).  
 
Troels does not particularly enjoy the noise coming from motorcycles, and he therefore 
does not see it as an important product feature. The American Zero owner, Terry, agrees 
with Troels in this and stated: “I used to think I liked the noise when I get on it. I realize I 
was confused. Because since the bike would accelerate at the same time I heard the noise I 
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thought it was the noise I liked. What it really was that I liked was the acceleration” (cf. 
Appendix 10.1). Terry’s initial feeling about noise seems to reflect the opinion of the 
traditional bikers when they are introduced to electric motorcycles. To Terry, the lack of 
noise is not a problem in that other product features and functionalities, such as 
acceleration make up for this. According to Sean, “that quiet-thing” offers an interesting 
and unique experience on the road, which, according to his experiences, most riders, once 
they have tried it, find to be very pleasant (cf. Appendix 8.3). The opinions of the Zero 
owners seemed to be quite opposite the opinion of the traditional bikers from the young 
focus group. Here, the general attitude was that noise is key. Jeppe said: “The 
disadvantage is the lack of noise. That is also what made me buy another one. I missed the 
noise and that engine you can hear buzzing. But other than that, I wouldn’t mind driving one 
[an electric motorcycle]” (cf. Appendix 11.2).    
 
5.1.1.4 ACCELERATION 
The Zero motorcycle’s electric powertrain (cf. Appendix 1) allows for very rapid acceleration 
and according to Sean this is just one of the things that is important to a motorcycle 
enthusiast (cf. Appendix 8.3). Traditional biker, Jeppe, was very impressed with the 
acceleration when trying a Zero for the first time and highlighted it as a very important 
product feature. When asked what was cool about electric motorcycles, his first impulse 
was: “The acceleration, for sure. It is much more fiery in the acceleration than a traditional 
motorcycle. Electricity just reacts” (cf. Appendix 11.2). A biker from the older focus group 
supported this opinion: “phenomenal acceleration. It is a great experience” (cf. Appendix 
11.1). Another group member further backed up this statement: “I think there is a 
satisfaction in pulling away from a BMW 1200 through acceleration” (Ibid.). Nicklas, a young 
traditional biker, also agreed and added to this by mentioning the rapid responsiveness as 
an important feature of an electric motorcycle. This agility and responsiveness is in his 
opinion a strength compared to traditional motorcycles and based on this, he would prefer 
an electric motorcycle over a traditional one when riding in urban areas, as the traditional 
bike is “a pain” to drive in cities. According to Nicklas, an electric motorcycle is ideal for 
urban riding, as “you are more alive, the bike is with you and you are able to quickly pass a 
car” (Ibid.). Nicklas’ opinion that electric motorcycles should be used for urban riding 
corresponds with the Danish Zero dealer’s statements, which will be discussed in the 
upcoming theme Range in section 5.1.2.  
 
5.1.1.5 SUM UP 
All in all, the traditional bikers did see advantages in some of the electric motorcycles’ 
product features, especially not having to shift gears, which allows for more enjoyment of 
the actual ride. Acceleration is another important aspect across all three respondent groups 
but even though the traditional bikers who have tried an electric motorcycle all love the 
rapid acceleration of the bike, it does not seem to be enough to convince them to replace 
their current traditional motorcycle. However, the ones who tried the Zero bike all had great 
test rides, which is something that is very important to the Zero company. Test rides are not 
something that has been discussed in detail in the above themes but in order to stress that 
it is not the specific product features that are actually concerning the traditional bikers and 
keeping them from buying an electric motorcycle, the company’s efforts in test riding will 
now be included. Zero wishes for consumers to try out the product, and the company is 
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convinced that potential customers will forget about their prejudices when experiencing the 
product. In that way, test rides are a big part of the company’s marketing efforts, which was 
underlined in the interviews with both the respondents from Zero Motorcycles’ 
headquarters in California and the Danish dealer. Both groups believe that it is very 
important that potential customers get to try the motorcycle, as the ease and joy of riding it 
will convince consumers to buy it. In relation to this, Jens said: “We put great effort in test 
rides and it’s a very convincing motorcycle to test ride. The ride quality of the bike is 
fantastic” (cf. Appendix 9). He has actually not experienced anyone returning disappointed 
from a test ride, which could be because of what Sean said about the experience of riding a 
Zero motorcycle: “The experience of riding a Zero motorcycle is familiar to any rider, but 
very different in that it is incredibly smooth and power is always available” (cf. Appendix 
8.3). Each time, the test ride initiates a spark and plants an interest with the customer, 
which may or may not lead to a sale. According to Jens, it is mainly about getting the brand 
out and getting people to talk about it in this initial stage.  

Terry has seen a lot of people test riding electric motorcycles and have seen their 
change in attitude when coming back from a ride: “And you can ask them, did you miss the 
fact that it didn’t make any noise? They’ll be like ‘Heck no!’ But if you ask them before the 
test ride they’ll be like “I don’t know, I’m gonna miss not shifting, I’m gonna miss not having 
this thing making a lot of noise” but when they come back they don’t miss it”. This 
corresponds well with the experiences of those traditional bikers who had tried an electric 
motorcycle; respondents in both focus groups had great riding experiences and were 
generally pleased with the electric motorcycles. The experience of riding a motorcycle - 
including the electric motorcycles - will be further elaborated in the emotional theme, Riding 
experience. 
 
5.1.2 RANGE  
The range of the motorcycle, whether it is a gasoline powered bike or an electric one, 
seems to be important to many of the respondents. The needs and purposes are different 
from user to user as motorcycles are used for both commuting and leisure. For some bikers 
it is crucial that the motorcycle’s range allows for long distance rides, whereas others only 
drive shorter distances in urban areas. According to Jeppe, a traditional biker, “the [electric 
motorcycle] industry needs to develop and improve the range of the bike. They must be 
able to go farther (...) as the range is the main disadvantage” (cf. Appendix 11.2). The 
statements from Zero company showed that this is something that they are continuously 
working on and improving (cf. Appendix 8.3). However, you could argue that Zero 
Motorcycles is dependent on incentives and initiatives from the state in order to also 
improve and spread the charging network, as this would compliment the range and battery 
performance of the products. 
 
5.1.2.1 DEALER NETWORK 
The restricted range of electric motorcycles has been a hurdle for the Danish distributor in 
terms of finding dealers to take on the Zero Motorcycles brand in Denmark. As for now, the 
electric motorcycles are something limited to the bigger cities. The two current Zero dealers 
in Denmark are located in Roskilde on Zealand and Aarhus in Jutland. This is in accordance 
with Jens’ belief that it is obvious when you buy an electric motorcycle that it is meant for 
primarily riding in urban areas or commuting. It is not “for driving long distance rides with 
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someone on the back” (cf. Appendix 9). He mentioned that dealers should be in proximity 
of an area with high population density that allows for commuting when you need a vehicle 
to drive shorter distances several times a day (Ibid.).  
 
5.1.2.2 COMMUTING VS. LEISURE 
The data showed that the range of electric motorcycles is a great worry to the traditional 
bikers. The range and charging time were also the main concerns and topics at the 
motorcycle fair in Roskilde in March 2016 (cf. Appendix 7), “most of the visitors seemed 
very interested in the charging time and radius and were concerned that these factors might 
be an issue and thus prevent them from buying one [an electric bike]”. This complies well 
with our empirical data from the focus group interviews, which implies that the majority of 
the traditional bikers in Denmark are long distance riders and therefore are dependent on a 
relatively big range. Although few people were interested in using the electric motorcycle for 
commuting and did not care about the range and stated: “Very interesting motorcycle! 
Especially for what I would use it for - shorter rides or maybe to and from work every once 
in awhile” (Ibid.).  
 
Jeppe, a traditional biker, categorized a Zero motorcycle as a commuter bike and said: “it is 
not a comfort or leisure bike” and therefore it “limits you in choices of trips” (cf. Appendix 
11.2). Another group member supported this in saying that on a nice summer evening, he 
could easily reach 500 kilometer on a single bike ride and indicated that he would be too 
restricted with an electric motorcycle. He did not want to have to worry about range when 
using his bike in his time off. These statements are interesting in that they somewhat 
contradict the survey conducted in America for Zero owners, which showed that the 
majority of the customers only use one full charge per week (cf. Appendix 6). This could 
imply that there is a difference between the two markets in terms of riding purpose and 
needed range. Scot, who presented the survey at the Zero Hero event in Amsterdam, 
suggested trying to explain to potential customers that how far they think they need to go 
oftentimes does not match how far they actually go. However, the results could also 
indicate that the Zero owners generally take shorter trips than traditional riders. The survey 
results correspond well with the findings from the American Zero owner, Terry. He is 
convinced that motorcyclists generally overestimate how much range they actually need. 
And he therefore asks people how far they actually have to go  and usually they have to go 
a lot less than what the electric motorcycle is actually capable of. Thereby, there seems to 
be a gap between how much range the traditional bikers think they need and how far they 
actually ride. However, this could again be a question of market differences and in that way 
the survey might not be directly translatable to the Danish market.  

Terry had seen examples of families that have two cars; one gasoline and one 
electric. According to him, “everybody is always fighting to drive the electric car. Nobody 
wants to drive the gas car. They keep the gas because what happens if one day we want to 
take a family road trip” (cf. Appendix 10.1). By owning one of each type, gasoline and 
electric, the traditional bikers’ main hesitation to buy electric could be solved - this, 
however, clashes with another theme in our findings; economy. As a way to overcome the 
range objection, the dealer from Benelux used the car manufacturer Nissan as a case 
example at the Zero Hero event; In Benelux, Nissan has made a campaign that if you buy a 
Nissan Leaf – an electric car – the customers get one month free car rental so that they 
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have a gasoline powered car for whenever they want to drive really far without thinking 
about charging the car (cf. Appendix 6). By doing this, they seek to illustrate that the need 
for range may be somewhat imaginary and not reflect the actual miles driven in that the 
majority of the customers will never have to use their gasoline driven rental car. As such, 
Nissan attempts to remove this mental barrier.   
 
5.1.2.3 CHARGING TIME 
Range and charging are definitely topics that concern Zero Motorcycles. At the Zero Hero 
event, the presentation showed that every year range and battery capacity have increased. 
As mentioned above, Zero is constantly developing and evolving the technology.  
 
The traditional bikers see the limited range of electric motorcycles as a problem and hurdle 
mainly because of the charging time of eight hours. For instance, Kim from the older focus 
group stated that an electric motorcycle would not be first choice when taking long rides. 
Peter from the same group supported this and added: “Yes. The problem is that it needs to 
charge for 8 hours” (cf. Appendix 11.1). Elliot also brought up the eight hours of charging 
time as his main concern (cf. Appendix 11.2). Peter added that a faster charging time would 
make everything a lot easier and would make him consider purchasing an electric 
motorcycle: “I would say that half an hour would be okay. Because when you have been 
driving for a few hours, you need to stretch and get a cup of coffee” (Ibid.). But generally, 
they do see a limitation in the - to this day - restricted charging time and Danish 
infrastructure. In Peter’s opinion, you are only able to ride on Zealand, which is a problem, 
as him and his wife like to take trips to Sweden and Germany (Ibid.). The restricted charging 
network goes hand in hand with the limited Zero Motorcycles dealer network in Denmark. 
One cannot evolve without the other in that the dealers are dependent on a good charging 
network in order to sell the motorcycles to the customers and satisfy their needs and relieve 
them of their concerns regarding charging limitations.  
 
The Danish Zero owner, Troels, has tried convincing his friend to buy a Zero, but his 
objection was that he was not sure if he could charge the motorcycle at his work place and 
the practical aspect of charging was thereby a concern to him and the reason why he did 
not want to buy a Zero.  
 
5.1.2.4 SUM UP 
In relation to this theme, the traditional bikers predominantly expressed limitations. They 
enjoy taking long trips and even going abroad on their motorcycles. This corresponds well 
with what they primarily use their motorcycles for; leisure, enjoyment, and recreation (cf. 
Appendix 11). Furthermore, they are dependent on a strong dealer network when riding 
across Europe in case they need assistance - something they are not yet able to get with 
the current Zero Motorcycles network.  
 
According to the Zero owners, riding is all about planning and with that done properly, you 
are actually able to ride anywhere you want without the range being an obstacle. This poses 
a gap between Zero owners and traditional bikers, as the traditional bikers do not want to 
deal with ‘planning’. They do not want to have to think about range at all and they want to 
avoid anything that may make riding their motorcycle difficult or challenging, as they mainly 
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use their motorcycles for fun and in their time off and thereby want to utilize the time spent 
on the motorcycle in the best possible way.    
 
5.1.3 ECONOMY 
 
5.1.3.1 HIGH UP-FRONT PRICE 
Owning a motorcycle, whether gasoline powered or electric, is not cheap. The up-front 
purchase price is often relatively high and in addition, they all require some level of 
maintenance. However, the focus and the importance attached to the price vary a lot 
depending on the purpose of use as well as the owner’s age. The Danish owner, Troels, 
chose a Zero because according to him “it is the cheapest means of transport to procure” 
(cf. Appendix 10.2). At the motorcycle fair, we observed a man in his twenties looking at the 
Zero motorcycles. He said: “It is definitely not cheap. But wow, you get great value for your 
money. And long-term, it makes sense financially” (cf. Appendix 7). This corresponds well 
with this statement by Terry: “it will cost you a little bit more upfront, but then you pay less 
than a 100 dollars a year in electricity versus thousands of dollars a year in gasoline and 
then oil changes and radiator flushes, transmission services and spark plugs and air filters 
and fuel filters and belts and hoses” (cf. Appendix 10.1). Our findings, however, showed 
that most of the older traditional bikers do not make these long-term financial 
considerations and reflections when buying a motorcycle (cf. Appendix 11.1).  
 
In general, Sean, product marketing manager, said: “Trying to reach a demographic that is 
looking for a bike on a budget is a challenge for us right now” (cf. Appendix 8.3). In relation 
to this, he mentioned that Zero Motorcycles is not a cheap brand, rather it is a premium 
brand and when looking at the products relative to entry level gasoline powered 
motorcycles, Zero is clearly more expensive and therefore “our motorcycles are not quite as 
obtainable” (Ibid.). The high price and the novelty and age of the company are some of the 
reasons that there a not a lot of used Zeros out there, which would otherwise serve as a 
cheaper alternative for potential customers. Elliot from the young focus group stated: “I do 
not believe that if an e-motorcycle was the exact same price as a traditional bike that you 
would choose it. You might as well choose traditional and get the range. The economic 
aspect is definitely most important” (cf. Appendix 11.2). The younger segment might often 
be categorized as the demographic that is looking for a motorcycle on a budget, as Sean 
describes above. However, there seems to be a gap between what Zero Motorcycles 
perceives as expensive and what the young traditional bikers perceive as an expensive 
motorcycle. Even though the up-front cost is relatively high for purchasing a Zero, the 
young bikers see financial benefits and cost-saving opportunities in the long term. The 
difference in perception may arise from the difference in prices on the American market 
versus the Danish market. In Denmark, the price of gasoline is remarkably higher than in the 
US, which means that the running costs are proportionally higher in Denmark as well. 
Therefore, the American consumers may not experience the gasoline powered motorcycles 
as being as expensive as the Danish consumers would. Furthermore, up until now, the 
Danish tax incentives have also contributed to a lower purchasing price for the electric 
motorcycles making them proportionally cheaper than the gasoline powered motorcycles. 
As such, the gap lies in the fact that Zero Motorcycles does not believe that it can target the 
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price-focused consumers even though these seemingly find the Zero motorcycle to be a 
financially smart choice. 
 
5.1.3.2 TAX INCENTIVES 
As mentioned in the market description, tax incentives on electric vehicles are a big help on 
the American market and in other markets surrounding Denmark. We discussed tax 
incentives with the Norwegian dealer at the Zero Hero event in Amsterdam. Our observation 
notes state that they have experienced a very slow adaption to electric motorcycles in 
Norway, even though they have great incentives set out by the government. EVs in Norway 
are completely tax-free, and Norway has a goal about being absolutely fossil-free in 2030 
(cf. Appendix 6). This is quite interesting, as it shows that the market might not be willing to 
adopt this new technology even with great tax incentives.  

The Danish dealer and distributor said: “the new tax system has changed our selling 
approach. We no longer have a price incentive on the electric motorcycles”. The new tax 
system encompasses full tax (180 percent) in 2020. According to Jens, there might be a 
chance to avoid the full tax if the industry is able to present a so-called NEDC (New 
European Driving Cycle) number and this is therefore a very essential number to retrieve. It 
has to be provided by a “greater European measuring authority” (cf. Appendix 9) and is 
thereby not something that the Danish dealer is able to make himself. However, if obtained, 
the electric motorcycles may regain their economic advantage on the Danish market.  
 
Respondent Troels owns a one-man firm and he is able to get mileage allowance from the 
Danish government, which allows him to make 3.80 DKK for every kilometer driven (cf. 
Appendix 10.2). A man in his forties that we observed on the motorcycle fair said that he 
had heard about a guy commuting every day: “he pays approximately 2-300 DKK a month 
to charge it. A MONTH! And then he even gets tax deduction. It is almost like making 
money of your dream” (cf. Appendix 7). Based on our interview with Troels and the 
information he provided on the costs associated with his commute as well as the very 
limited number of Zero riders in Denmark, we assume that this particular visitor was 
referring to Troels. This we see as an indication of the value of word of mouth in getting the 
message about Zero and the economy surrounding it out to the public.  
  
5.1.3.3 MONEY-SAVING 
Starting this theme off by mentioning the high down payment, it may seem odd to see a 
motorcycle as something that can also be money-saving but from talking to the Zero 
owners, this turned out to be the case. Sean mentioned: “I don’t know many people that 
actually buys motorcycles with a true intention of saving money. I think it’s typically a fringe 
benefit that they’re more efficient, but most people I think, buy them cause they’re fun”. 
Despite this statement, Scot, VP of Global Marketing at Zero Motorcycles, brought up the 
potential need for a calculator on the corporate website to display how much people can 
save (cf. Appendix 6). This idea was initiated from inputs from the dealers around the world, 
as their experience with potential customers is that they want a tool to help them visualize 
how much they can save by buying a Zero motorcycle. However, Zero has yet to follow 
through with implementing such a calculating tool on the website and as such this presents 
a potential gap between what Zero as a company attaches importance to and what the 
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market actually looks for. The fact that Zero has not done more to use economy and 
money-saving as essential selling propositions, when the consumers are actively asking for 
a tool to create a better overview of the financial advantages, highlights this gap. It is worth 
noting that based on our data, this gap may not concern all potential Danish customers but 
rather primarily the younger drivers (cf. Appendix 11.2).    

The electric motorcycle owners see economy as a key point in owning the 
motorcycle. To them, it makes great financial sense and is something they can actually end 
up making money on. Terry directly uttered: “It makes financial sense [to buy an electric 
bike]” (cf. Appendix 10.1). Troels pointed out that you are able to make money if you ride 
around 20,000 kilometers per year. He mentioned an incident where he actually earned 500 
DKK tax-free: “I drove to Helsingor one day, charged it at the working place and drove 
home afterwards” (cf. Appendix 10.2). He continued by adding that owning a Zero 
motorcycle provides not only financial freedom but also freedom and flexibility in his work 
life: “And now that it is free to drive the bike, I am free to work anywhere and actually make 
money off of it” (Ibid.). According to Troels’ calculations, you only pay the above-mentioned 
down payment and then your tax deductions will pay for the rest of the motorcycle during a 
span of four years. 
 
One way that Zero Motorcycles does promote the money-saving aspect of the bikes is 
through the Zero App, as mentioned in the company profile, which allows for the rider to 
keep track of the consumption and usage. Sean added that the app displays how much 
money you have saved compared to gasoline and “(...) the miles I’ve gone it would’ve cost 
X dollars in gasoline but it only cost me Y dollars in electricity and you look at those two 
numbers and one is like ten times the other” (cf. Appendix 8.3). As such, Zero has 
developed a calculating tool to illustrate cost-savings for existing owners but this is not 
applicable for potential owners as an aid in their decision making process, which as 
mentioned above is something they are asking for.  
 
5.1.3.4 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AGE GROUPS 
As mentioned in the first section, the focus and the importance attached to the price vary a 
lot depending on the purpose of use as well as the owner’s age. The traditional bikers in the 
young focus group all agreed that a Zero is cheaper to ride and to run. A respondent, 
Jeppe, admitted that a Zero was actually the first bike he considered when buying his first 
motorcycle: “It caught my attention because it was cheap and you are able to charge it for 
8 DKK, I believe” (cf. Appendix 11.2). Despite this positive attitude, Jeppe did not buy a 
Zero, as it lacked the noise and he thereby went the traditional way (Ibid.). Another 
respondent in this group, Nicklas, mentioned: “when you have your own electricity and 
gasoline bills you are well aware how much you are able to save” (Ibid.).   
 
The older group, on the other hand, did not seem to be as concerned with the economy 
and expenses related to owning a motorcycle. One of the respondents said: “Personally, I 
do not care if the bike drives 10, 20 or 30 kilometers per liter. I do not care about “the green 
stuff”, I just want to have fun!” (cf. Appendix 11.1). They were all well aware that they would 
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be able to save money but they generally did not care. They explained that they get great 
pleasure and enjoyment from riding their (traditional) motorcycles, so if it costs them a little 
more per year it is absolutely acceptable because as one of the respondents stated during 
the interview “I spend my money on so much other stuff as well” (Ibid.).  
 
5.1.3.5 SUM UP 
Zero Motorcycles does not believe that the fact that the products are inexpensive to 
operate and easy to own are important enough selling propositions to lead the brand. Our 
findings, however, show that economy is an important aspect, especially to the young 
traditional drivers and the Zero owners, who have spent time budgeting and thinking about 
how the electric motorcycle can be a tool for saving money and giving them not only 
financial freedom and flexibility but also the ability to choose their own work place if they, 
like Danish respondent Troels, own a one-man firm. 
 
The Zero owners may be more concerned and interested in the money-saving aspect of 
owning a Zero motorcycle than the company thinks. When talking to Sean, product 
marketing manager, it did not seem of great importance to him and thereby the company. 
In this, the gap lies in the level of importance attached to the price of the bike by the 
company and the customers respectively. In general, both existing and potential customers 
thought that the economy of owning a Zero made sense and actually downplayed the high 
up-front price. With that being said, the young focus group is more conscious about 
economy than the older. All respondents in the old group have stable jobs and incomes and 
were therefore not as concerned with how much money they spend on their motorcycle. 
The young group tends to see the motorcycle as a means of transportation, whereas the 
older group mainly uses their motorcycles for leisure and enjoyment in their time off. To the 
young drivers, economy triumphed the sustainable aspect of riding an electric motorcycle, 
which implies that if the electric motorcycle is not cheaper, a traditional motorcycle “wins”. 
According to one respondent in this group, the Zeros should be communicated as the 
cheaper alternative rather than the green and sustainable (cf. Appendix 11.2). As such, 
there is an inconsistency between the two focus groups.    

5.2 EMOTIONAL THEMES 
As illustrated in the analyses of the product specific themes, no major differences are to be 
found between the traditional bikers, the Zero owners, and the company itself aside from 
some minor details. Overall, they agree on the key functionalities and the importance 
thereof. When looking at the emotional themes, on the other hand, the three groups 
communicate very differently about these. Therefore, we have chosen to split the emotional 
themes in three and analyze them based on the three different respondent groups; the 
traditional bikers, the Zero owners, and the company, Zero Motorcycles. It is worth 
mentioning that as the data on the Zero owners only consists of input from two 
respondents it is not possible to provide completely representative and adequate 
generalizations and assumptions for this group. Rather, we seek to highlight indications of 
their preferences and standpoints in relation to the different themes. 
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5.2.1 FREEDOM 
Freedom was one of the words that came up most frequently when talking to the potential 
customers, the traditional bikers. It was mentioned in various contexts but what is mostly 
meant by freedom is the sense of freedom you get when riding a motorcycle - the chance 
to let go of your everyday concerns and unwind completely, focusing only on the riding 
experience. However, the theme was not a major topic communicated by the current Zero 
owners or the company. In the following section, the three different image groups’ 
statements about the theme will be outlined and analyzed. 
 
5.2.1.1 TRADITIONAL BIKERS 
The traditional bikers used the word freedom heavily in their discussions and it was 
highlighted in various contexts throughout the interviews both with the young focus group 
and the 35+ focus group. When asked why they ride motorcycles and what it is about riding 
motorcycles that is fascinating and appealing, everybody in the young group agreed that it 
is a matter of feeling free (cf. Appendix 11.1). They explained that it is the freedom of not 
having someone on the backseat telling you what to do and where to go - you alone make 
the decisions. To them, this freedom is an essential part of choosing to ride a motorcycle 
and they also used this to describe why riding a motorcycle is so different from e.g. driving 
a car. A motorcycle is not just a means of transportation for the traditional motorcyclists in 
Denmark, it is so much more and it adds value to their everyday lives through the freedom 
and the breathing-space it offers. 

The 35+ focus group strongly agreed with the importance of freedom as a 
motivating factor for riding motorcycles. As expressed by Kim: “It’s all about a wish of 
freedom and the fact that you don’t have to think about anything else than what it’s all 
about in this moment [riding the bike]” (cf. Appendix 11.1). This statement suggests that the 
overall reason for riding motorcycles is to obtain this sense of freedom and be able to put 
all your concerns aside for a certain period of time when you are out riding. Peter further 
supported this benefit of being able to unwind completely: “Right when you push the 
button… waauw how you relax! You just know that you have a couple of hours ahead of 
you where you don’t have to think about work or mortgages or anything like that at all. 
You’re free!” (Ibid.). In other words, going for a ride allows the riders to forget about time 
and space and just focus on themselves and the free life. Lene said: “when I got my 
motorcycle I became completely crazy about this free life [...] even if it is normally a boring 
trip to work then it is about the experience you get when you are on your bike. The freedom 
and the smells…” (Ibid.). As such, Lene expressed that she would not mind riding to work 
even if it is a boring route because if she is riding her bike it is not just a boring ride 
anymore. It becomes an experience of freedom.  
 
5.2.1.2 ZERO OWNERS 
Throughout the interviews with the two Zero owners, the word freedom was not brought to 
the table once. They focused more on the practicalities and financial benefits of riding the 
motorcycles rather than the feelings and freedom they got from it. This, however, does not 
necessarily mean that they attach no importance to the theme whatsoever, but rather it 
suggests that freedom is not on the top of their minds when interacting about riding 
motorcycles and thus, we argue, other aspects are more important to them.  
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5.2.1.3 ZERO MOTORCYCLES 
During the interviews with the company, freedom was not the main focus of the 
conversation but it was, however, brought up as an important part of riding a motorcycle. 
Sean expressed that when riding motorcycles “(...) everybody has different motivations and 
gets different satisfaction out of riding, but one thing that unifies most riders is just that 
sense of fun and freedom” (cf. Appendix 8.3). As such, he stressed the importance of the 
feeling you get when riding, the freedom it offers you and how this feeling of freedom is 
something that unites the riders. In that way, you can argue that freedom is something that 
the company acknowledges as being a key element in riding a motorcycle, but it is not 
something that plays a big role in the communication and promotional material. When 
communicating about specific products on the website, the company does use the word 
freedom to describe the experience of riding the motorcycles. However, it does not seem to 
be an integrated part of the overall brand and does not serve as a core part of the “Zero 
story”. Furthermore, when looking at the way the company representatives communicate 
about the brand, freedom is not a permeating topic or theme internally in the organization. 
Based on this, we assume that freedom to the company is a benefit you get when riding but 
not the core story of the brand. 

 
5.2.1.4 SUM UP 
Common for both the traditional bikers and the company is the fact that they attach great 
importance to the sense of freedom in relation to riding a motorcycle. However, a gap does 
exist in the level of focus affiliated to the topic. To the traditional bikers, freedom is crucial 
and serves as one of the main reasons they choose to ride motorcycles. To Zero, on the 
other hand, freedom is a benefit important to the riding experience but not something that 
is used as a core part of the brand story and the associated brand communication efforts. It 
is worth noting that freedom, to the respondents, does not refer to individualism and being 
alone, but rather that you are enjoying yourself and are in charge of where you are going. In 
that way, the sense of freedom can be present both when you are alone and when you are 
in a social context. In terms of the Zero owners, there is a gap between them and the 
company as well as the traditional bikers in that they do not find freedom to be a key topic. 
A possible explanation for this could be that the Zero owners do not use the motorcycles 
for leisure and in their time off to the same extent as the traditional bikers and therefore do 
not attach great importance to ‘experience of freedom’. Rather, they are looking for a 
dependable and reliable ride.  
 
5.2.2 COMMUNITY  
Riding motorcycles is something that is often done in groups and based on our empirical 
data, being part of a community plays an important role for a lot of motorcyclists. However, 
the level of importance attached to the community feeling in relation to riding motorcycles 
varies from the different image groups, which will be further explained and analyzed in the 
following sections. 
 
5.2.2.1 TRADITIONAL BIKERS  
When listening to the traditional bikers communicate through our two focus group 
interviews, it became clear that communities to them is an essential part of owning and 
riding a motorcycle. As Nicklas expressed it, “there is a big community feeling (...) A golden 
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rule is that you always say hello when you see another motorcyclist. You are almost always 
wearing the same clothes so you cannot see who people are - you just meet them on equal 
terms because you all love motorcycles. That’s a big thing!” (cf. Appendix 11.2). In that way, 
he implied that by owning a motorcycle you almost automatically enter into a community 
with some unwritten universal rules that are followed by fellow motorcyclists such as always 
greeting each other and waving at other riders. Martin added to this and explained that 
becoming part of the community and following the unwritten rules is to some extent 
inevitable even if you do not plan on it: “You start out being like, ”wow that’s so naff, I will 
never be part of that!” And well, then a month passes and suddenly you are offended if 
other motorcyclists don’t wave back” (Ibid.). Everybody in both focus groups agreed that 
this community feeling is a big part of riding and that it is contributing to the joy of riding. 
Jeppe explained that riding a motorcycle becomes a kind of lifestyle where you become 
more polite and accommodating towards others, no matter who they are and where they 
come from (Ibid.). As such, being a motorcyclist becomes part of your identity and allows 
for new friendships and relations across demographics, interests, and social status. This 
was further supported by Nicklas who explained: “you can walk up to someone who turns 
out to be a CEO (...) you can’t tell based on what he is wearing. Everybody just meets on 
equal terms. You don’t have to question whether or not you should talk to that and that 
person. It is completely irrelevant” (Ibid.). 
 
Another important factor of the communities is the social aspect of riding. Riding a 
motorcycle is not only a solo-thing but rather it is something highly social - even if you ride 
alone. The respondents explained that even when riding alone, you always meet new 
people and in that way the whole experience becomes something social and a big part of it 
is talking about the ride with other riders that you meet randomly or planned. To Camilla, 
riding a motorcycle is more about the “coziness” and social interaction than the ride itself: 
“It’s not just a means of transportation like a car. It’s cozier. (...) You go for a long ride and 
when you get there you stop and get some food or something and you talk about the drive 
with the other riders” (cf. Appendix 11.2). Jeppe described his first ride as a certified 
motorcyclist: “My first drive was the day I got my license. I drove to Funen where I pulled 
over at a gas station. Some other bikers were sitting there already and because I was there 
alone they came over, offered me a soda, and we ended up chatting for 30 minutes before 
hitting the road again. It’s just a completely different society to drive a motorcycle” (Ibid.). 
Again, it becomes clear that by being a motorcyclist, you automatically become part of a 
community and that this is something very valued by the riders. Frank further contributed to 
this and expressed that whenever you pull over, you end up talking to other motorcyclists 
about the motorcycles and the ride (cf. Appendix 11.1). He added: “There is a community 
feeling about it. And because of this, I actually sometimes prefer to ride alone. Because you 
meet new people (...) you can stand at a parking lot somewhere in your motorcycle clothes 
and then someone else who also has a bike shows up. And you just talk because you have 
that shared passion” (Ibid.). In that way, the motorcyclists sometimes prefer to ride ‘alone’ 
simply to meet new people and expand their motorcycle community. This clearly indicates 
how important the community feeling is for the traditional motorcyclists and how big a part 
of the riding experience it is.  

Yet another aspect brought up in the discussion about communities was the 
friendships these communities make possible, both new and old friendships. Lene 
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expressed: “we have gotten a completely new circle of friends. I mean, people we would 
have never met otherwise who we met only because we bought motorcycles. And we 
spend a lot of time with them. Even if we are very different, we come from different worlds. 
You just meet so many people” (cf. Appendix 11.1). In that way, being a motorcyclist allows 
for new friendships that might not have been possible otherwise and as such becomes part 
of who you are and whom you spend your time with. Kim also brought forward that another 
great thing about the friendships you get through the motorcycle community is the fact, that 
you do not have to share the same interests in order to have a good chat or become friends 
(Ibid.). He added: “there is still one thing that holds you together - the passion for 
motorcycles” (Ibid.). Kim also explained that not only do the communities allow for new 
friendships, but they also help maintaining old friendships that might have been lost 
otherwise. Riding a motorcycle has helped him stay in touch with an old friend whom he 
believed he might otherwise have grown apart from due to different interests and priorities. 
But because of their shared passion for motorcycles, they stay in touch and meet up a 
couple of times a year (Ibid.). 

Another way that the motorcyclists exploit the network to get a more social riding 
experience and meet new friends is through online communities where people organize 
rides with other interested motorcyclists at a specified time and place and then 
motorcyclists from all over meet up and ride together - sometimes with complete strangers. 
This is something that has contributed to a lot of new friendships for Martin: “I am part of a 
big group called “MC-ture, where and when, Zealand” (...) someone posts something like 
“anyone up for a drive?” And then someone says yes and then complete strangers meet up 
to drive. That has given me a lot of friendships” (cf. Appendix 11.2). Niels furthermore uses 
these online communities to stay in touch with other motorcyclists during the winter where 
they are not out riding (cf. Appendix 11.1). 
 
Finally, the respondents also use their motorcycle communities in their decision making 
process when buying a new motorcycle or new accessories. In fact, the community acts as 
a very important influencer in this process according to Niels: “A big part of the motorcycle 
world is the storytelling from customer to customer. [...] I mean, the brands are built up 
based on what other bikers think. You can have 10 bikes from other brands that have the 
same features but you choose to buy this certain brand because you trust in what you were 
told by your fellow riders. You really trust a lot in what the others say and share experiences 
through the communities” (cf. Appendix 11.1). Thus, the communities are also an important 
tool in deciding on new purchases and can have a big impact on brand preference among 
the members. 
 
To sum up, communities are an essential part of being a motorcyclist according to the 
traditional bikers both in terms of lifestyle, friendships, social experiences, and as an 
influential factor in the decision making process in terms of purchasing a new motorcycle or 
equipment. 
 
5.2.2.2 ZERO OWNERS 
With an outset in the interviews with the two Zero owners, it seems that they do not find 
communities as being a big part of their experience as motorcyclists. During the interview 
with the American owner, Terry, the word ‘community’ or other terms related to it were not 
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brought up once, which we take as an indication that this is not something that has a big 
influence on his riding experience or on his life as a motorcyclist in general (cf. Appendix 
10.1). However, we do not postulate that communities are completely irrelevant to Terry but 
rather that other things are more important to him in terms of riding motorcycles. This is 
interesting, as Terry is a Zero Hero and thus a brand ambassador and therefore he could be 
expected to be more involved in trying to establish motorcycle communities and recruit new 
members. We argue that his seeming indifference towards communities could imply that 
advocating the brand is more a matter of a personal interest in communicating about the 
product and sharing his experiences with others. As such, being a brand ambassador to 
him is less about community feeling and more about knowledge sharing and promotion. 

During our interview with the Danish Zero owner, Troels, communities were brought 
up and discussed. However, it was not a topic that took up a lot of space in the 
conversation and for Troels it seemed to be more about the practical aspects than about 
the community feeling as such. He explained: “It would be nice with some more experience 
sharing, especially now that the product is new and has some ‘infant diseases’ and so on. 
Then it would be nice if there was a forum or something where people could help each 
other out” (cf. Appendix 10.2). As such, what Troels is looking for in a community is more a 
type of ‘help center’ where he can get tips and pointers to fix minor maintenance issues. 
Based on Troels’ statements and our interview with Terry, it seems that the Zero owners are 
more interested in the technical knowledge-sharing aspects rather than the social aspects 
of a community. 

Another interesting finding was that Troels actually distanced himself from the 
traditional motorcycle communities. In his opinion, the motorcycle enthusiasts are annoying 
and stubbornly adhering to traditions, sounds, and the community feeling. He cannot 
identify himself with them and therefore he has no desire to join such a community (cf. 
Appendix 10.2). He implied that if he was to “join” a community for motorcyclists, it would 
have to be more practical and technical and provide him with useful information to help 
overcome small product challenges or technical difficulties. Thus, what he is looking for is a 
knowledge-sharing forum rather than a social community with the aim of “making noise at 
the harbor and eating ice cream” (Ibid.). 
 
5.2.2.3 ZERO MOTORCYCLES 
As outlined in the company profile, Zero Motorcycles has a big focus on building 
communities around the brand in order to make it more attractive and appealing to the 
customers and make the products a part of the customers’ lifestyle rather than just a means 
of transportation. In the quest to do so, the company has hired a full time community 
manager to bring people into the communities and in time make them brand ambassadors 
who can share the message and communicate about the company’s products to other 
riders and potential customers (cf. Appendix 8.1). In general, Scot describes the ‘Zero 
Community’ as being “very passionate about Zero, they love Zero products. They really like 
the statement that they make when riding their Zero” (Ibid.). He explains that the Zero 
owners are proud of riding the bikes due to various factors such as the environmental 
benefits, the fact that it makes almost no noise, and the fact that they are racing on the 
latest and most advanced technology. Furthermore, the Zero owners “like to share that 
experience with people, other riders and stuff” (Ibid.). As such, there is a great foundation 
for a community to be built up around the Zero brand and this is something that the 
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company values and puts a lot of energy into. The focus on community building was also 
clear at the Zero Hero event in Amsterdam where it was presented as the main theme and 
reason for the event.  

The company has from the start actively sought to include the customers in the 
communication, encouraging them to communicate about the brand and share their 
passion and enthusiasm with other riders and potential customers (Ibid.). Sean expressed 
that the company has had good experience with this kind of communication through the 
users: “A lot of our initial exposure came through word of mouth. Riders talking to other 
riders and through the motorcycle media and through technology-focused media outlets” 
(cf. Appendix 8.3). In that way, Zero Motorcycles uses the customers’ interactions and 
experience-sharing as important aspects of the company’s communication and branding 
efforts. In terms of the end-users’ need for or wish for a brand community or the 
requirements or desired features/focus points for such a community, Zero Motorcycles 
does not bring this up throughout the interviews. Therefore, we interpret this as a statement 
that the company does acknowledge the importance of communities in its branding and 
communication activities but might not focus that much on what these communities 
actually mean to the customers and what they want from them. 
 
The description of Zero communities and brand ambassadors that are actively sharing their 
experiences and passion for the motorcycles is based on the company’s experience in the 
US. Looking at the Danish market, on the other hand, there does not seem to exist the 
same community feeling. When asked about the existence of a Zero community in 
Denmark, the Danish distributor, Jens Winther, explained: “I would like to say that there is 
[a Zero community] but there actually isn’t on our side. I wish there was more of this among 
our Zero customers. I know it exists in the US where they have fora for owners etc. but we 
haven’t succeeded in establishing it here” (cf. Appendix 9). Thus, in terms of Zero brand 
communities, Denmark is lacking a bit behind, which Jens sees a challenge and it is 
something he hopes will change in the coming years since he knows how valuable the 
communities are among the traditional bikers (Ibid.). According to Jens, the establishment 
of successful brand communities is something that could highly benefit the company and 
its customers: “My hope is - now where there are so many out driving the [Zero] bikes - that 
communities will soon be a reality. Because I am certain that it will contribute a lot to the 
business and I know that Zero is paying very close attention to the users” (Ibid.) As such, he 
sees this as a clear focus point for the future and as something that could add great value 
to the company. 

Common for both the US market and the Danish market is that the people owning a 
Zero motorcycle in general are very happy with the motorcycles and passionate about the 
riding experience they provide, as supported by Sean: “Zero owners tend to hold onto their 
bikes. You know, they are happy with what they’ve bought and passionate about their new 
toy” (cf. Appendix 8.3). Therefore, as mentioned above, there seems to be a good 
foundation for making brand ambassadors and building communities, which can contribute 
to spreading the message and increasing brand awareness among other riders as well as 
other potential customers. Despite this great foundation for building communities, however, 
the current owners do not seem to be interested in either building the communities, 
recruiting members for them, or actually being part of them as described in section 5.2.2.2, 
Zero owners.  
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5.2.2.4 SUM UP 
To the traditional bikers, the motorcycle communities are an essential part of being a 
motorcyclist, and they perceive the act of riding a motorcycle as something social. Even 
when they go for a ride alone, it is still a social experience due to the interaction with other 
bikers from the community before, during, and after the ride. In addition, the community 
plays an important role in the traditional bikers’ decision making process with regards to 
purchasing new motorcycles and accessories. With regards to the Zero owners, they do not 
find communities to be a big part of riding, and they distance themselves from the 
communities that exist between traditional bikers. Furthermore, their interest in 
communities is more technical and practical if they were to use them. The company sees 
community building as a very important activity in that it provides a great opportunity for 
word-of-mouth between the members, and in that way communities can contribute to 
spreading the word about Zero Motorcycles. As such, they put a lot of effort into 
establishing communities and recruiting brand ambassadors (the so-called Zero Heroes). 
This interest in communities is however, based on our findings, not shared by the Zero 
owners and thus it has not been possible for the company to successfully establish 
communities and exploit the benefits they offer so far. Also, the company’s interest in 
communities is predominantly focused on the value they bring in terms of brand awareness 
and less on what the customers actually need and want from these communities. In that 
way, Zero Motorcycles somewhat fails to provide an appealing community for either 
customer group (current or potential). 

As such, communities are important to all three image groups, but our data shows 
three different views on communities; 1) the traditional bikers see communities as 
something social, 2) the Zero owners have a more practical and technical view on 
communities, and 3) Zero Motorcycles views communities from a business perspective. In 
consequence, these different views on community will create some gaps that need to be 
addressed for future communication and branding purposes.  
 
5.2.3 RIDING EXPERIENCE 
Another topic that recurred throughout the interviews was the overall riding experience, 
which is made up by the joy of riding, the adrenalin kick that the motorcyclists get from 
riding, as well as the fact that each ride offers a new experience and as such, riding a 
motorcycle becomes more than just a means of transportation - it is an experience in itself. 
Again, the three different image groups communicate differently about the topic, but overall 
they all seem to agree that it is a big part of riding motorcycles. 
 
5.2.3.1 TRADITIONAL BIKERS 
When asked about what makes them want to ride motorcycles, all the respondents agreed 
that one of the most important factors is the joy of riding and the experiences you get from 
it. To them, riding a motorcycle is not just about getting from A to B - they do not see their 
motorcycles as a means of transportation but more as a hobby, a passion, that offers them 
invaluable experiences and joy (cf. Appendix 11.1). Kim expressed: “I think a big part of it, 
at least in my world, is that when you’re riding out and get a cup of coffee [...] then you’re 
out having an experience.” He continued: “even if it’s a bit hot and even if it’s a bit 
inconvenient, it’s an experience every single time. You’re creating an experience from what 
you’re doing for those hours you’re out riding” (Ibid.). In relation to this, Jeppe compared 
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riding a motorcycle with driving a car and explained that he would never go out and start 
the car and just drive around or go out to “see some water somewhere”. Whereas on a 
motorcycle, this is exactly what he would do: “you can do this on a bike, you just go for a 
long drive and see something new” (cf. Appendix 11.2). In that way, it is about the things 
you do and see and the people you meet when you are out and no two rides are the same, 
they offer different experiences in different ways. In other words, the focus is on the joy of 
riding rather than the functionalities of riding.  

Three things that most of the respondents felt are common for the rides are the 
adrenalin, fun, and excitement of being on a motorcycle. As laid out by Frank: “to me it’s 
about the adrenalin (...) I mean, I’m driven by the adrenalin. The excitement” (cf. Appendix 
11.1). Peter added: “and then it’s just fun to ride a motorcycle!” (Ibid.). Martin further 
supported this in expressing that riding a bike is “fun and games” and something that can 
put a smile on your face (cf. Appendix 11.2). Lene also backed this up and she explained 
that even if she has a really boring way to work it is fun riding to work on her motorcycle: 
“wow it’s fun to drive to work in the morning, even during rush hour. I mean, it’s just more 
fun. Even if it’s a boring route, then it’s about the experience you get” (cf. Appendix 1.1). 

Another aspect of the riding experience that makes riding a motorcycle special for 
the traditional bikers, is the sensual experiences that a motorcycle ride allows for. To Niels, 
these sensual experiences are what have made up some of his greatest experiences as a 
motorcyclist and this is according to him one of the most important differentiators between 
driving a car and riding a motorcycle: “some of the greatest experiences I have had, which I 
can still remember as a motorcyclist, are those smells you consume, which you just don’t 
get in a car. I mean, both in Denmark when you ride by a newly cut lawn. Or when you’re 
riding down south and you can smell the olive trees and sometimes you drive by a 
mountain in the evening, where you can still feel the heat from it. Those sensual 
experiences - you just don’t get them in the same way when driving a car” (cf. Appendix 
11.1). 
 
Due to the fact that the motorcyclists see each ride as a new experience, they are very 
eager to go on their next ride and they seek to take their motorcycle out whenever possible 
(Ibid.). This also means that a lot of the respondents oftentimes end up taking a much 
longer route than necessary when riding on their motorcycles. Martin explained that if he is 
riding his motorcycle to work, it is not unusual for him to do a big detour just to get the 
extra time on the bike: “Normally it takes 25-30 minutes to get home, but if I’m on my bike I 
can easily end up taking a trip that takes an hour and a half and then just get home later. 
(...) You get a good experience and then you can go home and smile again” (cf. Appendix 
11.2). Peter supported this in explaining: “when I’m driving my car it takes around 20 
minutes, but if I’m on my bike it takes 60 minutes. At least 60 minutes” (cf. Appendix 11.1). 
As such, riding a motorcycle is about the ride, the experience, and the motorcyclists do not 
mind if it takes a little longer to get where they need to go. On the contrary, they actively 
seek a new and longer route where they can experience new things and sights. According 
to Niels, when he is on his motorcycle, he does not want to take the usual route because 
that is too boring. Instead, he always ends up choosing his directions somewhat randomly 
based on what turn looks most interesting, and in that way he ends up new places 
constantly: “all of the sudden you say, wow that looks like a cool place. And the you turn 
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left, and you think to yourself: “now I’m just riding”. You just do some other things than 
what you would have done in a car where the goal is to just get home” (Ibid.). 
 
5.2.3.2 ZERO OWNERS 
When taking a further look into the interviews with the Zero owners, their communication 
about the riding experience differs a lot. This difference illustrates one of the limitations in 
providing an adequate and coherent picture of this respondent group based on only two 
respondents as mentioned in section 5.2, Emotional themes. The Danish owner, Troels, did 
not really talk about the riding experience as such. Again, as outlined in the topic 
‘Freedom’, he primarily focused on the practicalities of the motorcycle and how it suited his 
needs as a commuter rather than the thrill and the feeling it gives him when riding it (cf. 
Appendix 10.2).  

In the interview with the American owner, Terry, on the other hand, the riding 
experience took up a lot of space in the conversation and it is something that means a lot 
to him and is a big part of the reason why he is riding a Zero motorcycle. According to him, 
the experience he gets when riding a Zero motorcycle “really is just better. It’s quick, it’s 
fast. It’s fun, it’s quiet” (cf. Appendix 10.1). To him, there is no doubt that an electric 
motorcycle such as the Zero gives the rider a riding experience that lives up to the one you 
get from riding a traditional motorcycle. In fact, he believes that you get an even better 
experience from the Zero: “An electric motorcycle will give a better experience than a gas 
motorcycle can. That’s my opinion” (Ibid.). He also stated that anyone who tries the Zero 
motorcycle will come back with a big smile on their face; “If you get anybody to drive a 
Zero for the first time, go have them ride around, and when they come back at the parking 
lot, look at their face! They’ve got a smile that big!” (Ibid.) 

One of the things Terry found to be an important contributor to the riding 
experience, aside from the speed and acceleration, was the fact that the Zero motorcycle is 
very quiet due to the electric motor. This, to him is a great advantage in more than one 
ways. Firstly, he implied that it makes him ‘look’ better in the eyes of his neighbors, the 
police, and people on the street, which means that he feels more comfortable riding around 
in public places. He explained: “I don’t annoy my neighbors or people walking on the 
streets. If I want to accelerate fast from a stop light and there’s a police officer sitting there, 
it doesn’t sound like I’m a hooligan. I’m just accelerating fast, you know” (cf. Appendix 
10.1). Another advantage of the silence is according to Terry that it offers the opportunity 
for a more social ride, where you can actually communicate with the person sitting on the 
back: “When I get on my motorcycle I can have a passenger, you know. I can take a girl on 
the back and I can talk to her the whole time I’m riding because it’s not making any noise” 
(Ibid.).  
 
5.2.3.3 ZERO MOTORCYCLES 
To Zero Motorcycles, the riding experience is the main focus point of the business and the 
company strives to offer its customers the absolute best experience when riding the Zero 
motorcycles. The company’s product marketing manager, Sean, explained: “The first thing 
that we are focused on is fundamentally changing or enhancing the ride experience”(cf. 
Appendix 8.3). In that way, the riding experience serves as the foundation for the 
motorcycles, and they are designed and manufactured around the objective of providing an 
exceptional experience. Chris Langlois, global training manager at Zero, supported this and 
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further expressed: “Torque [the pulling power of the engine] is where we all live. It’s all 
about the experience. The magic carpet ride” (cf. Appendix 6). Based on these statements, 
it is clear that the company finds the riding experience to be an essential part of the product 
and the benefits they offer the riders.  
 
Zero Motorcycles describes the Zero riding experience as a unique experience, which is 
very smooth and powerful compared to that of a traditional motorcycle. Sean expressed: 
“the experience of riding a Zero motorcycle is familiar to any rider, but very different in that 
it is incredibly smooth and power is always available.” He continued: “that quiet-thing offers 
a really interesting and unique experience out on the road. (...) That is our first focus; to 
really play to the advantages of the electric powertrain to create a unique and hopefully 
better riding experience” (cf. Appendix 8.3). Thus, he compared the Zero experience to the 
experience you get from riding a traditional motorcycle but stressed the electric powertrain 
as a key differentiator, which makes the Zero motorcycle unique. The fact that the 
motorcycle is electric thus plays a big role in the company’s communication about the ride 
offered by the motorcycles. Overall, both the company representatives and the Danish 
distributor agreed that the Zero motorcycles offer a fantastic and powerful riding 
experience, as expressed by Jens: “The ride quality of the bike is fantastic. The power of 
the bike makes it extremely thrilling” (cf. Appendix 9). 
 
When discussing the actual experience that the Zero motorcycles offer, and how the target 
audience perceives this, Sean explained that people - especially traditional motorcyclists - 
tend to have a negative perception of the Zero motorcycles compared to traditional 
motorcycles (cf. Appendix 8.3). The Danish distributor, Jens, backed this up: “The opinion 
from the customers, the traditional bikers, is initially relatively dismissive. They dismiss it 
[the Zero bike] due to the lack of gear-change and noise. And they are afraid that they won’t 
get the ‘real’ riding experience” (cf. Appendix 9). At first, the customers’ perception does 
thus not always match the riding experience that the company claims that the motorcycles 
offer. However, Sean stated: “usually and without exception, if we can get a rider to kick a 
leg over a Zero motorcycle and take it for a test ride, it changes perceptions immediately. 
People come back, some are between pleasantly surprised and blown away” (cf. Appendix 
8.3). As such, a lot of the negative and dismissive attitude towards the Zero motorcycles 
seem to stem from misperceptions, which may be overcome by getting people to actually 
try the motorcycles. In this relation, Jens added: “when people eventually understand the 
bike and go for a test ride the sale of Zero bikes is just as easy as with a traditional bike” 
(cf. Appendix 9). He continued: “as well as things are going for us now, we have forced 
people to try it. We put great effort in test rides and it’s a very convincing motorcycle to test 
ride. The ride quality of the bike is fantastic” (Ibid.). According to Jens, he had not 
experienced any situations where a customer had tested the motorcycle and not been 
impressed. They might not always end up buying it due to various reasons such as their 
need for a certain riding range, but all in all he explained that the attitudes (after test riding) 
have been very positive and that several of the people who did not end up buying the bike 
themselves recommended it to a friend with a different need. This complies with our 
findings in the product specific themes; people in general find the products to be very 
satisfying and interesting. As such, there seems to be a deeper-lying barrier that extends 
beyond the actual riding experience and product features, which is stopping the traditional 
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bikers from buying the Zero motorcycles. We will discuss possibilities for overcoming these 
barriers in section 6, Discussion.  
 
5.2.3.4 SUM UP 
Generally, all three image groups agreed that the riding experience is essential, but a gap 
exists between the ways the three groups communicate about the riding experience. Both 
the traditional bikers and the Zero owners brought up the riding experience as a key 
element in that this is really what makes up the ride. The traditional bikers highlighted social 
and emotional aspects to be the key foundation of the riding experience. In terms of the 
Zero motorcycles and according to the Zero company, the traditional bikers express a 
concern that the riding experience might be compromised when riding an electric 
motorcycle due to some key differences in the product functionalities. However, these 
concerns seem to be invalidated when they take the Zero motorcycle for a test ride and 
their dismissive attitudes change. As such, another gap within this theme lies in the 
difference between the perception of the riding experience and the actual riding experience. 
To the Zero owners, the practicalities and functionalities of the motorcycle are in focus 
when discussing the ride experience as they depend on the motorcycle to give them a 
reliable commute every day. Again, there is a clear distinction between the emotional and 
practical focus between the two groups. Zero Motorcycles expressed that the motorcycles 
are designed and manufactured around the ride experience, and this is the main focus of 
the business. To them, the riding experience is based on the electric powertrain and the 
benefits thereof. In that way, the company’s view on driving experience is founded in the 
product and its features.  
 
As described in the introduction to our findings, we have identified Environment as an 
underlying theme that goes across both emotional and product specific. This theme will be 
elaborated on in the following section.   

5.3 ENVIRONMENT  
An inevitable topic when discussing electric vehicles and motorcycles, is the green profile 
and the environmental aspect. It could be expected that this would be addressed as a main 
topic, but rather it lingered in the background and to some extent had to be forced into the 
conversation. Generally, it was not something that the respondents had taken into account 
or consideration in advance and when asked about it, it did not seem to be of great 
importance to either of the respondent groups. Therefore, this theme will not be as 
comprehensive as the previous or structured into sub-themes or image groups but rather 
stand as a general theme for discussion.  
 
It seems like the sustainable aspect of the brand is of greater interest to the surrounding 
world than to the company and its customers. We experienced this at the Zero Hero event 
in Amsterdam where the hotel manager contacted the Dutch Zero marketing coordinator 
during the dinner to ask if she was interested in doing a collaboration. The hotel manager 
took a picture of the Zero crowd and posted it to the hotel’s social media, as she thought 
that electric motorcycles were very interesting and appreciated having “green” guests (cf. 
Appendix 6). In addition, the green profile seems to be a good selling proposition when 
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approaching investors and political entities. In some way, you can argue that the 
environmental aspect gives the company license to operate in providing needed funds and 
political incentives to drive the business forward.   

Interestingly, this focus on and interest in the environmental benefits of the electric 
motorcycles does not seem to be reflected among the consumers within the industry. The 
Zero owners do acknowledge and appreciate the electric aspect of the Zero motorcycles, 
and they are fascinated by the technology, which is why they oftentimes share a great 
interest in other electric vehicles as well (cf. Appendix 6). However, they relate the electric 
nature of the motorcycles to the riding experience and financial benefits rather than the 
sustainable aspect of driving an electric vehicle. To the traditional bikers, the green profile 
of the motorcycles seems to be almost irrelevant as several of them indicated that they 
were completely indifferent when it came to driving sustainably. As a result of the lack of 
environmental interest from the consumers, sustainability is not something that takes up a 
lot of space in the company’s communication and brand story despite the fact that this is 
something that is highly requested and demanded by the investors. 

5.4 PASSION 
Despite the gaps, what is common for all three groups is that riding is all about passion. 
Both of the customer groups attach great passion to riding a motorcycle but differ in the 
aspects and themes that they are passionate about. To the traditional bikers, passion refers 
to the feelings associated with riding and the social riding experience they get. They are 
passionate about sharing their experiences and passion with other bikers and communicate 
about their motorcycles and the rides they have had on them. To the Zero owners, on the 
other hand, the passion is targeted the actual motorcycle; the product features, the 
advanced technology and the reliable and measurable ride these features provide. The 
company lies somewhere in between the two customer groups, as its passion is both 
targeted the ride experience but also to a high extent the technology and practical product 
features that make this experience possible. As such, passion is not necessarily only linked 
to emotional themes but can also be expressed in a mere passion for the product. Passion 
therefore lingers in the background as a surrounding and all-embracing theme as outlined 
in section 5, Analysis. 

5.5 SUB-CONCLUSION 
As identified throughout the analysis, several gaps exist among the three different 
respondent groups. In order to create an overview of the gaps we will utilize the VI1I2-model 
as introduced in section 3, Theoretical framework. This aids in illustrating the company’s 
vision in relation to the current customers’ image and the potential customers’ (traditional 
motorcyclists) image as well as the relation between the two image groups’ perception. 
Within the VI1I2-model we will examine three different types of gaps:  
 

● Zero owners (I¹)-Traditional motorcyclists (I2) gaps 
● Zero company (V)-Zero owners (I¹) gaps 
● Zero company (V)-Traditional motorcyclists (I2) gaps 
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5.5.1 ZERO OWNERS (I¹)-TRADITIONAL MOTORCYCLISTS (I2) GAPS 
Most gaps were identified between the Zero owners and the traditional motorcyclists, and 
they generally differ across all themes, both product specific and emotional. Overall, the 
main difference between the two groups is that the Zero owners can be argued to be more 
individualistic, technology-interested, and focused on the product functionalities, while the 
traditional bikers attach greater value to the social aspect of riding, the community feeling, 
as well as the sense of freedom. As such, the Zero owners can be categorized as practical 
drivers, whereas the traditional bikers seem to be more emotional drivers. Naturally, this key 
difference brings forward several gaps between the two image groups.  

First, when looking at the product specific themes, the Zero owners emphasize the 
need for a reliable motorcycle that gets them from A to B and is easy to maintain. Also, they 
are fascinated by the advanced technology behind the motorcycles and enjoy the planning 
and measuring opportunities it provides. The traditional bikers, on the other hand, care less 
about the technology and attach more importance to the range of the motorcycle, which is 
why they do not have a wish to plan and measure their rides. In terms of the emotional 
themes, this is what really differentiates the two groups. The Zero owners generally do not 
focus a lot on the social aspects and the sense of freedom when riding, whereas these are 
key parameters for the traditional bikers. To the traditional bikers, riding a motorcycle is all 
about the freedom and the social experience and being in a community is a big part of this.  

We see one of the explanations for these significant gaps as the different purposes 
for riding a motorcycle. Zero owners mainly use their motorcycle as a means of 
transportation and a tool for their everyday commute and as such they do not expect 
emotional gains from riding a motorcycle. As a contrast, the traditional motorcyclists mainly 
use their motorcycles for leisure, and thus it becomes a hobby and part of their lifestyle. 
They therefore wish to make it a social activity that adds value to their lives.   
 
5.5.2 ZERO COMPANY (V)-ZERO OWNERS (I¹) GAPS 
The identified gaps between these two groups are found in the emotional themes, 
especially freedom and communities. Freedom is a theme in the product specific 
communication by Zero Motorcycles, but it is not something that the owners find to be a 
key topic. In addition, Zero emphasizes the creation of communities, especially based on 
the investors’ demands, but this does not seem to be of great interest to the owners and 
something that they want to get involved in. In fact, they distance themselves from 
traditional motorcycle communities. This might also be due to the fact that the Zero owners 
have a more practical and product-specific approach to riding a motorcycle and see it more 
as a means of transportation than a social activity or a hobby. Based on this, we argue that 
the Zero owners are more individualistic motorcyclists. Again, we are aware of the 
limitations of our data due to the small number of respondents, however, we do anticipate 
potential challenges if Zero attempts to force traditional motorcycle communities on this 
image group in that they do not embrace the actual needs of the more technology-focused 
Zero owners by doing so.  

The fact that the identified gaps all lie within the emotional themes, we see as an 
indicator that Zero company and the Zero owners are aligned with regards to the product 
specific themes. They agree on the importance of the product functionalities and technical 
development. As such, the needs of Zero owners in relation to the product specific themes 
are fulfilled in the company’s communication efforts and brand story.  
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5.5.3 ZERO COMPANY (V)-TRADITIONAL MOTORCYCLISTS (I2) GAPS 
Between these two groups, our analysis showed gaps within both the product specific 
themes as well as the emotional themes. However, when taking a deeper look into the 
product specific gaps, they do not seem to be actual gaps between what the customers 
want and what the company offers but rather they lie in the perceptions of the product 
functionalities. This conclusion is based on the fact that the traditional motorcyclists’ initial 
dismissive and negative attitudes towards the Zero motorcycle generally change after test 
riding the motorcycles. In that way, it seems that the current communication from the 
company causes concerns among the traditional bikers that their needs for range and a 
good riding experience might not be fulfilled. The challenge is thus to change the initial 
perception of the electric motorcycles. Another gap in perception is found in the economy 
theme. Here Zero Motorcycles sees limitations in terms of targeting a more price-focused 
consumer in that the company perceives its products as high-end and thus too expensive 
and not compelling to consumers on a budget. This perception contradicts with the young 
Danish motorcyclists who, to some extent, are looking for a motorcycle on a budget but 
believe that the long term financial benefits of an electric motorcycle outweighs the high up-
front cost. 

 
As discussed, the product specific themes primarily reflected a difference in perception, 
whereas each of the emotional themes presents a more distinct gap. To the traditional 
motorcyclists, freedom is essential and serves as one of the main reasons they ride 
motorcycles, while the company uses it more as a benefit than part of the core story. As for 
communities, this is another important aspect to the traditional bikers, and they attach 
great importance to the social aspect of being a motorcyclist and belonging to a community 
with like-minded riders. To Zero Motorcycles, the communities serve more as a business 
tool to create word of mouth and increase brand awareness. As a result, we argue that Zero 
Motorcycles might neglect to take into account the values and the social feeling the 
traditional bikers seek and which should form the foundation for building the community.  

Riding experience is important to both groups, but the aspects that they focus on 
differ and this presents another gap. The company highlights the product functionalities in 
communicating about the riding experience, whereas the traditional bikers are looking for 
an emotional and joyful ride.  
 
As highlighted throughout the analysis, there are gaps to be found between all three 
respondent groups, but the main difference exist between the current customers and the 
potential customers (the traditional bikers). The company lies in between both image 
groups and embraces some needs from the Zero owners and some from the traditional 
motorcyclists. As such, we argue that the company fails to create an appealing and 
attractive brand for either group as caricatured on the next page.   
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In the following section, Discussion, we will take a deeper look into how Zero Motorcycles 
can accommodate these gaps and integrate them into the company’s strategic 
communication going forward. 
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6 DISCUSSION  
In order to better understand the challenges caused by the identified gaps and investigate a 
way to optimally reach the Danish customers and further establish the brand in Denmark, 
we see a need for Zero Motorcycles to choose either a differentiated communication 
strategy, targeting the groups differently or a focused strategy, targeting only one of the two 
customer groups; traditional bikers and Zero owners. To do so, it is necessary to fully 
understand the characteristics of the target group(s), and therefore we will underline the 
distinction between the two customer groups and create two separate customer profiles. 
Following this, overall recommendations for the company’s future communicative strategy 
will be laid out for both a differentiated strategy and a focused strategy. 

6.1 TWO CUSTOMER PROFILES  
In the following sections, the two different customer groups from our analysis, traditional 
bikers and the current Zero owners, will be described and analyzed in order to get an 
overview of their personal characteristics, needs, and preferences in relation to riding 
motorcycles. For the purpose of this section and to provide more explanatory definitions, 
the two groups will be defined as Joy riders and Technology buffs respectively. Here it is 
worth mentioning that these two groups do not reflect a clear distinction between the 
traditional bikers and current Zero owners, however, there seems to be a predominant 
tendency that the traditional bikers belong in the Joy rider category, whereas the Zero 
owners to a larger extent can be categorized as Technology buffs. In that way, we argue 
that there is a possibility that some of the current Zero owners could be categorized as Joy 
riders and vice versa; some of the traditional bikers could belong in the Technology buff 
category.  
 
6.1.1 JOY RIDERS 
Based on our findings and the analysis conducted on them in the previous section, we 
argue that the Danish joy riders can be characterized as emotional riders driven by the 
experiences and emotional gains they obtain from riding motorcycles. To them, riding a 
motorcycle is a hobby, something they do to relax and get away from their everyday stress 
and concerns. It is a big part of their lifestyle and thus it becomes an essential part of who 
they are and how they identify themselves. Due to the fact that riding a motorcycle is a 
hobby and a lifestyle to the joy riders, they also expect more from the rides than ‘just’ a 
reliable ride. We argue that they expect to be met and acknowledged on an emotional level, 
and they need the motorcycle and the rides they take on it to add value to their lives. Going 
through our findings, it became clear that the sense of freedom achieved by riding a 
motorcycle is one of the main reasons that these people are motorcyclists. They see the 
ride as an opportunity to forget about time and space, feel free, and maximize their time off. 
Furthermore, they highly appreciate the motorcycle community that they almost 
automatically become part of when owning and riding a motorcycle. They are very social 
riders and being part of a community is not only seen as a benefit but as a core element of 
being a motorcyclist. In other words, to the joy riders riding a motorcycle is all about the 
emotional and social aspects. To them, it is not about getting from A to B, rather it is about 
the experiences they get on the way, the people they meet and the sense of freedom they 
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achieve. They see every ride as a new valuable experience that fulfills them on some level, 
both individually and socially. In that way, as argued above, the joy riders are hobby riders - 
being a motorcyclist is a lifestyle for them and their main focus and motivation for riding are 
the experiences, communities, and the feelings associated with riding rather than the actual 
motorcycle and its specific features. We thus argue that to them, the motorcycle is the 
means to the goal, whereas the social and emotional aspects of riding are the actual goal. 
 
6.1.2 TECHNOLOGY BUFFS 
As opposed to the joy riders, the technology buffs (as defined by Scot, cf. Appendix 8.1) 
are more practical and technology-oriented in their choice and reason for  riding 
motorcycles. The respondents who represent this customer group seem to be more 
individualistic riders, in that they do not actively seek out the opportunity to be part of a 
community or ride along with others. On the contrary, they actually somewhat distance 
themselves from the existing communities and when discussing their experiences with 
riding they are more focused on the bike’s reliability and functionalities than on the social 
aspect. Throughout our interviews with this group, it was highlighted that they are very 
interested in and attracted to the product itself and the advanced technology behind it. To 
them, the product functionality is the core element of the ride experience and the fact that it 
is electric is a great bonus - not necessarily because of the sustainable and environmental 
aspects but rather the newsworthiness of it. In other words, the electric profile of the Zero 
motorcycles plays a big role in their choice of riding it. Generally, there seems to be a 
pattern within this customer group, in being more open to electric alternatives and as a 
result expanding and continuing the “electric lifestyle” is also more appealing to them (cf. 
Appendix 10).  

Again, as a contrast to the joy riders, the technology buffs to a larger extent see the 
motorcycle as a means of transportation: Riding is about getting from A to B and thus they 
are looking for a reliable ride and the product specific features are an essential part of their 
choice of motorcycle. As such, to this customer group, the actual motorcycle plays a far 
bigger role than to the joy riders. To sum up, the technology buffs can be characterized as 
individualistic riders with a great interest in technology and product features. 
 
6.1.3 SUM UP 
As illustrated in the two customer profiles, there is a clear distinction between the two 
groups as the joy riders see riding motorcycles as a lifestyle and a hobby whereas the 
technology buffs to a higher degree see it as a means of transportation. The customer 
profiles are summed up in the two illustrations on the next page.  
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As a result, establishing a strong brand and creating brand preference is a complex task, 
and we argue that it is not possible to satisfy both customer groups with one common 
communication strategy going forward, as the groups are simply too fundamentally 
different; they have very different characteristics and expectations to the ride and the 
product. We argue that the group consisting of the technology buffs is significantly smaller 
than the joy riders and thus choosing a communicative strategy becomes a question of 
whether Zero Motorcycles wants to remain a niche brand or target the mainstream market 
consisting of the joy riders. In this, we see two possible strategic paths for Zero 
Motorcycles; if the company wishes to target both customer groups, we see a need for a 
differentiated strategy where the fundamental differences between the joy riders and the 
technology buffs are taken into account and two separate communication strategies are 
implemented. Otherwise, an alternative solution could be to narrow down the focus by 
choosing one of the two groups and creating a focused strategy for this segment. However, 
we are not necessarily recommending to completely cut off the other segment if choosing a 
focused strategy. Both opportunities will be explored further in the following section 6.2, 
Recommendations for Zero Motorcycle’s future communicative strategy as well as our final 
recommendation as for which strategy we find most appropriate for Zero Motorcycles. 

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ZERO MOTORCYCLES’ FUTURE 
COMMUNICATIVE STRATEGY 
As stated above, this section will explore and discuss the opportunity for Zero to choose 
either a differentiated or a focused strategy. As such, this section represents our overall 
recommendations for Zero Motorcycles in terms of its future communicative strategy on the 
Danish market. We will start out by discussing the option of choosing a differentiated 
strategy, and how we recommend that Zero could approach this strategy. Subsequently, 
we will look into the opportunities of a focused strategy, which will lead to our final 
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recommendation for Zero Motorcycle’s future strategic communication and branding. The 
reason for choosing this order is that it allows us to start of with a broader perspective and 
provide an overview of the opportunities within each customer profile and thereafter narrow 
down the scope and the possibility for a focused strategy.  
 
6.2.1 DIFFERENTIATED STRATEGY 
Based on our analysis, we believe that a differentiated strategy could be a possible path for 
Zero Motorcycles in that it would allow the company to target a new customer group (the 
joy riders) without neglecting the current customers. In that way, the company could create 
two separate dimensions of the brand - one targeting the joy riders and one targeting the 
technology buffs. In other words, defining two strategies under the same overall Zero 
brand. Because the two groups are so fundamentally different, they offer the company very 
distinct opportunities and limitations in terms of branding and communication approach, 
which will be examined below. 
 
6.2.1.1 JOY RIDERS 
Beginning from the customer profile (cf. section 6.11, Joy riders), the foundation of the 
communication strategy for the joy riders should be the emotional and social aspects of 
being a motorcyclist. Communities seem to be one of the absolute most essential parts of 
being a motorcyclist to this customer group, and therefore we argue that Zero’s main 
activity and focus should be on community building. This is something that Zero 
Motorcycles already puts a lot of effort into because of the branding opportunities it 
provides as well as the investors’ demands and wishes for the future building and 
development of the brand, cf. section 4.2, Company profile. As such, we recommend that 
the communication and brand should be build up around the communities, which will serve 
as the main channel to get the brand out to the customers. As explained in the company 
profile, Zero Motorcycles already puts a lot of effort into the brand ambassador program 
called the Zero Hero program. However, we argue that Zero cannot simply extend the Zero 
Hero program to joy riders without challenges. The program is focused on the current 
customers who are very dissimilar to the joy riders and therefore they cannot be used as 
opinion leaders to attract the mainstream market. In order to attract this target group, the 
company needs to find a way to appeal to the specific needs and demands of this group 
and make the brand and the products reflect the lifestyle that the joy riders are looking for. 
Therefore, we see a need to build up new communities with different selling propositions 
and new ambassadors that reflect this lifestyle and who the joy riders can identify 
themselves with. 

However, building a community is easier said than done, and it requires a lot of 
thorough consideration from the company to achieve success with this task. It is not 
enough to just create a community; it has to be founded in something that appeals to the 
target audience in order to attract members of which some can eventually be converted 
into brand ambassadors. In order to build an appealing and relevant community, the 
company needs to listen to the customers and accommodate the needs and expectations 
they might have for such a community. As such, Zero Motorcycles can highly benefit from 
using reverse storytelling (cf. section 3.3, Storytelling) as a tool for creating the core story of 
the community. By listening to the stories the joy riders are telling, the company can 
deduce the key themes and aspects most important to the audience and utilize these to 
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build up the community. Within this customer group, the joy riders, there are two different 
kinds of stories that Zero needs to listen to: 1) the stories the joy riders tell about Zero 
Motorcycles and its products, and 2) the stories they tell about what being a motorcyclist 
means to them.  

The stories they tell about the company and its products can help Zero Motorcycles 
clarify which prejudices, perceptions, opinions, and attitudes the company is facing. This 
insight can be used to reflect on which stories are in accordance with what Zero actually 
stands for and offers through its products, and which stories contradict the reality as seen 
by Zero Motorcycles. If the stories told and negative opinions and concerns expressed by 
the joy riders about the Zero motorcycles are inconsistent with what the products actually 
offer, Zero Motorcycles needs to address this and attempt to change the perceptions and 
prejudices causing this inconsistency in order to align the company’s story with those of the 
customers. A great example of such an inconsistency was defined in our analysis of the 
theme Riding experience. The joy riders are generally skeptical towards the electric 
motorcycles and are concerned that they might not offer a riding experience of the same 
quality as a traditional motorcycle. However, the riders in this group who had taken a Zero 
motorcycle out for a test ride all agreed that it provided an exceptional ride for the driver 
and that a lot of the prejudices concerning sound and automatic gear shift were actually 
groundless. In the same way, lack of noise was expressed as a big concern among the joy 
riders in that they felt that it would take something valuable away from the riding 
experience. To them, the noise was seen as part of riding a motorcycle and without it the 
riding experience would be compromised. However, this perception of the importance of 
noise seemed to be invalidated when the riders actually took the motorcycles for a test ride 
(cf. Appendix 11.1). As Terry, the American Zero Hero, explained; when people take the 
bike out for the first time they are skeptical towards the lack of noise, but when they return 
from the ride, they come back with a big smile and a surprisingly positive new attitude that 
the noise is actually not as important as they expected (cf. Appendix 10.1). Since the riding 
experience is one of the most important aspects for the joy riders, this is an area where 
Zero could really benefit from changing the negative perception and overcoming the 
prejudices. Here, the company could utilize reverse storytelling to deduce the expectations 
- especially to the emotional gains - that the bikers have to the riding experience and 
highlight these positive emotions and feelings as part of the community’s foundation. Thus, 
the task for Zero Motorcycles lies in letting the brand story tell that the Zero motorcycle 
does not ruin the ride, but rather it improves it and as such downplay the joy riders’ concern 
that choosing an electric motorcycle will compromise the ride experience.  

If, on the other hand, the negative stories and perceptions the joy riders have of the 
Zero motorcycles are true, this poses a potentially very difficult challenge for the company 
to overcome. An example of this is the concerns raised by the respondents about the 
limited range and long charging time, which are both justified concerns in that the product 
does in fact have these limitations. These two concerns are seen as essential matters that 
are stopping the joy riders from switching from their combustion engine motorcycles to an 
electric alternative and therefore these concerns need to be taken seriously by the 
company. However, these particular concerns are not something that the company can 
overcome merely through strategic communication in that they expose a real gap in what 
the customer wants and what the company can offer. As such, a clever communication 
strategy might not be sufficient for Zero Motorcycles if it wishes to win over this customer 
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segment. There is also a need for product innovation to ensure that the products better 
match the demands of the joy riders. Here, it is important to identify the level of importance 
the bikers attach to the given theme, topic, or concern. If it is a theme very important to 
them and essential for their perception of the riding experience or the motorcycle in 
general, Zero naturally has to address it. Thus, we argue that continuous product innovation 
in addition to a good communication strategy is essential for the company’s future success. 
We further argue, that Zero could highly benefit from exploiting the opportunities presented 
by co-creation, not only in terms of branding but also in terms of product innovation. 
Involving the target group and leveraging their inputs - e.g. the need for more range and 
shorter charging time - can help Zero Motorcycles ensure a product that complies better 
with their actual needs. 

When looking at the other kind of stories, the stories that the joy riders tell about 
their perception of being a motorcyclist, these should be used as the foundation for the 
Zero communities. Since the joy riders are hobby riders who focus on the social and 
emotional aspects of riding a motorcycle, the key selling points for recruiting members for 
the communities should reflect this. The communities need to reflect the lifestyle that the 
bikers are looking to buy into by drawing on emotions and feelings that are appealing to 
this particular group. Again, reverse storytelling can prove a very useful tool in identifying 
these fundamental emotions and themes. Listening to the stories the bikers tell about their 
experiences and motivations for riding motorcycles, can help the company identify exactly 
what emotions to play on to attract the desired audience. In this case, as outlined in the 
analysis, the key elements for this group are the sense of freedom, the community feeling, 
and the experiences that riding a motorcycle offer. By making these three elements the key 
pillars of the brand story, the company can seek to make the brand and thus the 
community around it relevant and appealing to the target group. Here, it is worth 
mentioning that when discussing freedom, the joy riders generally associate this with 
spontaneity and the possibility to go for long rides without worrying about limited range or 
the need for charging. However, the kind of freedom that the Zero motorcycle offers is more 
related to the riding experience in that limited range and long charging time are factors that 
will limit the sense of freedom that the joy riders are looking for, and the company must 
therefore try to downplay the joy riders’ link between freedom and spontaneity. In that way, 
it can become challenging for Zero Motorcycles to satisfy this group’s specific need for 
freedom and thus the ‘freedom pillar’ in the Zero brand story should be founded in the 
riding experience rather than the more product specific features. 

If the company succeeds in convincing the joy riders that its products offer freedom 
in terms of great riding experiences, and that the brand community further highlights and 
strengthens these emotional benefits, Zero has a good foundation for expanding and 
reaching the more mainstream motorcyclists. 

 
6.2.1.1.2 BREAKING DOWN THE MENTAL BARRIERS 
One of the main challenges we foresee for Zero Motorcycles in targeting the joy riders, is 
the mental barriers that exist in terms of electric motorcycles in the minds of these bikers. 
As of now, electric motorcycles are still not top of mind among the joy riders when 
discussing motorcycles and for many of them an electric motorcycle does not qualify as a 
“real motorcycle” (cf. Appendix 11). This indicates that one of the tasks that the company is 
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facing in its future communicative endeavors is to break down or change the mental 
barriers that are stopping the joy riders from buying an electric motorcycle.  
 Today, Zero puts a lot of focus on the electric aspect of the bikes and the benefits 
that the electric profile offers. However, if the company wants to break down the mental 
barriers and the stigma attached to the electric motorcycles, they might want to reconsider 
this choice or at least adjust it according to the customer group consisting of joy riders. 
Based on the focus group interviews, the joy riders do not see the fact that the Zero 
motorcycles are electric as a benefit but rather hearing the words ‘electric motorcycle’ 
immediately raises some concerns. Although the joy riders are skeptical about the electric 
motorcycles, we have determined throughout the analysis that they are in fact overall very 
satisfied and impressed with the ride the motorcycles offer. Thus, a big communicative task 
lies in convincing the bikers of this great riding experience and making them forget about 
their concerns regarding the electric nature of the motorcycle. Thus, even if the electric 
nature of the motorcycles is what makes them great motorcycles to ride, the company 
might want to downplay this a bit in the communication and rather change the focus to the 
riding experience and emotional benefits the motorcycle allow for. That said, if the company 
succeeds in becoming a mainstream brand appealing to and being accepted by the joy 
riders, it can consider bringing the electric profile back in play as a competitive factor 
differentiating it from the competitors. 
 
6.2.1.2 TECHNOLOGY BUFFS 
The technology buffs do not share the same interests as the joy riders. The main difference 
that we have identified is that this group is not really interested in communities and the 
social aspect of riding. They put more emphasis on the product specific features and enjoy 
all aspects of the advanced technology. These different attitudes towards community 
feeling might be the reason that Zero Motorcycles is not more successful in building 
communities or at least why the company is experiencing big challenges in establishing and 
maintaining these. Our findings show that the technology buffs’ need for communities is not 
that big, and that the need is mainly created and maintained from the company’s side and 
its pressing wish for community building, cf. the investors’ wishes and demands mentioned 
in the company profile. As such, the company pushes a need known and identified in the 
traditional motorcycle world onto the technology buffs, which creates an imbalance. If Zero 
Motorcycles is determined to implement and initiate community building for the entire 
market, including the technology buffs, the company must listen carefully to what this 
group wants from a community. Our findings showed that such communities should be 
centered around the products and technical aspects so that the group can gain even more 
technological knowledge and get more educated on the product benefits. It does not make 
sense to try and make this group fit into the traditional biker community. Rather, Zero 
should acknowledge the individualistic profile and product orientation of this group and 
incorporate these features in potential communities - if such communities should even be a 
focus point in targeting the technology buffs.     

Just like the other customer profile, the joy riders, the stories that the technology 
buffs tell about the company and its products can help Zero Motorcycles in finding out this 
group’s opinions about the brand. These are valuable insights and could be used in the 
storytelling targeted this group. The technology buffs do not share the same feeling of 
brand belonging as the joy riders and our interviews with both the American and the Danish 
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Zero owners reflected that they were not particularly passionate or concerned with Zero 
Motorcycles as a company or the dealer but rather just the products (cf. Appendix 10). As 
such, they do not wish to invest time in interacting or identifying themselves with the brand. 
Especially Terry, the American Zero owner, was very interested in the electric technology 
and his involvement with the company was thereby centered around the technology and 
the R&D department (Ibid.). This, we argue, indicates that the technology buffs are not as 
interested in market success and popularity in their decision making process but rather 
seek out the most interesting technology and innovations.  

As previously stated, the technology buffs do not identify themselves as 
motorcyclists but are put in this “box” simply because they own a motorcycle. They do not 
care about this aspect, but rather they care that the motorcycle provides them with the best 
possible technological tool and means of transportation, which allows them to unfold and 
display their interest in innovation and new, exciting solutions. Again, Zero may use these 
insights in aligning the company’s communication efforts to make sure to implement the 
right stories and through reverse storytelling embrace the needs and interests of this group 
in the best possible way. To sum up, the foundation for the communication strategy 
targeting the technology buffs should be product-centric and downplay the social aspects 
of being a motorcyclists and being part of a community, which is the complete opposite of 
the other customer profile. In targeting the joy riders, we argued that Zero Motorcycles’ 
recent marketing and communication effort, the Zero Hero program, was not ideal for this 
group. It could, however, be applied successfully to the technology buffs, as they seek 
expert advice and like-minded consumers as sparring partners in especially dealing with 
the so-called children diseases, new technology often brings along. The reverse storytelling 
should therefore begin from the product features and technology-specific information, 
which also includes the opportunity for the technology buffs to actively take part in the 
development and co-creation of the product. Zero has an interesting and innovative 
product founded in complex technology and the details of this is something that attracts 
and interest the technology buffs. As such, they are not concerned with the overall picture 
of Zero Motorcycles as a brand, but only the product it provides and constantly improves 
and develops. We argue that the technology buffs’ interest lies in the interaction between 
them and the technology (the product) rather than between them and the company. Based 
on this, the Zero app, which was developed with the purpose of creating a more detailed 
and user-friendly interface between the rider and the motorcycle (cf. Appendix 8.3), might 
be a great focus area and selling proposition for Zero’s future efforts to attract and retain 
this customer group.  

The technology buffs want to be sure to be the first to experience and try out this 
new technology and as such they wish to participate and provide inputs to product 
development, they want to co-create and share their technological knowledge and passion 
for innovation. They want to be heard and see their visions come to life and their main 
interest in Zero as a company thereby lies in getting this opportunity to get even closer to 
the technological development and having a platform to facilitate their visions. In this, we 
see the technology buffs as becoming sparring partners for Zero in the product 
development, but their insights are not applicable for targeting the more mainstream 
market, which appreciates and seeks emotional aspects and themes in the overall 
storytelling of the brand. The mainstream market, on the other hand, will benefit from the 
valuable technological insights that the current customers may provide in that the product 
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thereby constantly improves and helps Zero Motorcycles retain its status as an industry 
pioneer. Zero must, however, be able to control this co-creation and dynamic product 
customization and ensure that the products are also appealing for the joy riders if they wish 
to apply a differentiated strategy and accommodate both groups.  

The idea of co-creation relates to part of the chosen theory for this thesis; dynamic 
process perspective on branding. Hatch & Schultz’ semiotic perspective on branding looks, 
as mentioned, at branding as something that is constructed through the interaction 
between people. As such, the technology buffs make up and reflect the traditional product 
branding, whereas the joy riders reflect the emotional branding and the importance of 
emphasizing people’s emotions. This will be further elaborated on in the coming sections.  

 
6.2.1.3 USP VS. ESP 
As we were exploring the two distinct customer groups and the possibility for two 
differentiated communication strategies targeting each group, two terms from traditional 
marketing came up; Unique Selling Proposition (USP) and Emotional Selling Proposition 
(ESP). When discussing the two different strategies, we realized that the themes we defined 
as product specific themes were very similar to what a company could use as its unique 
selling propositions, whereas the emotional themes could resemble a company’s emotional 
selling propositions. As such, it became clear to us that these two terms could help us 
appropriately describe the division between the practical and emotional themes and in that 
way the idea of using USP and ESP evolved from our empirical research. In the following 
sections, we will explain how we see USPs as being useful in targeting the technology buffs 
and likewise how ESPs can prove helpful when targeting the joy riders.  
 
6.2.1.3.1 UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITIONS TO TARGET THE TECHNOLOGY BUFFS 
USP is a well-known business concept used to define what differentiates one company’s 
products from the competitors (Hindle, 2008; 197). In other words, having clear unique 
selling propositions can help convince a customer to buy a certain product over another. In 
addition, USP is a great tool for the company to stay on track and remain focused on what 
the business is all about and what it offers the customers in terms of product benefits. With 
regards to the technology buffs, this is exactly what we would recommend Zero 
Motorcycles to focus on; setting up rational benefits for the product that differ from those of 
the competitors. In doing so, Zero needs to look at what the customers value and use these 
aspects as the selling propositions. However, it is not enough to only look at the product 
specific features and benefits, it is also necessary to define how these benefits make the 
product unique. If taking into account the findings and the discussed customer profiles and 
associated strategies, the USPs for Zero Motorcycles when targeting the technology buffs 
could ideally be: Electric profile, cutting edge technology (including the interactive Zero 
App), automatic gear shift, limited noise, and very fast acceleration. These are the themes 
that seemed to matter most to this customer group and which are also part of what makes 
the Zero motorcycle unique compared to the competitors. Thus the company could benefit 
from highlighting these in its future communication and making them an integrated part of 
the brand and brand story. 
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6.2.1.3.2 EMOTIONAL SELLING PROPOSITIONS TO TARGET THE JOY RIDERS 
When targeting the joy riders, however, our findings imply that putting up a set of USPs will 
not be enough to attract and satisfy this group. Instead, Zero needs to appeal to their 
feelings in that they are, as defined above, emotional riders who are looking for emotional 
and social gains when riding their motorcycles. Thus, the product specific benefits are not 
sufficient to win over these bikers, and it becomes necessary to identify the less obvious 
reasons to choose the Zero motorcycle; the emotional reasons or the so-called emotional 
selling propositions. ESPs have the benefit that they can help add energy and personality to 
the business as well as making the brand more meaningful to the customers in that it adds 
value on a level beyond the basic, functional purpose of the product  (Hindle, 2008; 197). To 
the joy riders, we have, as previously stated, identified three main themes through listening 
to their stories about what being a motorcyclist means to them. These themes will make for 
a good foundation to define Zero’s ESPs, which could ideally be: Freedom, riding 
experience, and community feeling. These are all emotional gains or benefits that the joy 
riders are looking for when buying a motorcycle and by integrating them as a part of the 
company’s core story and using them as selling propositions, Zero Motorcycles might be 
more successful in its attempt to attract this group. Furthermore, converting these 
emotional themes into ESPs might also help make the company more aware of the 
importance of the emotional aspect internally. In that way, setting up ESPs can to some 
extent force Zero to remain focused on these aspects as well, rather than neglecting the 
emotional themes in favor of the product specific features and functionalities that seem to 
be the main focus in the communication today.  

In relation to USPs and ESPs, it is also worth mentioning that we find USPs 
predominantly useful in the shorter term when being a first mover on the market and 
attempting to convince the customer to make the initial buy. Here, we argue that it has 
made sense up until now to mainly focus on the product’s USPs, because the target group 
primarily has been the technology buffs whose main focus and interest lie within the 
product specific benefits. In addition, in terms of USPs, Zero has had the advantage of 
offering a truly unique and niche product making it easier to create strong USPs. However, 
in the longer term, where Zero Motorcycles has expressed a wish to expand its business 
and thus its target audience we, as already explained, see a need to increasingly include 
the joy riders. When striving to win over the joy riders we argue that focusing on the 
product’s USPs might not be sufficient in that this group is looking for value beyond the 
product. In other words, value on a more emotional level. Furthermore, as more competitors 
will enter the market and the Zero motorcycles will become increasingly mainstream, the 
aspects that are currently making the motorcycles unique might become increasingly 
standard. In that way, the USPs will lose some of their differentiating power and we thus 
find it necessary to add that extra layer of emotional value. Thus, it might prove beneficial 
for Zero to assign ESPs a bigger role in the company’s communication efforts. However, 
the USPs should still be a priority, as it is always important and relevant to keep in mind 
exactly what specific benefits the product offers. In other words, the ESPs should not 
replace the USPs, but rather they should serve as an addition that highlights that extra layer 
of value generated from the emotional benefits. 
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6.2.2 FOCUSED STRATEGY 
As outlined above, the company could choose to go with a differentiated strategy and 
target both customer profiles differently. However, this will be a very complex and time and 
resource consuming strategy. As mentioned in section 4.2, Company profile, Zero 
Motorcycles has limited funds and resources and it would therefore not be optimal to 
choose the most complex and resource-demanding strategy. Thus, another option could be 
to narrow down the focus and go with just one of the two groups. In this relation, we argue 
that the most appropriate choice would be for Zero Motorcycles to focus on the joy riders 
rather than the technology buffs. The reason for this is mainly that it makes sense from a 
business point of view; the technology buffs could be categorized as first movers and they 
only make up a small share of the total potential market. The joy riders, on the other hand, 
make up the vast majority and therefore we see more future potential in this group. As 
mentioned in the company profile, Zero Motorcycles is still a few years from break-even, 
and it is becoming increasingly critical for the company to get to a profitable position as 
soon as possible. The investors are expecting significant growth and this could be initiated 
by shifting focus in the marketing and communication efforts. To further validate and 
support our recommendation to choose a focused strategy targeting the joy riders, we 
found it relevant to include and draw on the Diffusions of innovations model as well as 
Geoffrey Moore’s (2002) further interpretation and development of this theory. As the 
relevance of this theory arose parallel with the exploration and discussion of our findings 
and was not an intentional choice from the beginning, it has not been included as part of 
the overall theoretical framework in section 3. Rather, we have exploited the theoretical 
flexibility of applying an inductive approach and the models will now be taken into use and 
further elaborated as well as discussed in relation to the choice of the focused strategy.  
 
6.2.2.1 DIFFUSIONS OF INNOVATIONS MODEL  
Diffusions of innovations is a model originally created by Everett Rogers (Everett, 2002). He 
argued that “most individuals evaluate an innovation, not on the basis of scientific research 
by experts, but through the subjective evaluations of near-peers who have already adopted 
the innovation” (Ibid; 990). In other words, the diffusion of new products and innovations is 
a social process in which people talk to each other. The idea is as such to focus on 
networks and social systems in which members of the target group create and share 
information with each other and in this way gain a common understanding for the 
innovation’s possibilities. We therefore argue that communication structures and human 
interaction are important in the spread (diffusion) of innovations. The interaction and the 
subjective evaluation of near-peers, as Rogers describes it, correlates well with our chosen 
philosophy of science, social constructivism.  

The point of this model is furthermore that the entire potential user group will not 
take a new product into use all at once, but rather it is possible to divide the users into 
different groups depending on how fast they decide to adopt the new product or 
technology (Just & Burø, 2010; 98). In other words, it explains how a new technology or 
product spreads through a specific population. The model on the following page visualizes 
the ability to segment the audience and identify who adopts the innovation when.  
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(‘Windahl, Signitzer & Olson, 2009; 85) 
 
Five categories of adopters are illustrated in the model, and the majority of the general 
population could be placed in the middle categories, the Early Majority and the Late 
Majority. It is, however, important to figure out the key characteristics of the target group, 
which is what has been done in the previous section; 6.1 Two customer profiles.  

The introduction and use of Diffusion of innovations in this thesis has led us to 
further explore this theory. In our search, we came across Geoffrey Moore's (2002) 
exploration and expansion of the model, which focuses on high tech entrepreneurship and 
is called “Crossing the Chasm”. This model is introduced to further underline our findings 
and make the Diffusions of innovations model even more relevant to a disruptive 
technology like Zero Motorcycles. Moore’s model below illustrates gaps between any two 
psychographic groups. According to him, each gap represents a risk for marketing to lose 
momentum and to miss the transition to the next group and thereby creates a huge 
challenge in making it to the middle of the curve, which is where the company wants to be 
(Moore, 2002; 16). Moore believes that the greatest chasm [gap] exists between the 
“Visionaries” and the “Pragmatists”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Moore, 2002; 17) 
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With this distinctive chasm between the Visionaries and Pragmatists, Moore seeks to 
illustrate that these two groups have very different adoption patterns and expectations. The 
early market appreciates new development and is willing to take the risk of potential bugs. 
The visionaries do not rely on solid references or market success in their buying decisions, 
they are willing to act when they find a match and they rely on their own intuition and 
visions (Moore, 2002; 12). Moore therefore defines this group as “being key to opening up 
any high-tech market segment” (Ibid.). From his definition, we argue that the technology 
buffs can belong to either the Technology Enthusiasts or the Visionaries in that their level of 
adoption differs. Our findings indicate that Terry belongs to the Technology Enthusiasts, 
whereas Troels belongs to the Visionaries in that he is less radical and nerdy in his adoption 
of the product. As such, we do not see a complete alignment between the respondents 
within this customer profile, which again indicates that due to the limited number of 
respondents, the data for this group is not completely representative. However, both 
respondents do belong to the same market category; the Early market.  

The second market is more mainstream and represents “the rest of us” (Moore, 
2002; xiv). This market does not want to explore the technology firsthand but is rather just 
interested in the benefits that it provides. The Pragmatists are defined as “wanting to see 
well-established references before investing substantially” (Ibid; 13). The group wants 
“final” products that work without having to debug them. Based on this, we argue that the 
joy riders can be characterized as Pragmatists. In relation to this, it is worth mentioning that 
the joy riders are categorized as Pragmatics for theoretical purposes and thus this 
categorization should not be seen as an assumption that this group solely responds to 
practical aspects. Rather, the joy riders are only pragmatic in terms of the technology but 
are very emotionally involved in other aspects. Because of the large gap and 
incompatibilities between the two groups mentioned above, the early market is not the ideal 
reference for the mainstream market. Technology enthusiasts and Visionaries are therefore 
not necessarily the best opinion leaders for Zero Motorcycles to expand on. This naturally 
presents a challenge for Zero in that the most appropriate reference and opinion leaders for 
the early majority, the Pragmatists, would be another member of this group, but they are 
not willing to buy without consulting multiple appropriate references. However, in order to 
succeed, we find it critical for Zero Motorcycles to embrace this challenge and identify 
brand ambassadors that resemble the mainstream market to a higher degree than the 
current Zero Heroes do. 

From Moore’s theory, we deduce that it makes sense to focus on one market 
segment and from a business point of view, we see the greatest potential in the mainstream 
market, as this is considerably bigger. Moore supports this in saying: “winning their [the 
mainstream market] business is key to any substantial profits and growth” (Moore, 2002; 
13). If Zero wishes to do so, we argue that a shift from being product centric to being more 
market centric is essential, as Pragmatists seem to want more than the generic product - in 
this case more than “just” the motorcycle. The fact that this group also wants well-
established references as mentioned above, requires Zero Motorcycles to put even greater 
focus on its strong partners, as Pragmatists take these as a sign of trustworthiness. 
Because of this, we argue that Zero Motorcycles should consider to put emphasis on its 
well-known global partners such as Bosch, Showa, and Pirelli (Zero Motorcycles, 2014). 
The mainstream market is concerned about pitfalls in new products and innovation, which 
again is why strong and trustworthy references are essential.  
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To sum up, it makes sense for Zero Motorcycles to target the mainstream market, as this is 
the market with most growth potential and something that could help the company achieve 
its overall goal about growing the company and accommodating the investors’ demands. 
This naturally presents a risk in that Zero may lose its current customers’ interest by 
neglecting these in favor of the majority. The majority represents values that are 
fundamentally dissimilar to those of the existing customer base and by focusing too much 
on these new values, the company might lose the interest from the technology buffs. The 
company is gradually adapting to the joy riders and this indicates that the gaps that we 
have identified between Zero Motorcycles and the technology buffs mainly are about this 
adaption to the mainstream market, which creates a distance to the technology buffs. It 
might seem contradictory to go against the current customer base and customer profile, 
but this is the path that we have found to be the most appropriate for Zero Motorcycles to 
continue on due to the above mentioned growth potential. Though, we do not suggest a 
complete neglect of the technology buffs but rather a decreased focus on this group and an 
increased focus on the joy riders. This will be further elaborated in the following section. 
 
To sum up, we see two different strategic opportunities for Zero Motorcycles going forward, 
however, as expressed we are mostly in favor of choosing a focused strategy mainly 
targeting the joy riders and avoiding a too complex and resource consuming task in 
including both groups. However, we do not suggest a complete exclusion of the current 
customer base, the technology buffs, but rather that future communicative and strategic 
efforts to a higher degree are focused the joy riders. Thus, we recommend that Zero 
Motorcycles keeps its existing communication strategy primarily made up around the 
product’s USPs as discussed in section 6.2.1.3, USP vs. ESP, parallel with a new strategy 
adjusted to the joy riders where the emotional aspect plays a bigger role. In that way, we 
argue that the company should not spend a lot of resources on reaching the technology 
buffs going forward but rather rely on its current content and efforts to continuously cater 
for this market while adding on a new dimension to satisfy the more mainstream market 
consisting of the joy riders. As such, a common foundation that appeals to the total market 
is needed. Given that the USPs are very helpful in highlighting the core product and its 
benefits, these selling propositions will still play an important role in the company’s 
underlying business and R&D. Furthermore, the USPs also serve as valid and trustworthy 
documentation in the buying decision process. Buying a motorcycle is not a routine 
purchase, but rather a purchase that requires thorough information and an overview of the 
unique product features and benefits, which is exactly what the  USPs offer. Therefore, we 
argue that there is always a need for well defined USPs, however, these should serve more 
as benefits than the key selling propositions. As such, the emotional aspect, the ESPs, 
should be brought more into play and be assigned an increasingly dominant position in 
terms of future communication and brand building.  
 
In the following, we will discuss how reverse storytelling and stakeholder involvement can 
be applied as helpful tools in building the brand and defining the future communicative 
strategy for Zero Motorcycles.  
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6.2.3 REVERSE STORYTELLING AND STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT AS BRAND 
BUILDING TOOLS 
As laid out in the theoretical framework, in the case of Zero Motorcycles we have chosen to 
further build on the theory for traditional storytelling and adjust it to better match the 
purpose of this case. In other words, we have taken the traditional “model” for storytelling 
and turned it around so that storytelling is not just a tool to get the brand communicated 
out to the audience. Rather, storytelling becomes the tool to actually create and build the 
brand. In that way, the stories travel from the stakeholders to the company whose task is 
then to integrate these stories into the brand. In this specific case, we recommend that Zero 
Motorcycles pays attention and listens to what its customers are saying about the 
motorcycles and what being a motorcyclist means to them. In this case, the company can 
deduce the essential topics and aspects brought up by the customers and utilize these to 
build the brand and the core story behind it. By doing so, it will contribute to creating a 
more relevant and attractive brand that appeals to the target audience and reflects their 
demands and needs associated with the motorcycles.  
 If Zero Motorcycles was to choose a differentiated strategy despite our 
recommendation to apply a focused strategy, reverse storytelling could also prove useful. 
As clearly illustrated throughout the analysis and discussion, the joy riders and the 
technology buffs are two highly distinct customer groups with very different needs and 
expectations to their motorcycles and the experiences they provide. Therefore, we find it 
necessary for Zero to familiarize itself with each customer group and identify their specific 
needs in order to determine what the two brand stories should reflect. Again, for the joy 
riders it is crucial that the brand story reflects the emotional and social aspects that they 
are looking for as well as the lifestyle that they are looking to buy into. In terms of the 
technology buffs, on the other hand, it is more important that the brand reflects a 
technically-advanced and reliable ride and thus if choosing a differentiated strategy there is 
a need for two very different dimensions of the brand and thus of the associated brand 
stories. As such, reverse storytelling as a tool could be applied to either of the two strategic 
paths, differentiated or focused.  

However, applying reverse storytelling also presents a risk in that the stories told 
may not comply with how the company wants to be reflected and perceived. As such, 
some of the stories may not make sense or be impossible for the company to incorporate 
and benefit from in its branding. Therefore, we argue that it is necessary to look at the 
different stories and carefully select the ones most useful to the company. The task is then 
to merge these stories and create an interplay between them in order to make them 
stronger than the negative and ‘useless’ stories. In that way, Zero Motorcycles can attempt 
to downplay the presence of the negative stories in the mind of the consumers and in that 
strive for creating a story that is true to the target group’s perception while still favoring the 
company’s interest and desired brand image. 
 
The above outlined use of reverse storytelling also complies well with the need for 
stakeholder involvement in the branding activities, as identified in the theoretical framework. 
Given our dynamic process perspective on branding, we believe that in order to create a 
strong and successful brand, the company needs to include the stakeholders from the early 
beginning of the branding efforts. The stakeholders play an important role as co-creators in 
establishing the brand and their opinions and perceptions should be part of the brand 
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foundation. Including its stakeholders in the branding process can help Zero Motorcycles 
ensure a relevant brand that reflects the customers it is targeting.  
 As of now, Zero Motorcycles has yet to create a successful brand on the Danish 
market and one of the explanations for this, we argue, could be the fact that the company is 
lingering somewhere in between the two customer groups. It seems that the current brand 
story mainly reflects the advanced technology and electric edge of the motorcycles - in 
other words, the product specific features rather than the emotional benefits - which, based 
on the customer profiles, predominantly appeals to the technology buffs. However, the high 
focus on building brand communities seemingly does not comply all that well with what this 
customer group is demanding. Rather, the focus on community building appears to be 
more compliant with the needs of the joy riders. In other words, the current brand story 
mostly targets the technology buffs, whereas the attempted communication channel for the 
brand - the communities - to a larger extent targets the joy riders. As such, you can argue 
that Zero fails to satisfy either one of the customer groups and in turn the brand ends up 
somewhat irrelevant and unappealing to both groups from a marketing communication 
perspective. This failed attempt to satisfy the customers is something that could potentially 
be prevented in the future by to a higher degree applying a dynamic process perspective on 
branding in involving the stakeholders and embracing their input in terms of brand building. 
Acknowledging the stakeholders’ role and attaching more importance to their perceptions, 
opinions, and stories might thus help Zero obtain the successful and customer-relevant 
brand(s) it is striving for.  

 
To sum up, storytelling can be used as a tool to improve Zero Motorcycles’ branding efforts 
and in that way prove an important and beneficial contribution to the company’s overall 
communicative strategy going forward. One of the main take-aways from our discussion is 
that since we recommend a focused strategy, the emotional themes will be the center of 
the future branding of Zero Motorcycles in the attempt to win over the mainstream market 
and reach the point of break-even and a potential profit. As such, we believe that Zero will 
stand stronger in expanding the target group if the company succeeds in satisfying the 
emotional needs. The company should therefore strive to move from a product-centric 
branding strategy towards a strategy based on emotional benefits and in that way the 
emotional selling propositions will gain a more dominant position in the company’s 
communication going forward.   

However, it is also worth noting that it is not possible to overcome all challenges by 
merely changing the communication focus. Product innovation is also a vital part of this, 
and it is thus important to differentiate between what is product innovation and what is a 
communicative challenge.  
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7 CONCLUSION 
Using qualitative empirical data, this thesis has sought to examine the case of Zero 
Motorcycles and explore how the company can seek to establish and strengthen its brand 
on the Danish market. More specifically, explore how strategic communication in the form 
of branding and storytelling can be used as tools to expedite this effort to establish a strong 
brand in Denmark. Furthermore, it was our aim to contribute to the very limited research 
done on electric vehicles on the Danish market and illustrate how traditional communication 
theories can be modified into new variations in order to better explore and analyze 
disruptive companies like Zero Motorcycles. In doing so, we started out by taking a deeper 
look into the company and the Zero brand followed by an analysis of the potential target 
groups on the Danish market, as well as how Zero Motorcycles could approach these 
through a modified communication strategy.  

When looking at the company itself, Zero Motorcycles has initially benefitted from its 
sustainable and green profile to attract investors, receive funds, and create advantageous 
political incentives. However, sustainability has not been the main focus point of the brand 
communication, as this does not seem to be what the customers are demanding. Rather, 
the company has chosen to focus on the advanced technology resulting in a high quality 
motorcycle. As such, the brand currently reflects a cutting edge technology, a unique 
electric profile, and a fun riding experience. The communication of the brand is thus highly 
focused on the product specific and technical features that make up the Zero motorcycles.  

As the research question for this thesis implies, the goal is to explore how Zero 
Motorcycles can establish a strong brand on the Danish market. However, since the 
company is still a few years from break-even, this yields an internal desire to expand and 
grow as well as becoming a highly respected and visible player in the global motorcycle 
market. As part of the growth strategy, the company is constantly searching for new 
markets to enter and in 2014, Denmark joined the Zero distribution network with its first 
local dealer in Roskilde. Entering a new market presents both opportunities and challenges 
for example in terms of new customer segments with needs that might differ from the 
company’s current and well-known customer profile. Our research showed that the current 
brand story primarily attracts a very limited and distinct target group consisting of 
technology enthusiasts, which might put a limit to the possibilities of expansion. When 
looking at the Danish market, our findings implied that the Danish motorcyclists mainly 
consist of joy and hobby riders who differ a lot from the original and current target group as 
defined by Zero Motorcycles. Therefore, we have argued that it is not necessarily possible 
or appropriate to directly transfer the globally standardized brand, deriving from the 
headquarters in California, to the Danish market. Rather, in order to succeed in Denmark 
and accommodate the demands from the Danish motorcyclists, we have argued that the 
brand and the associated communication must undergo some adjustments and 
modifications as outlined in the discussion. 

Based on our analysis, we concluded that Zero Motorcycles could choose to follow 
one of two overall strategic directions; a differentiated strategy or a focused strategy. The 
differentiated strategy would allow the company to maintain its focus on the current 
customers while also reaching a new segment. However, due to the complexity and amount 
of resources needed for this strategy, we ended up recommending a focused strategy 
instead. The focused strategy would allow Zero to grow its customer base by reaching the 
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majority of the Danish motorcyclists, the joy riders, without dismissing the current 
marketing communications targeting the existing customer base, the technology buffs. In 
order to do so we found a need for increasing the focus on the emotional and social 
aspects of riding a motorcycle and being part of the motorcyclist community. Thus, we 
argue that Zero should increase the use of emotional selling propositions. In that way, the 
unique selling propositions come to serve more as supporting elements of the core story 
and as such:  

 

 
This recommendation to target the majority, or the mainstream market, is based on the 
argument that this segment presents the greatest growth and profit potential. Furthermore, 
it correlates well with the findings that the interest in electric motorcycles is growing daily, 
and the general motorcycle market is showing indications of moving towards technological 
features such as no gear shift. These indications point towards the Zero brand and 
products becoming more mainstream. We are aware that the transition between the two 
markets will most likely pose some challenges, and that it therefore may not be entirely 
smooth. As such, it might feel counterintuitive to focus the efforts on the customer segment 
most dissimilar to the core brand story, but this is where we have identified the biggest 
future business potential. As such, now that Zero Motorcycles has achieved initial success 
in launching a new innovation and technological products and thereby getting early market 
wins in becoming the market leader within the electric motorcycle industry…  

 
In striving for this transformation, we conclude that reverse storytelling can prove a 
beneficial tool for Zero Motorcycles in that it can help the company identify the demands 
and needs of the target group and in that way contribute to creating a more relevant and 
attractive brand and associated brand story. In other words, we conclude that by letting key 
elements of the customers’ stories merge and make up the foundation for core story of the 
brand, Zero limits the risk of communicating a brand that does not reflect what the target 
group is looking for. In addition, reverse storytelling can help facilitate the customer 
involvement in the branding process and as such be a valuable contribution to the co-
creation of a strong and relevant brand. The stories told by the target group should thereby 
be a strategic priority in Zero’s direct and indirect branding and communication plans. 
 
In conclusion, we do not criticize Zero Motorcycles’ communicative journey up until now, as 
it has been important to favor the early market in its branding efforts. Rather, we suggest a 
shift in the marketing communication strategy going forward. Fundamentally, Zero 
Motorcycles’ marketing communications must refocus from being product centric and 
solely selling products towards selling a lifestyle with emotional gains known and identified 
in the traditional motorcycle world. Based on our empirical data, we can conclude that Zero 
has a great product that harvests praise and admiration from the external environment, 

We recommend a shift from a USP-focused communication strategy to one that 
to a higher degree highlights the ESPs. 

 

…we conclude that it is now time for the company to undertake an extensive 
transformation into serving the more mainstream motorcycle market. 
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such as media and political institutions, as well as from the immediate environment where 
both existing and potential customers appreciate the quality of the product and the riding 
experience it provides. As such, we see great potential for Zero Motorcycles to expand and 
strengthen its market share within the motorcycle industry if the company succeeds in 
winning over the high-volume, mainstream market.  
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